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PREFACE
This thesis work was part of research collaboration between Luleå University of 
Technology and Volvo Car Corporation partly financed by Vinnova PFF and the 
EFESOS project. I have always had the car industry, and specifically Volvo Car 
Corporation, in mind during this thesis work. One of my main goals has been to 
provide the industry with information that could be used to develop more usable 
and safer in-vehicle interfaces for the driver. Therefore, it is important to me to 
write this thesis with a broad group of readers in mind, researchers within my field 
as well as HMI designers and developers in the car industry. To this end, I have 
chosen to write this thesis in a somewhat more descriptive way so as to make my 
research more accessible and useful to a broad audience.   
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ABSTRACT
In-vehicle driving interfaces have become increasingly complex with added 
secondary task functions designed to make driving enjoyable and comfortable. A 
single display solution in combination with a haptic rotary device has the potential 
to reduce the clutter of buttons. With well-designed haptic information (i.e., cues 
that could be explored by touch), drivers should be able to find and select functions 
without taking their eyes off the road.  However, when this thesis work started, few 
studies focused on the effects of adding haptic information to secondary tasks in 
cars.  Clearly, research is needed that examines how adding more information to 
secondary tasks supports or distracts drivers. This thesis investigates haptic 
perception, attention, and effects on secondary tasks and driving performance for 
an interaction menu selection interface controlled by an in-vehicle haptic rotary 
device. The research questions addressed how and why performance would be 
affected by added haptic information. The causes of selective attention in a visual 
and haptic menu selection task were also investigated. Three experimental studies 
complemented with interviews and questionnaires were performed. Two of the 
studies included a simulated driving task. It could be concluded that an addition of 
haptic information to a visual menu selection interface could increase secondary 
task performance and were preferred with respect to usability issues. However, 
more complex haptic additions could also confuse the driver. This result depends on 
the context and differed between persons. From a driving performance perspective, 
both visual and cognitive demand affected the driving, but differently. These effects 
were less pronounced when both visual and haptic information was provided. 
Selective attention to haptic information seemed to be an effect of lacking 
expectations. By simply mentioning the haptic information before the test, a driver 
would pay closer attention to the haptic information. This result implies that drivers 
might learn to use more flexible and informative multimodal interfaces in the future 
if the interfaces emphasize and communicate the haptic cues. This implication 
would be interesting to study further. In addition, future studies may apply these 
results to more ecologically valid driving situations. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
My first introduction into the topic of this thesis was through a project course 
initiated by Volvo Car Corporation. After BMW launched iDrive, a haptic rotary 
device, other car companies were inspired to develop their own solutions using 
haptic information. In the project course, I and other students developed a 
concept based on the iDrive hardware, the VIP. Concurrently, a research project 
was initiated between Luleå University of Technology and Volvo Car Corporation 
to investigate the use of haptic information in vehicles from a human-machine 
interaction and driver safety perspective.  This thesis work was the first in the 
research project.  The project was predefined, but I had the opportunity to create 
my own area of interest and state my own research questions. Because the field 
was new, my first research questions were basic although these basic questions 
led to more specific questions during the research process. 
 
Driving a car has become safer with the development of safety-related equipment 
designed to alert, aid and prevent the driver from severe accidents (Ho & Spence, 
2008). On the other hand, in-vehicle driving interfaces have become increasingly 
complex even though secondary task functions have been designed to make the 
driving enjoyable and comfortable (Damiani, Deregibus, & Andreone, 2009; 
Summerskill, Porter, & Burnett, 2004). Secondary task functions are not immediately 
linked to driving; rather they provide additional services such as music, information 
and communication (Bengtsson, Grane, Isaksson, 2003). Today, there are hundreds 
of functions incorporated in what earlier was called the radio (Broström, Bengtsson, 
& Axelsson, 2011). Drivers can handle several tasks simultaneously, but occasionally 
performing several simultaneous tasks can affect driving (Wierwille, 1993). In the 
worst case, the numerous secondary task functions may overwhelm the driver and 
provide attentional demands that affect the driver’s abilities to drive safely (Burnett 
& Porter, 2001). A lack of attention to the primary task of driving could have severe 
consequences. The challenge, therefore, is to find a balance between the complexity 
of functions and the driver’s need for simplicity (Bernstein, Bader, Bengler, & 
Künzner, 2008; Rydström, Grane, & Bengtsson, 2009).  
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The increased clutter of buttons due to increased secondary task functions could be 
solved by merging the function into a single on-screen solution (Bernstein, Bader, 
Bengler, & Künzner, 2008). This solution is found in cars on the market today, e.g., 
the Acura RL, the Infiniti M, the Audi MMI, and the BMW iDrive (Broström, 
Bengtsson, & Axelsson, 2011). One problem with merging all functions into a single 
display solution is that functions that earlier were directly accessible through a 
button may now be hidden several layers down in a menu structure (Rydström, 
Broström, & Bengtsson, 2012). Therefore, the time it takes to reach the function and 
the time eyes are taken off road generally increase (Summerskill, Porter, & Burnett, 
2004). As an effect, interaction with the numerous secondary task functions through 
single display solutions might add visual, manual and cognitive load on the driver. 
Several studies have shown a negative effect on driving when secondary tasks 
demand visual attention (Engström, Johansson, & Östlund, 2005; Liang & Lee, 2010; 
Young, Lenné, & Williamsson, 2011). In addition, secondary tasks that are not 
visually demanding but add cognitive load, such as phone conversations, can 
negatively affect driving (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Harbluk, Noy, Trbovich, & Eizenman, 
2007; Reyes & Lee, 2008). 
 
Single display solutions in combination with haptic rotary devices have the potential 
to reduce the clutter of buttons without increasing the visual load on the driver 
(Bengtsson, Grane, & Isaksson, 2003). Haptic rotary devices can provide sensations 
such as detents, friction, and limit stops that correspond to the information viewed 
on the display (Rydström, Broström, & Bengtsson, 2009). If haptic information 
correlates well with visual information, drivers might be able to perform actions 
without taking their eyes off the road (Grane, & Bengtsson, 2012). A haptic rotary 
device that mirrored the on-screen information as haptic sensations was first shown 
in the BMW Z9 in 1999 (Bernstein, Bader, Bengler, & Künzner, 2008). One effect of 
haptic rotary devices that has to be considered is that the processing of haptic 
information demands cognitive resources (Grane, & Bengtsson, 2012). Reducing 
visual load is of no use if it implies increasing cognitive load because both can 
negatively affect driving (Summerskill, Porter, & Burnett, 2004).  
 
When this thesis work started, the effects of adding haptic information to secondary 
tasks in cars was not well studied. Research concerning the potentials for haptic 
rotary devices had just started (Burnett and Porter, 2001). The use of haptic 
information in cars was considered important to study since interfaces that were 
too demanding could distract the driver and cause severe accidents. Although haptic 
rotary devices were found in cars on the market, there were few guidelines for how 
haptic information should be implemented in such devices (Burnett & Porter, 2001). 
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1.1 AIM AND PURPOSE
This thesis intends to increase safety and usability of in-vehicle haptic interfaces 
through an increased understanding of human-haptic interaction. To accomplish this 
goal, the thesis investigates haptic perception, attention and effects on secondary 
tasks and driving performance by focusing on a driver’s interaction with a menu 
selection interface controlled by an in-vehicle haptic rotary device. 

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND RESEARCH STRUCTURE

Three research questions were considered in this thesis, and an experimental study 
was conducted for each research question. Figure 1 show how the research 
questions, experimental studies and papers are “knit” together. 

1.2.1 THE FIRST RESEARCH QUESTION

As the use of a haptic rotary device in a menu selection task was a new research 
area, the first experimental study addressed the use of haptic information without 
concurrent driving. How performance is affected by added haptic information in a 
menu selection task was considered in Paper I. A possible reason for why 
performance is affected by added haptic information in a menu selection task was 
considered in Paper II. 

1.2.2 THE SECOND RESEARCH QUESTION

 
Since the first experimental study showed promising results for added haptic 
information (Paper I), the second experimental study addressed the use of haptic 
information in a simulated driving situation. Paper III considers how and why 
secondary task performance was affected by added haptic information in a menu 
selection task during simulated driving. Paper IV considers how and why driving 
performance was affected by added haptic information in a menu selection task 
during simulated driving. 

1.2.3 THE THIRD RESEARCH QUESTION

The second experimental study revealed a selective attention for some participants 
(Paper III). They did not sense all haptic information provided. This was further 

What causes selective attention in a visual and haptic menu selection task during 
simulated driving? 

How and why is performance affected by added haptic information in a menu 
selection task during simulated driving? 

How and why is performance affected by added haptic information in a menu 
selection task?  
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investigated in the third experimental study. Paper V considers causes for selective 
attention and how haptic attention and use of haptic information could be 
increased. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The red thread illustrates how the research questions, experimental studies and papers 
are “knit” together. 

1.3 LIMITATIONS
This thesis only covers the use of a haptic rotary device for interaction with menu 
selection interfaces. The menu selection interfaces were specially designed for the 
studies to make modality comparisons possible. Usability and applicability were 
subordinate to the research questions. Accordingly, these studies do not develop 
interfaces ready to be implemented; rather these studies are intended to develop 
guidelines for implementation. A desktop driving simulator was used for 
investigating driving performance. The thesis does not cover studies with more 
advanced and ecologically valid driving simulators or field studies (real-world driving 
on real roads). I see my work as a piece of a big puzzle describing haptic perception, 
attention, and its effects on performance.  
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE
The research in this thesis belongs to the field of engineering psychology. 
Engineering psychology is a broad discipline covering psychological aspects of 
human-machine interaction and human performance. The parts of engineering 
psychology that I found relevant for this thesis cover human perception, attention 
and performance in general and in interaction with haptic interfaces and in a 
driving context specifically.  

2.1 ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY
“Before . . . emphasis was placed on designing the human to fit the machine” (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). 
Before human factors, ergonomics, and engineering psychology, machines were 
developed without a user perspective and people had to cope with and learn to use 
the machines. When technology developed and machines became more and more 
advanced in combination with highly stressful situations, as during World War II, a 
need for human adjustments became clear. This in combination with new 
knowledge about human behaviour and terminology such as feedback and channel 
capacity helped integrate humans and machines in the system development process 
(Wickens & Hollands, 2000). Human Factors, Ergonomics and Engineering 
Psychology are disciplines that focus on human abilities so as to reduce errors while 
increasing health and safety. Engineering psychology has a special focus on cognitive 
aspects and applies a psychological perspective to the problems of human-machine 
interaction (Danielsson, 2001; Wickens and Hollands, 2000): “The aim of engineering 
psychology is not simply to compare two possible designs for a piece of equipment, 
but to specify the capacities and limitations of the human data from which the 
choice of a better design should be directly deducible” (Poulton, 1966). 
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2.2 HAPTIC INTERFACES
“If touch is not a single perception, but many instead, then its purposes are also manifold” – Aristotle 
(Grunwald, 2008). 
A haptic interface enables human-machine communication (Hayward, Astley, Cruz-
Hernandez, Grant, & Robles-De-La-Torre, 2004) and can be described as a feedback 
device that generates sensations to skin and muscles (Iwata, 2008). The first haptic 
interface, GROPE-I, was developed in 1967 to present virtual environments (Iwata, 
2008). Early haptic interfaces were developed to help control robots from a distance 
and to enhance existing graphical user interfaces (Hayward, et al., 2004). Moreover, 
haptic interfaces have been used to enhance a sense of realism in computer games, 
computer-aided engineering design and in medical and vehicle simulators. Today, 
haptic development and thinking have grown and includes both the quest for 
realism and safety as well as design likability and enjoyability. In cars, haptic design 
has been used to ensure ergonomics, provide a sense of top-quality, and a 
harmonious overall design (Enigk, Foehl, & Wagner, 2008). In-vehicle haptic design 
concerns surface contours, material characteristics and comfort (Tietz, 2008).  
Haptic interfaces have also been developed to increase safety and aid the driver in 
the task of driving. Haptic information has the potential to provide warnings, 
directional information, and support situational awareness while driving (Ho, Tan, & 
Spence, 2005). Many new haptic devices have been developed that do not evoke 
actions but rather provide support during driver-initiated secondary task activities 
(Asif, Vinayakamoorthy, Ren, & Green, 2009; Costagliola, et al., 2004; Grant, 2004; 
Porter, Summerskill, Burnett, & Prynne, 2005; Tang, McLachlan, Lowe, Saka, 
MacLean, 2005; Vilimek & Zimmer, 2007; Weinberg, Nikitczuk, Fisch, & Mavroidis, 
2005). Some haptic interfaces for secondary task enhancement and support are also 
produced and included in cars available on the market (Bernstein, Bader, Bengler, & 
Künzner, 2008; Broström, Bengtsson, & Axelsson, 2011).  One example is the haptic 
rotary device, first used by BMW, for interaction with functions ordered in menu 
structures (Bernstein, Bader, Bengler, & Künzner, 2008). 

2.3 THE DRIVING CONTEXT
“[Driving is] a perceptually governed series of reactions of such a sort as to keep the car headed into the middle 
of the field of safe travel” (Gibson & Crooks, 1938). 
Early theoretical descriptions of driving noted that surrounding obstacles as well as 
physical and psychological factors (such as limited vision) influenced safety (Gibson 
& Crooks, 1938). In this thesis, the main focus was on the psychological aspects of 
driving safely. Driving is a complex and potentially dangerous multitask activity 
(Regan, Young, & Lee, 2009). Therefore, the driving task itself with maintained 
attention to surrounding traffic and potential hazards should be considered the 
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primary task (Wierwille, 1993). Furthermore, all other tasks, such as adjusting the 
climate, should be considered secondary and only allocate resources from the driver 
in secure situations. According to Sivak (1996), the resources needed for the primary 
task of driving safely strongly depend on vision. However, he also points out that 
information from other senses might also be of great importance in many driving 
situations. Wierwille (1993) describes the resources used in driving as mainly visual, 
manual, cognitive and auditory. He considers it inappropriate to rank the resources 
since each of them could be essential in the task of driving. He exemplifies the 
cognitive component as being relatively small in some driving situations, such as 
driving alone on a straight road, while other situations, such as city driving, might 
demand higher cognitive load.  

2.4 PERCEPTION
“Take away the sensations of softness, moisture, redness, tartness, and you take away the cherry” – George 
Berkeley (Coren, Ward & Enns, 2004). 
Perception begins with sensations provided through our senses: vision, hearing, 
touch, taste and smell. Sensation concerns the contact between people and their 
environments (Coren, Ward, & Enns, 2004). For example, a study of touch at a 
sensory level may focus the activities in receptors and joints. Perception studies 
focus on the conscious experience of the environment. According to Coren et al., 
perception is more than just sensations; it uses memory, classifications, 
comparisons, and decisions to transform sensory data to a conscious awareness of 
the environment. As such, people can understand and interpret the world 
differently. Furthermore, they state that even the most convincing perception may 
be wrong. Some stimuli might be missed by a person or just not remembered even 
though the sensations were there. As perception might have occurred but forgotten, 
I will sometimes use the term “noticed” instead of perceived when it comes to a 
person’s subjective description of perception. 

2.4.1 HAPTIC PERCEPTION
Historically, the term haptic was first introduced in 1892 and was described as ”the 
science of human touch” by Max Dessoir (1867-1947) (Grunwald, 2008). According 
to Grunwald (2008), there were particularly two researchers, Géza Révész (1878-
1955) and David Katz (1884-1953), who continued the work of establishing a haptic 
research methodology and fought for a better positioning of haptic research in the 
field of psychology. Furthermore, they began the research with passive and active 
explorations of objects. Gibson (1962) describes passive touch as “being touched” 
and active touch as “touching”. Voluntary movements, active touch, are needed to 
explore a whole object (Hatwell, 2003). Active touch can be seen as a form of tactile 
scanning (Gibson, 1962), and haptic information can be described as the 
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combination of what is felt through contact and through motion (Gibson, 1962; 
Hatwell, 2003).  
 
The haptic modality allows perception of physical and spatial properties (Hatwell, 
2003) and it is especially effective at processing material characteristics (Lederman 
& Klatzky, 2009). According to Lederman and Klatzky, haptic perception of objects 
considers surface texture, thermal quality, compliance or deformability, weight, 
geometric properties, and orientation. Information is sensed through 
mechanoreceptors and thermoreceptors located in the skin in combination with 
mechanoreceptors located in muscles, tendons, and joints. To collect haptic 
information about an object with the hands, different movements are used for 
different object properties. Lederman and Klatzky (1987) proposed eight 
stereotyped movement patterns that they called exploratory procedures. The first 
exploratory procedures are related to the substance of the object: lateral motion 
(texture), pressure (hardness), static contact (temperature), and unsupported 
holding (weight). The second set of exploratory procedures deal with object 
structure: enclosure (global shape) and contour following (exact shape). The last two 
exploratory procedures are related to functionality: function test (potential function 
determined by form) and part motion test (the nature of the motion of some part of 
the object). Lederman and Klatzky (1990) proposed that exploration of objects 
should be divided into two stages: grasping and lifting the object and executing 
further exploratory procedures. In a following study, they found that important 
information was collected already in the first step and that the second step 
increased accuracy and confidence (Klatzky & Lederman, 1992). Related to 
interaction with a haptic rotary device, a single turn movement might be enough to 
build a perception although a more confident perception might be gained through 
smaller repeated hand movements back and forth.  
 
The haptic system is especially effective at processing material properties such as 
textures and hardness while haptic perception of object properties such as form and 
size is more demanding (Klatzky, Lederman, & Reed, 1987). When both visual and 
haptic information are available, vision is likely to dominate exploration when 
information is needed about geometric properties, whereas haptic exploration is 
likely to dominate when information is needed about materials (Klatzky, Lederman, 
& Matula, 1993). Bergmann Tiest and Kappers (2007) found that perception of 
roughness was about equal for vision and touch or sometimes slightly better for 
touch. Lederman and Abbott (1981) also found vision and touch having comparable 
matching accuracy and precision in texture perception. In a texture judgement test 
using abrasive paper, touch and vision also provided comparable levels, but a 
multimodal visual-haptic exploration showed greater accuracy (Heller, 1982). 
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Interestingly, Bergmann Tiest and Kappers (2007) found that perceived roughness 
differed from physical roughness. 

2.5 ATTENTION
My experience is what I agree to attend to. Only those items which I notice, shape my mind – without selective 
interest, experience is an utter chaos - William James (Coren, Ward & Enns, 2004). 
A human is surrounded by potential information and stimuli of which only a small 
part will be perceived. If two humans are located in the same area, some 
information will be perceived by both of them, but they will also perceive the 
environment differently and attend to different aspects in the environment. If they 
are located in a car, both the driver and the passenger might notice an approaching 
car but only the driver might notice the speed-limit sign and neither of them will 
notice the elk standing among the trees watching them. The selection of all things 
that can be looked at, listened to, sensed, smelled, or tasted can be grouped under 
the general label of attention (Coren, Ward & Enns, 2004). According to Trick and 
Enns (2009), there are two ways that this selection might work – aware or unaware. 
They describe unaware attention as automatic and aware attention as controlled. 
The controlled selection is described as slow and requiring effort, but also flexible 
and intelligent as it can be started, stopped, and manipulated at will. How this 
selection of attention works has been studied since the late 1950s (Lavie, 2010), but 
the whole picture has not yet been drawn. Many theories are still under debate. 
Attention theorists disagree about both the architectures of selection and which 
questions should be addressed in research (Matthews, Davies, Westerman & 
Stammers, 2000).  

2.5.1 THEORIES OF SELECTIVE ATTENTION

Two of the first theories of attention are the early selection model and the late 
selection model (Lavie, 2010; Coren, Ward & Enns, 2004). In the early selection 
model proposed by Broadbent (1957), the human perceptual system was described 
as a system with limited capacity. With limited capacity not all information would be 
perceived and a selection of inputs has to be made. The selection of information 
depends on the characteristics of the inputs, for example, physical intensity, 
earliness in time, and absence of recent inputs with similar characteristics. This 
selection of inputs depending on characteristics was called filtering. Deutsch and 
Deutsch (1963) replied to Broadbent’s theory and proposed the late selection 
model. They believed all information reaching the human perceptual system would 
be perceived whether paid attention to or not. The incoming stimuli were believed 
to be important for people. Only the stimuli with the highest importance would be 
further acted on and remembered. Furthermore, some level of arousal would also 
be necessary. The early and late selection models were later tested by Treisman and 
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Riley (1969). They found support for Broadbent’s early selection model and their 
results indicated a limited capacity for perceiving information. In addition, they 
found that it was easier to capture targets when they were presented to the 
participants with a physical characteristic different than the other stimuli. In this 
case, the stimuli were read out messages and the targets were more easily attended 
to when they were presented by a different voice. Broadbent (1977) describes this 
further and discusses that stimuli in the environment may fall into certain natural 
groupings. He explains that we may focus on only one such grouping while ignoring 
the others and we cannot pick and choose between parts from different groups. 
However, this is not the last word in the discussion. The early and late selection 
theories are still being studied and discussed and many theories have been added.  
Lavie, Hirst, Fockert and Viding (2004) found that high perceptual load reduced 
perception of irrelevant distractors. Their finding indicates that perception has a 
limited capacity. They also found that high load on cognitive control functions, such 
as working memory, increased distractor interference. Based on these results, Lavie, 
et al. (2004) proposed the load theory of attention and cognitive control.  Lavie 
(2010) describes the load theory of attention and cognitive control as a hybrid 
model that combines the early selection view (perception has limited resources) 
with the late selection view (perception is an automatic process). In tasks with low 
perceptual load, the remaining capacity will be used for perception of irrelevant 
information that may distract processing of information later on, especially during 
high load on cognitive control. This theory explains why only parts of the available 
stimuli are attended to, but not how the selection of stimuli is made. Studies in 
neuroscience give some deeper insight into this that supports an early selection of 
information (Matthews, Davies, Westerman & Stammers, 2000).  

2.5.2 A NEUROSCIENCE PERSPECTIVE OF SELECTIVE ATTENTION

Lamme (2003) describes that some stimuli, salient stimuli, are more efficiently 
processed than other stimuli. He gives the example that a bright stimulus catches 
our attention easier than a dark one and a moving stimulus easier than a stationary 
stimulus. This is somewhat congruent with Broadbent’s filtering theory. Lamme 
(2003) explains that these priorities have been shaped through experience and 
genetics.  The processing of information generates pathways in the brain’s neural 
network. More frequently used pathways and pathways that are prioritized through 
genetics will be more efficient and easier to access. This accessibility can be 
somewhat changed by preceding stimuli (Lamme, 2003). Processing of non-salient 
stimuli will leave a pathway with activated and inhibited neurons accessible for a 
while. Later processing of similar stimuli may benefit from the earlier activated 
pathway and break through even though it competes with more salient stimuli. 
People are not aware of all information that is perceived; some stimuli are perceived 
unconsciously (Lamme, 2003; Merikle, Smilek & Eastwood, 2001). It appears that 
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even unconscious perception can bias what will later be perceived with awareness 
and how stimuli perceived with awareness will be experienced (Merikle, Smilek & 
Eastwood, 2001).   

2.5.3 EFFECTS OF SELECTIVE ATTENTION
Selective attention has been found in many studies showing evidence for strong 
filtering capabilities. An early and important finding is the cocktail party 
phenomenon first described by Cherry (1953), later repeated by several researchers 
including Wood and Cowan (1995). The cocktail party phenomenon illustrates that 
some information presented to an unattended ear will break through (salient 
information) while other information will be lost (filtered out) when attention is 
focused on what is presented to the other ear. In Cherry’s (1953) study, the 
participants were, for example, able to notice a change from a female voice to a 
male voice in the unattended message, but not a change in language from English to 
German. This effect is agrees with the early selection model by Broadbent (1957): 
filtering is based on certain characteristics in the message. Selective attention has 
also been found in studies with visual stimuli, called selective looking (Neisser & 
Becklen, 1975) or inattentional blindness (Mack & Rock, 1998). Neisser and Becklen 
(1975) found that it was possible to attend to a visual stimulus without being 
distracted by another visual stimulus presented at the same location. Events 
happening in the non-attended visual stimuli were rarely noticed. In a later study, 
Simons and Chabris (1999) found that even dramatic and dynamic as well as 
unexpected events could pass unnoticed.  The participants in their study were told 
to focus their attention on players dressed in white in a video-recorded ball game 
with persons dressed in white or black. During the game, a person in a black gorilla 
suit walked into the middle of the scene, stopped, started hitting his breast and then 
walked out of the scene. The gorilla was not noticed by approximately half of the 
participants. They only attended what was relevant for the task and missed the 
gorilla due to selective attention. Mack (2003) points out that the phenomenon with 
selective attention (inattentional blindness) happens when the persons are involved 
in a highly demanding perceptual task. This strengthens the Lavie’s theory (2010) 
that perception has limited resources and that no information irrelevant to the task 
will be perceived during high perceptual load. A similar but somewhat different 
phenomenon to inattentional blindness is change blindness: as inattentional 
blindness is a failure to notice unexpected events, change blindness is a failure to 
notice changes in the visual scene (Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997). Rensink (2000) 
discusses the two concepts’ similarities and differences and points out that they 
differ in the type of attention involved. In inattentional blindness, divided attention 
is lacking; in change blindness, a focused attention to the changed item is lacking. 
This change blindness has been observed also when a change was expected 
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(Rensink, 2000). The selective attention effects mentioned here are all auditory or 
visual, but the phenomenon is not restricted to those senses.   

2.5.4 SELECTIVE ATTENTION TO HAPTIC INFORMATION

Attention to haptic sensations is somewhat different from attention to visual and 
auditory stimuli. While visual and auditory stimuli might be located far away from 
the human, haptic stimuli have immediate impact on the body surface. This enables 
fast analysis and makes attentional selection possible early in the stimulus 
processing (Müller & Giabbiconi, 2008). Selective attention to haptic information is 
easily demonstrated. If we suddenly change focus of attention towards a specific 
body part, we will immediately be aware of sensations arising from that body part 
previously ignored. Müller and Giabbiconi (2008) explain that a change in sensation 
to an unattended body part automatically will draw our attention to that body part 
to analyse the significance of the change. Furthermore, they state that stimuli 
presented to an attended body part will be processed faster than stimuli presented 
to an unattended body part. However, some haptic stimuli can be as efficiently 
processed when unattended as attended (Johansen-Berg & Lloyd, 2000). Sathian 
and Burton (1991) found that detection of an absence of texture or discrimination 
between two textures was improved by focused attention, whereas detection of an 
abrupt texture change was noticed independently of attention.  
 
An effect of masked haptic information was found by Oakley and Park (2008). They 
discovered that distraction of everyday tasks such as walking and transcribing 
messages can mask perception of vibrotactile cues. The results also indicated that 
different distractors affect the perception of haptic information differently. For 
example, detection of vibrations was affected more by a transcription task 
compared to a data-entry task. Oakley and Park explain this difference as an effect 
of moving the forearm. While transcribing, the forearm moved between the 
transcribed text and the computer and this was not needed during data-entry.  
Haptic interference by irrelevant stimuli has been found both at an early processing 
stage and at a later stage, interfering at the response level (Evans & Craig, 1992).  

2.5.5 EFFECTS OF SELECTIVE ATTENTION DURING DRIVING
Driving a car demands an almost constant focus on the task. The driver actively and 
continuously selects and processes the incoming information (Castro, 2009).  Castro 
notes that correctly receiving and processing information enables safe driving and 
that the difficulties lie in the selection of relevant information. Because driving is a 
highly focused, demanding task that involves an almost constant search for 
environmental changes, one could mistakenly believe that unexpected events 
always would draw attention and be noticed. Simons and Rensink (2005) point out 
that this might cause so-called “looked but failed to see” car accidents. According to 
Castro (2009), “I looked, but I didn’t see it” is the most common explanation car 
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drivers give for their accidents. Galpin, Underwood, and Crundall (2009) found 
effects of change blindness and found that drivers have more problems detecting 
changes in the central parts of their viewing field than in the left or right extremes. 
They also found that changes in targets relevant to the driving were more easily 
noticed than irrelevant target changes. Martens (2011) found that change detection 
could be improved by auditory messages or by increasing the difference between 
the original and the changed sign. In stressful driving situations, the selective 
attention prioritises the most relevant stimuli for maintained driving performance 
(Dirkin & Hancock, 1985). They describe this increased selectivity as a cognitive 
tunnelling effect. Lee, Lee, and Boyle (2009) found that cognitive load made drivers 
less sensitive to irrelevant distractors. They proposed that the increased task load 
narrowed perception and favoured the most relevant information, a finding that 
could support Lavie’s (2004) load theory of attention. 

2.5.6 DIVIDED ATTENTION
The selective attention theories regard how attention is limited to certain stimuli. 
Sometimes we want to focus our attention and find other stimuli that catch our 
attention distracting. However, there are also situations when we want to divide our 
attention to several events, such as when driving a car. When driving, it is necessary 
to keep constant attention on basic tasks such as steering and adjusting speed while 
attending to events in the driving environment. Noticing the child carelessly riding a 
bike a bit ahead on the road is essential.  Driving would be impossible without an 
ability to divide attention between several stimuli. However, divided attention is not 
as easy as it sounds. Neisser and Becklen (1975) found that a “dramatic 
deterioration of performance” occurred when the participants were asked to 
monitor two tasks simultaneously although the tasks were visually displayed at the 
same location. The participants described the time-sharing between the tasks as 
“demanding” and “impossible”. In general, performance is higher during focused 
attention than during divided attention (Coren, Ward & Enns, 2004). However, there 
are situations when focused attention to a task actually deteriorates performance. 
Beilock, Carr, MacMahon and Starkes (2002) found that skilled football players 
performed a ball-dribbling task better during divided attention than during focused 
attention on the dribbling. However, when they performed the dribbling task with 
their less proficient foot, they performed better during focused attention. Extensive 
practise on a task makes processing “automatic”, which requires less attention and 
allows more attention to be allocated to other tasks (Coren, Ward & Enns, 2004). 
This is why a task that demands divided attention, such as driving a car, becomes 
easier with extensive training.  

2.5.7 DRIVER DISTRACTION
In the driving context, safe travel relies heavily on attention and when this attention 
works inefficiently, when a distraction is present, there is an increased risk of human 
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errors and accidents (Recarte & Nunes, 2009).  They describe distraction as an 
attention to irrelevant stimuli or actions. Recarte and Nunes (2009) suggested four 
causes of distraction caused by visual demands, cognitive demands, low activation 
level, or loss in anticipation (related to expectations and learning). Lee, Young, and 
Regan (2009) present a somewhat different view on driver distraction. They 
distinguish between inattention and distraction; here distraction involves a 
competing activity. For example, daydreaming could be seen as a driver distraction 
while drowsiness and fatigue should not. Lee, Young, and Regan (2009) compare 
several definitions of driver distraction and propose the following: “Driver 
distraction is a diversion of attention away from activities critical for safe driving 
toward a competing activity”. Since driver distraction could lead to driver 
inattention, Regan, Hallett, and Gordon (2011) consider it unnecessary to seek the 
differences between distraction and inattention and instead focus on the 
relationship between the two. They define driver inattention as “insufficient, or no 
attention, to activities critical for safe driving” and propose five sub-categories to 
driver inattention where driver distraction belongs to one of them: 

Driver Restricted Attention (DRA) – Something physically prevents (due to 
biological factors) the driver from detecting information critical for safe 
driving; 
Driver Misprioritised Attention (DMPA) – The driver focuses attention on an 
aspect of driving to the exclusion of another, which is more critical for safe 
driving; 
Driver Neglected Attention (DNA) – The driver neglects to attend to activities 
critical for safe driving; 
Driver Cursory Attention (DCA) – The driver gives cursory or hurried attention 
to activities critical for safe driving; and 
Driver Diverted Attention (DDA) – The diversion of attention toward a 
competing activity. 

The last category, DDA, is described as synonymous to driver distraction and could 
be categorized further as DDA non-driving-related or DDA driving-related depending 
on the nature of the competing activity (Regan, et al., 2011). According to this 
categorisation, the focus in this thesis was on non-driving related Driver Diverted 
Attention (DDA). 

2.5.8 THEORIES OF DIVIDED ATTENTION
The first theories of limited attention capabilities viewed attention as a single “pool” 
of capacity (Coren, Ward & Enns, 2004). According to Norman and Bobrow (1975), 
performance deteriorates during divided attention as an effect of limited processing 
resources. During divided attention, the capacity must be shared, leaving fewer 
resources available for each task. In contrast, Wickens (2002) proposes an expanded 
theory called the multiple resource theory. Based on research showing that some 
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tasks are more easily time-shared than others, Wickens (2002) proposes that there 
are four dimensions of the processing resource, each with two levels. According to 
this theory, it is easier to divide attention between two such levels in a resource 
dimension than within the same level. One dimension of our processing resources is 
(i) the “stages” of processing. Wickens (2002) believes there are different resources 
for perception than for selection and execution of responses. Another dimension is 
(ii) the perceptual modalities. Wickens (2002) proposes that it sometimes is easier 
to divide attention between two modalities than within the same modality. He 
notes, however, that it is uncertain if the problems with time-sharing within 
modalities are due to peripheral factors rather than central factors. It is obviously 
more difficult to look at two spatially separated signs at the same time, although it is 
possible to watch one of them while hearing someone read the information on the 
other sign. A third dimension in Wickens’ (2002) multiple resource theory is (iii) the 
visual channels. He states that processing of focal and ambient vision uses different 
resources. The last dimension in the theory is (iv) the processing code. In this 
dimension, spatial information such as tracking, steering, and manually moving are 
believed to be easily time-shared with verbal tasks such as speaking. As the research 
in this thesis focused on the haptic modality compared to and in combination with 
the visual modality, the second dimension in Wickens’ (2002) multiple resource 
theory considering multiple resources between modalities has been of special 
interest.  

2.5.9 THE MULTIMODAL APPROACH
Human interaction with a natural environment is normally multimodal; i.e., we get 
information through several senses simultaneously. Haptic information is combined 
with information from our other senses to create a robust perception of the 
environment (Helbig & Ernst, 2008). In interactive system design, haptic information 
is sometimes added to visual displays to enhance realism and better match real-
world interaction (Hale & Stanney, 2004). Helbig and Ernst (2008) describe that the 
added information either can be complementary or redundant. If complementary, it 
provides information about a different object property, such as when visual 
information is complemented by haptic information describing object hardness. 
Here information about the same sort of object property is redundant, such as when 
both vision and haptic information provide information describing object size. 
Moreover, redundant information may substitute for one another when fidelity is 
poor (Richardson, Symmons & Wuillemin, 2006). Hale and Stannely (2004) suggest 
that in situations with visual overload haptic devices can provide information 
without significantly increasing cognitive load. This assumption agrees with Wickens’ 
(2002) proposal of easier time-sharing between modalities due to multiple 
processing resources. MacLean (2008) describes an addition of haptic information 
for offloading the visual modality as tempting but risky. She concludes that 
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sometimes haptic information is the most appropriate and least disruptive but 
questions if our need is “to supply more information” or rather “to supply it in a 
manner that leaves the user relaxed and in control”. Redundant information might 
result in a processing where only one modality is perceived or noticed (McGee, 
Gray, & Brewster, 2000). Moreover, they propose that multimodal information also 
can provide conflicting information that might result in a completely lost or 
distorted perception. In a study by Guest and Spence (2003), dividing attention 
between the visual and haptic modality reduced the discriminative ability in both 
modalities. On the other hand, Hillis, Ernst, Banks, and Landy (2002) report an effect 
of lost information when different visual “cues” describing an object were combined 
but not when “cues” from different modalities (the visual and haptic modality) were 
combined. Richardson, Symmons and Wuillemin (2006) describe two approaches 
when adding haptic information to a visual interface: “make it complex” versus 
“keep it simple”.  In the “make it complex” approach, as much sensory information 
as possible is included to mimic normal conditions in which the brain makes the 
selections among redundancies and distractors. In the “keep it simple” approach, 
only the essential information is included, without redundancies and distractors, 
with intention to relieve selection and minimize confusion. MacLean (2008) 
proposes a solution with “transparent” interfaces that convey needed and desired 
haptic information without overwhelming the user’s mental resources. In another 
paper, MacLean (2009) describes “ambient” interfaces that provide information in 
the background. She proposes that the haptic sense is well suited to present 
background information because it normally has the role of a “supporting player”.  
According to MacLean, haptic ambient design means the haptic information should 
be effortless for the user to decode and be delivered naturally, inevitably, and 
timely to the user. Furthermore, the ambient interface must be” communicative, at 
least some of the time” and must not be “in the centre of the user’s attention, most 
of the time”. 

2.5.10 THE MULTIMODAL APPROACH IN A DRIVING CONTEXT

Secondary task functions have to be designed in a way that optimizes time-sharing 
and minimizes the distraction of the primary task of driving (Vilimek, Hempel, & 
Otto, 2007). As car driving demands visual attention, there is a growing interest in 
studying the potentials of providing information through other modalities (Spence & 
Ho, 2008a). For example, haptic interfaces could be used to arouse drowsy drivers, 
to alert drivers and direct their attention towards impending danger, to present 
information to the driver, and to reduce driver workload when interacting with in-
vehicle interfaces (Spence & Ho, 2008b). Some gains of using haptic information in 
cars were also proposed by Burnett and Porter (2001). First, haptic information 
enables controls to provide information concerning their function, mode of 
operation, and current status without demanding visual attention. Second, older 
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people could potentially gain from increased use of haptic cues in cars because 
visual and auditory capabilities decrease with age while the sense of touch is 
somewhat resilient to age effects. Finally, because haptic information only can be 
provided through physical contact with an interface, the user acceptability and trust 
might be higher compared to visual and auditory information. The multimodal 
approach is not only found between the primary task and secondary tasks in driving 
but also within the secondary tasks. Secondary tasks, for example, can have menu 
information presented visually on-screen combined with mirrored haptic sensations 
provided through a haptic rotary device (Bernstein, Bader, Bengler, & Künzner, 
2008) as in this thesis. The use of redundant information through several modalities 
in cars allows the drivers to use the modality most appropriate to the specific driving 
situation (Müller & Weinberg, 2011).  

2.5.11 INTEGRATION OF MULTIMODAL INFORMATION
Ernst and Bülthoff (2004) describe perception as a combination and integration of a 
stream of ambiguous sensory inputs. To make unambiguous interpretations of the 
world, the brain collects more and more information; if one modality is not enough 
to create a robust estimate, information from several modalities are combined 
(Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004). However, rather than delaying the response, the brain 
sometimes makes a quick uncertain decision (Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004). Klatzky, 
Lederman and Matula (1993) suggests that vision will dominate exploration of 
objects when an object’s geometrical properties are needed while haptic 
information will be more important when exploring materials. They propose a 
model for object exploration called “the visual preview model”.  According to the 
visual preview model, all explorations initiate with a brief visual analysis stage that 
results in a direct response if sufficient information were obtained. If not, the 
exploration continues using a visual, haptic, or combined visual and haptic 
exploratory procedure until sufficient information has been collected to make a 
response. The model suggests that the use of haptic information is greater for 
difficult judgements such as when the perceptual discriminability is low. How the 
sensory information is combined seems to depend on the situation. In a review of 
previous findings, Talisma, Senkowski, Soto-Faraco, and Woldorff (2010) argues that 
multisensory integration seems to be a flexible process that depends on the 
competitive level between the modalities. They propose that when the amount of 
competition is low, multisensory integration tends to occur pre-attentively. 
However, top-down selective attention can be necessary in situations when multiple 
stimuli within each modality are competing for processing resources. The 
integration of multisensory information seems to be a process that depends on 
several aspects such as the modality characteristics, prior experiences, an 
assumption of unity (if the stimuli seems to be related), the modality 
appropriateness, and allocated attention (both bottom-up and top-down directed) 
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(Welch & Warren, 1980).  In a study by Gepshtein, Burge, Ernst, and Banks (2005), 
visual-haptic combination of information was higher when the information had 
spatial proximity. 

2.5.12 MODALITY DOMINANCE
What happens when an object is explored by the eye and hand simultaneously and 
the visual and haptic information are not congruent? Welch and Warren (1980) 
propose that one modality will dominate the other in an attempt to maintain a 
congruent perceptual experience. Many researchers have studied multisensory 
integration and dominance by creating a conflict between the modalities (Welch & 
Warren, 1980). Rock and Victor (1964) optically distorted the visual information and 
found that for most people visual impressions dominate haptic impressions. This 
phenomenon has also been found in other studies, but all results are not 
unanimous. For example, McDonnell and Duffett (1972) found individual differences 
towards visual or touch capture that they believe was biased by expectations. 
Posner, Nissen, and Klein (1976) propose a “new view of visual dominance” that 
suggest that visual information will dominate information from other modalities 
under some but not all circumstances. They also suggest that visual dominance may 
be related to a higher attention towards visual inputs due to its weaker alerting 
capacity related to other senses. If related to the neuroscience perspective of 
selective attention, the visual dominance might be an effect of saliency but also 
previous experiences. If visual information previously had been regarded trustful 
and efficient, this modality might be assigned a dominant attention capture. Sinnett, 
Spence, and Soto-Faraco (2007) suggest that visual dominance can be explained by 
Broadbent’s channel-switching model of attention in which one channel will be 
processed before the other even though they are presented simultaneously. They 
found that under conditions of divided attention between the visual and auditory 
channel, the visual information would dominate perception but also that this 
dominance could be somewhat manipulated by focused attention to the auditory 
stimuli. They conclude that modality-specific attention could modulate the 
magnitude of visual dominance. Werkhoven, Van Erp, and Philippi (2009) found that 
top-down selective attention was more effective for the haptic modality than the 
visual modality. In their study, it was easier to ignore irrelevant taps on the skin than 
irrelevant visual flashes. Lederman, Thorne and Jones (1986) found that top-down 
directions such as the words used when describing a task could affect the selective 
attention. When textures with a discrepancy between the visual and haptic were 
explored, instructions using the term “spatial density” led to a visual dominance 
whereas the term “roughness” led to a haptic dominance. Instructions can also 
affect the exploratory procedure and, as an effect, control which properties of an 
object are explored and apprehended (Klatzky, Lederman, & Reed, 1987).  The 
modality dominance could also be affected bottom-up by the quality of the stimuli. 
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Ernst and Banks (2002) propose a principle that the modality with the lowest 
variance in the estimate will dominate perception. They tested the principle by 
adding noise to the visual stimuli in a visual-haptic task that previously had shown 
visual dominance. With added visual noise, the variance in the visual estimate 
becomes higher than that in the haptic estimation, resulting in a haptic dominance. 
This finding agrees with Welch and Warren (1980), who dismiss the idea of complete 
suppression of one modality in multimodal integration and argue that both of the 
sensory modalities have an impact on the final perception. 

2.6 PERFORMANCE
“Human beings are born to perform” (Matthews, Davies, Westerman & Stammers, 2000). 
“Performance may be viewed variously as a biologically-based activity supported by 
neural systems, or as a consequence of information-processing “programs”, or as 
the outcome of an intentionally-chosen strategy” (Matthews, Davies, Westerman & 
Stammers, 2000). In some situations, such as sport practice, people strive for an 
optimal performance, while in other situations a high performance level has low 
priority. When driving a car, however, a performance level that keeps the driving 
safe is mandatory.  Performance can deteriorate when the human processing of 
information gets overloaded (Norman & Bobrow, 1975).  

2.6.1 VISUAL-HAPTIC INTERFACE PERFORMANCE

Human-computer interaction is normally non-haptic. The only haptic interaction 
involved is the feedback provided during a mouse click, key press, or the slight 
friction when moving the mouse. Improved haptic devices could provide more 
advanced and usable haptic information for the user. In some situations, the 
addition of haptic information has improved performance. A meta-analysis (Prewett, 
Burke, & Redden, 2006) indicated improved performance when a combination of 
visual-haptic information was provided instead of only visual information. The meta-
analysis also indicated a haptic addition being particularly effective when workload 
was high and when multiple tasks were performed simultaneously.  When haptic 
information was added to a collaborative object manipulation task, both task 
performance and perceived task performance were increased (Sallnäs, Rassmus-
Gröhn, & Sjöström, 2000). Performance was also improved when haptic information 
was added in interaction with virtual environments (Gunn, Muller, & Datta, 2009) 
and in interaction with touch screens (Pitts, Burnett, Skrypchuk, Wellings, Attridge, 
& Williams, 2012). Moreover, Campbell, Zhai, May, and Maglio (1999) added a sense 
of texture as support in a tracking task by providing vibrations through a haptic 
mouse. They found that added haptic information increased performance, but only 
when a matching visual representation of the haptic information was displayed.  
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Haptic additions do not solve every problem, however. In some studies, the results 
were not entirely positive. Oakley, McGee, Brewster, and Gray (2000) found that 
haptic information could effectively be added to icons on a computer screen with 
reduced error rate although task completion time was not reduced and, more 
importantly, not all types of haptic effects increased performance. In the study, one 
of the haptic effects actually increased the error rate. In a study by Cockburn and 
Brewster (2005), the acquisition of small targets in a graphical computer interface 
was improved by an addition of auditory feedback or two types of haptic feedback. 
However, when all three feedback conditions were presented concurrently, 
performance declined. They concluded that excessive feedback could distract 
interaction through interference of neighbouring targets. Similarly, in a study 
comparing uni-modal , bi-modal, and multi-modal visual, haptic, and auditory 
information in a ‘drag-and-drop’ task, some feedback conditions proved more 
effective than others (Vitense, Jacko, & Emery, 2003). Only visual, only haptic, or 
combined visual and haptic information produced the best performance results, 
whereas a combination of auditory feedback produced the worst performance. They 
conclude that bi-modal and multi-modal combinations should be used with caution 
since not every combination affects performance in the same way. When haptic 
effects were provided through a haptic rotary device such as support in visual menu 
selection tasks, the effects on performance varied (Isaksson, Nordqvist, & 
Bengtsson, 2003). The task completion time was faster without haptic information, 
but for some tasks haptic information improved the accuracy of task completion.  
Similar results were found when simple haptic support was compared to more 
advanced haptic support in visual menu selection tasks controlled by a haptic rotary 
device (Rydström, Broström, & Bengtsson, 2009). For some tasks, such as searching 
for a strong radio station frequency, more advanced haptic support improved 
performance, whereas simple haptic information was preferable for tasks such as 
destination inputs. It was suggested that haptic information could support 
performance when incorporated in an intuitive way. 
 
Most studies consider haptic addition to visual interfaces, but Millar and Al-Attar 
(2005) reduced the visual information in a haptic task. They found that a visual 
addition with only diffuse light did not differ from performance during touch alone. 
The diffuse lighting did not provide spatial cues. Moreover, performance improved 
when vision was clear, but this finding was limited to peripheral or tunnel vision. As 
expected, the best haptic performance was found during unlimited vision.  

2.6.2 DRIVING PERFORMANCE

Driving performance can be measured using several different measurements 
(Castro, 2009), such as lateral positioning, reaction times, and accuracy. A variety of 
measures are helpful, as the varying forms of driver inattention seem to affect 
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driving performance differently. For example, many studies have found different 
driving behaviours when visual distractors were used compared to cognitive 
distractors. Reduced lane keeping (i.e., higher driving deviation) (Engström, 
Johansson, & Östlund, 2005; Engström & Markkula, 2007; Liang & Lee, 2010) and 
more lane excursions (Young, Lenné, & Williamsson, 2011) have been found during 
visual distractions as an effect of looking away from the road. When a cognitive 
distractor was used, the opposite was found: driving deviations were reduced 
(Engström, et al., 2005; Liang & Lee, 2010). Other effects on driving performance 
could not as clearly be described as typically visual or cognitive. One reason for this 
could be the varying demands in the tasks. A visual task in one study could be more 
cognitively demanding than a cognitive task in another study. In many studies, gaze 
concentration towards the road centre or reduced functional field of view is one 
effect on driving performance that has been found during cognitive demand 
(Atchley & Dressel, 2004; Briggs, Hole, & Land, 2011; Engström, et al., 2005; Nunes 
& Recarte, 2002; Harbluk, Noy, Trbovich, & Eizenman, 2007). However, Liang and 
Lee (2010) found a gaze concentration towards the road centre with both visual and 
cognitive tasks. In another study, Harms and Patten (2003) found that peripheral 
detections decreased when driving navigation instructions were presented visually, 
but not when they were presented verbally. That is, the detection rate was reduced 
when the drivers had to take their eyes off the road but not during only cognitive 
processing such in perceiving and analysing sound. Horrey and Wickens (2004) 
compared the effect of presenting visual information on a head-up-display or on a 
head-down-display. The main difference between the two types of displays is that 
the head-down-display demands that eyes are taken off road while the head-up-
display only requires a focus shift on the front screen. In the study, hazard detection 
was measured and a decreased detection rate was found when eyes were taken off 
the road completely while using the head-down-display. It could be misinterpreted 
that impaired hazard detection only relates to visual demands. However, this effect 
on driving performance has been noticed with both visual tasks (Horrey & Wickens, 
2004; Liang & Lee, 2010) and cognitive tasks (Reyes & Lee, 2008; Strayer & Johnston, 
2001). Furthermore, cognitive tasks have also reduced mirror and speedometer 
attention (Nunes & Recarte, 2002), mirror and traffic light attention (Harbluk, et al., 
2007), and traffic sign attention (Engström & Markkula, 2007). Another common 
measure in driving is reaction time. Among others, it could measure the time it takes 
to initiate a break response or the time it takes to react to sign information. Both 
visual tasks (Lamble, Kauranen, Laakso, & Summala, 1999; Young, et al., 2011) and 
cognitive tasks (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Lamble et al., 1999; Patten, Kircher, Östlund, & 
Nilsson, 2004; Reyes & Lee, 2008; Strayer & Johnston, 2001; Treffner & Barrett, 
2004) could have a negative effect on reaction time. The type of task, the level of 
demand, and the type of hazard that should be detected are possible factors 
influencing the effects on driving performance. Some studies have compared the 
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effects of different levels of cognitive demand, such as more or less engaging phone 
conversations. Generally, the negative effects on driving performance were more 
pronounced during high cognitive demand (Briggs, et al., 2011; Nunes & Recarte, 
2002; Patten, et al., 2004). 
 
Most studies comparing different modalities and their effects on driving 
performance focus on visual and auditory modality (Burnett & Porter, 2001). 
However, during the last decade more studies have focused on in-vehicle haptic 
interfaces. Haptic information could be added in vehicles as a driving aid or as 
support for secondary tasks. Haptic interfaces that provide driving aid have shown 
promising results with a positive effect on driving performance (Lee, Stoner, & 
Marshall, 2004). Attention towards the road or mirrors and break reactions 
improved with haptic alerts in the seat (Fitch, Hankey, Kleiner, & Dingus, 2011; Ho, 
Tan, & Spence, 2005). Navigation and steering have also improved by providing 
haptic cues through the driver seat (Hogema, De Vries, Van Erp, & Kiefer, 2009; Tan, 
Gray, Young, & Traylor, 2003; Van Erp & Van Veen, 2004) or steering wheel 
(Beruscha, Augsburg, & Manstetten, 2011; Navarro, Mars, Forzy, El-Jaafari, & Hoc, 
2010). With promising results, haptic information has also been provided through 
the gas pedal to assist drivers in keeping a relevant speed (Adell, Várhelyi, & 
Hjälmdahl, 2008; Mulder, Mulder, Van Paassen, & Abbink, 2008).  
 
When it comes to haptic information such as support in secondary tasks, the aim is 
to reduce driver distraction rather than providing driving assistance. This type of 
haptic additions in cars is still sparsely investigated with a narrow use of measures. 
No effects on driving deviation were found when an on-screen menu solution was 
used with and without haptic information provided through a haptic rotary device 
(Rydström, Grane, & Bengtsson, 2009) or directly through the screen (Pitts, et al., 
2012). However, haptic information provided to support menu selections in on-
screen solutions have reduced eye glances off road and eye glance duration off road 
(Rydström, Broström, & Bengtsson, 2009), both promising results. 
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3 METHOD
How engineering psychology is studied depends on costs and ethics (such as 
participant safety). Several methods could be used, such as field studies, accident 
reports, and laboratory experiments. Field studies and accident reports are 
generally more expensive and harder to control than laboratory experiments. On 
the other hand, the relevance of conclusions is generally higher in field studies and 
accident reports. Although none of the methods are perfect, they complement 
each other and one method may be better suited than another depending on the 
context. Laboratory experiments are suitable at early stages when the interest is 
to identify and manipulate variables that are expected to influence performance 
(Wickens, 2000). Therefore, laboratory experiments were chosen as the main 
method to investigate the research questions in this thesis. 

3.1 PARTICIPANTS
In all three studies, the participants were engineering or psychology students. The 
number of participants in the experimental condition ranged between ten and 16 
and the total number of students in the studies varied between 30 and 40. The 
homogeneity in the groups allowed us to compare different conditions in controlled 
situations and environments. This control was relevant for the tests, but for 
generalisations to a broad population more research with representative samples 
will be needed. 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
All studies were experimental and performed in controlled laboratory environments. 
A controlled environment was selected since the focus was on studying specific 
variations between conditions. For some comparisons, a within-subjects design was 
used; for other comparisons, a between-subjects design was used. As far as possible 
a between-subjects design was used since asymmetric learning effects have been 
found across modalities (Rydström & Bengtsson, 2007). A within-subjects design 
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could be used in the last study because the same modality information was 
presented in all conditions. When the objective considered learning effects, a 
within-subjects design was the natural choice. For other objectives, 
counterbalancing was sued to control for learning effects.  

3.3 HAPTIC ROTARY DEVICE
The same type of haptic rotary device – ALPS Haptic Commander – was used in all 
three studies (Figure 2) and was used for interaction with a menu selection task. The 
technique was relevant for the car industry as it could be found in cars already on 
the market. For example, the BMW iDrive uses ALPS Haptic Commander for 
interaction with a single display solution. The haptic rotary device was electric with 
programmable haptic information. The haptic interface could be built using click 
effects, friction, and damper effects with variations, for example, in torques, 
degrees, frequencies, repetitions, and placements. The haptic interface was sensed 
by turning the haptic rotary device back and forth and a selection could be made by 
pressing the device. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The haptic rotary device (ALPS Haptic Commander).  

3.4 MENU SELECTION TASK
The interface used in the studies was developed specifically to address the research 
questions. The relevance for the car industry was not found in the interface design, 
but in the research answers. In all three studies, the task resembled a menu 
selection task because in cars functions commonly are arranged in menu structures 
in single display solutions controlled by haptic rotary devices. The task was to find 
and select a target among four or five functions. All functions were always present 
in the menus, but their order within the menus varied. The target function changed 
from task to task. The participants had to select the correct target to proceed to the 
next task. Performance was measured as the task completion time and two types of 
error rates: push errors and turn errors. A push error was registered when the 
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participants selected a non-target. When the participants went past the target 
without selecting it, a turn error was registered. 

3.5 VISUAL AND HAPTIC INTERFACE
To compare the visual and haptic modalities and to study effects of visual-haptic 
combinations, the interface was either visual or haptic or visual-haptic. The haptic 
interface lacking visual support was added to test whether tasks could be performed 
based on the haptic information alone. To compare possible modalities and to 
design a fully corresponding visual-haptic interface, the menu functions were 
designed as textures. Figure 3 shows an example of a visual menu and Figure 4 
shows a representation of the matching haptic sensations. Textures suited the 
purpose because they can easily be created and perceived both as haptic and visual 
information (Bergmann Tiest, & Kappers, 2007; Gentaz, & Hatwell, 2003; Heller, 
1982). As the visual and haptic textures should be as consistent as possible, several 
user tests were performed in the design process. First, the haptic textures, created 
in Alps Rotary Haptic Editor, were tested. The easiest discriminated textures were 
selected. Thereafter, design students drew representations of the selected haptic 
textures. These drawings were transformed to visual textures drawn in Adobe 
Illustrator. Finally, a user test asked the user to match each haptic texture to one of 
several examples of visual textures. This procedure was also used for the creation of 
visual and haptic ridges separating the menu items. The user tests resulted in 
redundant visual and haptic menu structures that could be used separately and in 
combination. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Example of a visual menu.   
 

 
 

Figure 4. Example of haptic sensations matching the visual menu in Figure 3. 
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3.6 DRIVING TASK
Two of the studies involved a driving task. The Lane Change Test (LCT; 
DaimlerChrysler AG, 2004; Mattes, 2003) was used as a driving task because it 
enables high level of control, provides objective data, and is considered suitable for 
comparison of several concepts in a laboratory environment. Different effects on 
driving can easily be measured and compared; however, because the method lacked 
ecological validity, the results could not be translated to real effects in real driving. 
The Lane Change Test measures the driving deviation from a driving route. The 
measure covers several aspects of deteriorated driving performance such as missed 
signs and poor lane keeping (Mattes, 2003). Different tasks and interfaces can cause 
different driving behaviours. The Lane Change Test metrics do not cover all possible 
driving deteriorations (Huemer & Vollrath, 2010) and additional metrics 
discriminating between different driving behaviours seem necessary (Rognin, Alidra, 
Val, & Lescaut, 2007). This problem has been met in several studies, for example, by 
adding measures for lane change initiations and missed signs (Bruyas, Brusque, 
Tattegrain, Auriault, Aillerie & Duraz, 2008; Engström & Markkula, 2007; Young, 
Lenné, & Williamsson, 2011).  
 
In the second and third study, including a driving task, three additional measures – 
the lane change point, erroneously crossed lanes, and missed signs – were added to 
complement the driving deviation measure. The lane change point (m) could be 
generated from the LCT analysis program and measured how far ahead from a sign a 
lane change was performed. Erroneously crossed lanes and missed signs were 
measured manually by visually scanning the driving curves provided by the LCT 
analysis program. As this is a new way of measuring, I will describe it in more detail. 
Erroneously crossed lanes were measured as the number of times a lane was 
crossed by mistake during a driving round. To be counted as an error, the lane 
markings needed to be crossed when no change was prescribed (Figure 5a). 
Prescribed lane changes, indicated by a sign or touched lane marks (Figure 5b), were 
not counted as an error. Missed signs were calculated as the number of signs that 
were past without a lane change. Figure 6 shows an example of a missed sign. In 
Figures 5a, 5b, and 6, the participant driving is white and the normative driving 
route is black. 
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Figure 5a. Example of an erroneously crossed lane marked and enlarged within the 
added circles.  
 

 
Figure 5b. Example of a touched lane mark not counted as an error. The situation is 
marked and enlarged within the added circles.  
 

 
Figure 6. Example of a missed sign.  

3.7 INTERVIEWS
To complement the objective data, the second study used interviews. The 
interviews were added to better understand the participants’ perception and 
comprehension of the visual and haptic interfaces. The interviews were semi-
structured. Every participant was asked the same questions, but the questions were 
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sometimes explained, followed-up, or adjusted to suit the experimental condition. 
The questions were open ended because to capture the participants’ own thoughts 
and experiences. Each interview was, with permission from the participants, 
recorded on tape. A method similar to the sequential analyses described by Miles 
and Huberman (1994) was used for the analyses. In short, the interviews were 
transcribed verbatim and reduced to individual case synopses. To obtain an 
overview of the answers, key terms and key phrases were structured into matrices. 
Tendencies were further clarified by attaching labels, such as plus or minus signs. 
The results from the interviews were never used as base for conclusions, rather they 
added possible explanations to statistical data and made the discussions more 
profound. 

3.8 QUESTIONNAIRES
Questionnaires were used in all three studies to collect information about the 
participants and to measure subjective data. Subjective mental workload was 
measured with NASA-TLX questionnaires (Hart & Staveland, 1988) in the first and 
second study. NASA-TLX measures the overall workload in a task, specifically the 
experienced levels of mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, 
performance, effort, and frustration. In the last study, subjective data describing 
haptic perception and use of haptic information was collected through 
questionnaires. Figure 7 shows an example of how perceived haptic information was 
judged. The participants selected the image that best described what they felt 
through the rotary device. 
 

 
 
Figure 7. Possible selections in the first question of the questionnaire measuring 
selective attention. 

3.9 ABRASIVE PAPER TEST
An abrasive paper test was added in study three to measure individual modality 
dominance. The participants were asked to match abrasive paper textures on 
judgement plates with abrasive papers on a reference plate (Figure 8). Both the 
judgement plates and the reference plate had two sides with abrasive paper. All 
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abrasive papers were represented in ascending order on reference plate. The 
participants were asked to look at the up-side while rubbing the down-side. On the 
judgment plates, the up-side and down-side had different abrasive papers.  On the 
reference plate, the up-side and down-side matched. When matching the 
judgement plates with the reference plate, the responses could equal the visually-
judged side, the haptically-judged side, or neither of the two. If they relied more on 
visual judgements, they showed a visual dominance. 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Judgement plates and the reference plate used in the abrasive paper test. 
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4 SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS
Three conference papers and three journal articles, one published and two 
submitted, constitute the results in this thesis. The papers are summarized here 
but also appended in full. 

4.1 PAPER I
Menu selection based on haptic and/or graphic information 
Conference paper, Human Computer Interaction International, Las Vegas, 2005 
 
This study compared the visual and haptic modality and investigates whether it were 
possible to perform a task based on only haptic information. More specifically, this 
study looked at how well participants discriminate a target in a menu selection task 
using mainly visual, mainly haptic, or combined visual and haptic information. Thirty 
students participated in an experimental study with between-subjects design. 
Performance was measured as the task completion time and error rate. Subjective 
mental workload was measured with the NASA-TLX questionnaires at the end of the 
experiments. Analyses were made with t-tests (two-tailed).  
 
The results showed that the interfaces with visual or combined visual and haptic 
information had a similar effect on performance. However, the interface with both 
visual and haptic information caused somewhat fewer turn errors (turn pass the 
target without selecting it) and was judged as the least mentally demanding 
interface. The results indicate that multimodal interfaces with combined visual and 
haptic information have an advantage that potentially could suit a driving 
environment. This finding supports the idea that multimodal information might be 
more efficiently processed and reduces uncertainty. In a driving situation with high 
visual load, haptic information might have a natural advantage. This hypothesis was 
further studied in Paper III, Paper IV, and Paper VI by adding a simulated driving 
task. The interface with only haptic information had significantly longer task 
completion time and passed the target significantly more often than the other 
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interfaces with visual information. It was also judged as the most mentally 
demanding interface. The low efficiency with only haptic information could possibly 
be explained by the haptic perception, which demands a serial search for the target 
rather than the parallel presentation of information in visual menus. This reflection 
was further studied in Paper II. Although efficiency varied, a floor-effect was found 
for accuracy, indicating that all conditions were possible. 

4.2 PAPER II
Serial or parallel search with a multi-modal rotary device for in-vehicle use 
Conference paper, Applied Human factors and Ergonomics, Las Vegas, 2008 
 
Paper I assumed that the serial presentation of haptic information, in contrast to the 
parallel presentation of visual information, could explain part of the lower efficiency 
found in haptic interaction. Paper II investigates the effect of serial versus parallel 
presentation of information by comparing a serial haptic interface with both a serial 
and parallel visual interface. Thirty students participated in an experimental study 
with between-subjects design. In the serial visual interface, only the actual menu 
item was visible; the other menu items were masked. Performance was measured as 
the task completion time and error rate. Subjective mental workload was measured 
with the NASA-TLX questionnaires at the end of the experiments. The results were 
analysed with one-way ANOVAs and further analysed pair wise with independent t-
tests.  
 
The haptic interface caused significantly longer task completion time, a somewhat 
higher subjective workload, and a rate of turn-errors (the target was passed by 
without selection) higher than both visual interfaces. These results indicate a higher 
uncertainty with only haptic information. A serial presentation of visual information 
caused longer task completion time compared to a parallel presentation, but no 
difference was found regarding error rate. These results indicate that a part of the 
prolonged task completion time with a haptic compared to visual interface could be 
assigned to the serial presentation of haptic information. Still, the haptic interface 
had a clear disadvantage compared to the visual interfaces irrespective of serial or 
parallel presentation of visual information. One possible reason for this discrepancy 
could be the difference between visual and haptic perception of targets. In haptic 
perception, the participants needed to turn the rotary device back and forth in order 
to perceive the haptic information. In the interface with visual information 
presented in serial, a turn movement was needed to view the different menu items, 
but for perceiving the information only a quick glance was required. The 
disadvantages found for the haptic interface might not be this apparent in a 
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concurrent driving situation when visual focus needs to be on the road. This was 
further studied in Paper III, Paper IV, and Paper VI. 

4.3 PAPER III
Haptic addition to a visual menu selection interface controlled by an in-vehicle 
rotary device 
Journal article, Advances in Human-Computer Interaction, 2012 
 
This study examined whether a haptic interface that corresponds well to a visual 
interface interferes with or supports secondary task performance during a 
concurrent driving task. In addition, this study investigates whether a haptic 
interface could be used without drivers taking their eyes off the road. Forty students 
participated in an experimental study with a between-subjects design. Four 
interfaces were compered: only visual information (V); partly corresponding visual-
haptic information (pVH); fully corresponding visual-haptic information (fVH); and 
only haptic information (H). In the partly corresponding visual-haptic interface 
(pVH), only the transition from one menu item to another was reflected in the 
haptic interface. In the fully corresponding visual-haptic interface (fVH), both the 
transitions and the information describing the menu items were sensible. 
Performance was measured as the time it took to complete a task and the number 
of errors made. Subjective mental workload was measured with NASA-TLX. The 
objective data were analysed with the Kruskal-Wallis tests and Mann-Whitney tests. 
The binomial distribution (the Bernoulli trial) was used to determine whether only 
haptic information could be used or whether the results were an effect of chance. 
The participants were also interviewed.  
 
Both advantages and disadvantages with visual-haptic interfaces were found. Haptic 
additions to a visual interface improved performance, but this was only true for the 
partly corresponding visual-haptic interface (pVH). The partly corresponding visual-
haptic interface (pVH) had an improved task completion time and reduced error rate 
for passing a target when compared to the interface with only visual information 
(V). Many participants using interface pVH mentioned they could count the ridges to 
be sure of their position while watching the road. No difference in performance was 
found between either the only visual (V) and fully corresponding visual-haptic 
interfaces (fVH) or between the partly corresponding (pVH) and fully corresponding 
(fVH) visual-haptic interfaces. Interestingly, the interviews revealed an inconsistent 
comprehension and perception of the fully corresponding interface (fVH). Some 
participants did not sense all haptics provided, and some did not comprehend the 
correspondence between the senses. Clearly, some haptic addition can confuse 
rather than support some drivers. On the other hand, there were also participants 
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who comprehended the haptic information and one participant considered the 
visual information unnecessary; that participant believed he could pay more 
attention to the road due to the redundant haptic information. This inconsistency in 
comprehension and perception of haptic information was further studied in Paper 
VI. As expected, all interfaces including visual information had higher performance 
results compared to the only haptic interface (H). The probability test indicated that 
the participants managed to complete the task with only haptic information while 
driving. No differences in subjective mental workload were found between the 
interfaces. 

4.4 PAPER IV
Driving performance during visual and haptic menu selection with in-vehicle rotary 
device 
Journal article, Resubmitted for publication, 2012 
 
This study investigated how interaction with visual, visual-haptic, and haptic menu 
selection interfaces affect driving. Forty students participated in an experimental 
study with between-subjects and within-subjects design. Driving with secondary 
tasks was compared to driving without secondary tasks for every participant (within-
subjects design). To compensate for learning effects, driving without a secondary 
task was performed both before and after driving with a secondary task. The driving 
effects were also compared using four secondary task interfaces (between-subjects 
design).  The four secondary task interfaces were the same as in Paper III: only visual 
information (V); partly corresponding visual-haptic information (pVH); fully 
corresponding visual-haptic information (fVH); and only haptic information (H). 
Driving deviation (m) from normative driving route, lane change point, erroneously 
crossed lanes, and missed signs were measured. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test and 
the Kruskal-Wallis test were used in the analyses.  
 
The main finding in this study was that the visual, visual-haptic, and haptic interfaces 
affected driving performance differently. All four secondary task interfaces 
negatively affected driving deviation and the lane change point. However, only the 
visual (V) and the partly corresponding visual-haptic (pVH) interfaces caused 
erroneously crossed lanes. These findings suggest that erroneous lane crossings 
might be related to eye glances off the road. Moreover, only the haptic (H) 
interface, the only interface in which the eyes were focused on the road constantly, 
caused missed signs. The missed signs could be an effect of high cognitive demand 
causing increased selective attention. This finding is in line with earlier findings, 
indicating a required higher performance effort (Paper I, II, and III) and more mental 
effort (Paper I) when only haptic information was provided. Clearly, a secondary task 
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should not be either too visually or cognitively demanding as both types of 
distraction can affect driving performance in a way that may have severe 
consequences. The fully corresponding visual-haptic interface, with all information 
presented both visually and haptically, had the least negative effect on driving 
performance. These findings need further investigation, but at a first glance the 
results seem promising for multimodal interface solutions in cars. 

4.5 PAPER V
Selective haptic attention when interacting with visual-haptic interface during 
simulated driving 
Journal article, Submitted for publication, 2012 
 
Paper III found a selective attention to haptic information as some participants did 
not perceive or only partly perceived the haptic information. To find supportive 
haptic information, a first step would be to make the haptic information noticeable. 
This study investigated possible causes for selective attention to visual-haptic 
information in a menu selection task during simulated driving. The first objective 
was to study whether haptic attention and use of haptic information would increase 
under different conditions: without driving task, with training, and with information. 
The second objective was to study whether selective haptic attention could be 
related to the exploratory procedure.  The third objective was to study whether the 
selective haptic attention could be due to consistent individual differences in 
modality dominance.  Thirty-two students participated in an experimental study. 
Questionnaires concerning perception and use of haptic information were 
completed after each experimental trial. The exploratory procedure was analysed 
through video records. An abrasive paper test was added to make a judgment of 
individual differences in modality dominance. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was 
used for related conditions and the Mann-Whitney test for unrelated conditions. 
The non-parametric Kendall’s tau was used for correlation tests.  
 
The results revealed an unchanged selective attention with partly or unperceived 
haptic information for some persons in all conditions except for the condition with 
information. The results suggest that selective haptic attention was not an effect of 
mental overload from concurrent driving, nor was it an effect of novice behaviour as 
the effect remained after training. Moreover, the selective haptic attention was not 
an effect of an exploratory procedure with mainly visual use of information or an 
effect of individual modality dominance. Rather, the selective haptic attention 
seemed to be an effect of unexpectancy or unfamiliarity because information about 
the haptic interface given before the test significantly increased haptic attention. 
Information also changed the exploratory procedure slightly towards an increased 
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haptic use, a promising finding. These results give a solution to how haptic attention 
and use of haptic information can be increased and partly explain the problem with 
unnoticed haptic information.  
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5 DISCUSSION
The findings in this thesis give some interpretations of haptic perception, 
attention, and effects on performance. I see these findings as a part of a larger 
puzzle. Many more issues need to be investigated for a full understanding that can 
be generalized. One of the most important findings in this thesis was that haptic 
information can be apprehended differently and depends on context. Therefore, it 
is important to study many people and personalities in the right context in the 
search for usable, effective, and safe interfaces. Another important finding was 
that haptic usability depends on expectations and design. Not all haptic additions 
are supportive; some additions can be counterproductive and result in driver 
confusion and distraction. These findings indicate that the choice of haptic design 
is important from a safety perspective. 

5.1 THE FIRST RESEARCH QUESTION 
The first research question – “How and why is performance affected by haptic 
information in a menu selection task?” – was considered in the first study reported 
in Paper I and Paper II. The results were promising for redundant visual-haptic 
interfaces. Performance was unaffected or slightly improved in terms of reduced 
error rate when fully corresponding haptic information was added as support to a 
visual interface. Reduced error rate might indicate an increased awareness, 
comprehension, or certainty in the task, a positive and important finding with 
respect to driving. Because interaction with secondary tasks reduces focus towards 
the main task of driving, the time and effort spent on the secondary task should be 
minimized. According to the results in Paper I, an addition of haptic information did 
not change the time spent on the task, but it did reduce the experienced mental 
demand. It could be concluded that an addition of haptic information increased 
performance and added clarity rather than confusion to the task. The positive 
results for combined visual-haptic information correspond with the notion that 
information from different senses could be combined to create a robust perception 
(Helbig & Ernst, 2008) and enhance realism (Hale & Stanney, 2004). Perhaps the 
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redundant haptic and visual information could substitute for one another in 
doubtful situations, as suggested by Richardson, Symmons, and Wuillemin (2006).  
 
In cars, redundant information presented through several modalities enables 
flexible use of the modality most appropriate to the specific driving situation (Müller 
& Weinberg, 2011). Flexible use with shifted focus between modalities demands 
more of the haptic modality than only being supportive. The haptic information 
must be possible to use exclusively without visual support.  This was tested by 
adding an interface with only haptic information. Performance decreased when no 
visual information was provided. In both Paper I and Paper II, prolonged task 
completion time was reported. This could be expected as the haptic exploration had 
similarities to contour following, which is known to be poor in execution time 
(Klatzky & Lederman, 1992). Turn errors were also more common when only haptic 
information was given. This means that the target was passed before being selected, 
perhaps due to uncertainty. With only haptic information, a comparison of different 
menu items required a turn movement back and forth in the menu, thus generating 
turn errors. This was not needed when visual information was provided as the visual 
information was presented in parallel and enabled comparisons without any turn 
movement.  
 
The parallel processing of visual information could possibly explain the visual 
advantage and this was tested in Paper II by limiting the visual presentation to serial. 
With only one menu item visible at a time, a turn movement past the target would 
be necessary for visual comparisons as well. However, as reported in Paper II, a 
serial presentation of visual information did not result in more turn errors. This 
finding indicates that the visual information was easier to interpret at a first glance 
and that no comparison between the visual images was needed. Another 
explanation could be that it was more difficult to stop at a specific menu item when 
haptic information was provided within the menu items and not only between the 
menu items. In Paper II, the haptic information within a menu item was omitted 
when visual information was provided. However, the results reported in Paper I 
contradict this explanation. As previously mentioned, the turn errors were reduced 
rather than increased when fully corresponding visual-haptic information was 
presented. Perhaps the most important result for the condition with only haptic 
information was that performance was not reduced in terms of correct selections. It 
could be concluded that haptic information was possible to use alone although not 
as efficiently as when visual information was provided. In cars, detailed haptic 
information might work in combination with visual information, but this set up 
would probably be too complicated to handle without visual support. According to 
the visual preview model (Klatzky, Lederman, & Matula, 1993), all explorations begin 
with a brief visual preview. This would probably be the most natural exploration 
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procedure in a driving context. Eye glances off the road could affect the driving 
negatively. Still, a quick eye glance might be more effective and less harmful than a 
stressful and highly cognitively demanding task. Overall, the results seemed 
promising for redundant presentation of visual-haptic information in a driving 
context. However, this could not be answered without a driving task. 

5.2 THE SECOND RESEARCH QUESTION
The second research question – “How and why is performance affected by haptic 
information in a menu selection task during simulated driving?” – was considered in 
the second study. Paper III focused on secondary task performance and Paper IV 
focused on driving performance. In this study, four interfaces were compared: only 
visual information; visual information with some haptic support; visual information 
with full haptic support; and only haptic information.  Secondary task performance 
in terms of task completion time and turn errors was improved when some haptic 
information was added to a visual interface.  It could be assumed that the haptic 
information made it easier to stop at a target without passing it because this type of 
error occurred less frequently when haptic information was added. According to 
interview answers, the haptic information reduced the need of constant visual 
attention towards the secondary task display. With a visual-only interface, the 
driving situation must allow for the eyes to be taken off road long enough or 
repeatedly to complete a task. With haptic support, only a quick glance towards the 
display to find the target location was needed. Thereafter, the task could be 
completed through haptic perception and counting of menu steps. This set up could 
explain the increased effectiveness and suggests a higher flexibility to adapt task 
execution to the specific driving situation when both visual and haptic information 
are provided. The findings support the notion that a haptic addition can be 
complementary (Helbig & Ernst, 2008), a substitute (Richardson, Symmons & 
Wuillemin, 2006), and a supportive player (MacLean, 2009). It could be concluded 
that a multimodal visual-haptic interface can improve time-sharing and reduce 
attention, at least visual attention, off the road, an important design goal identified 
by Vilimek, Hempel, and Otto (2007).  
 
However, the same positive effect was not found when full haptic support was 
added. This result was not expected as full haptic support had a positive effect on 
performance in the first study, a study that lacked a driving task. Apparently, the 
supportiveness of an interface is context dependent. Interestingly, it became clear 
during the interviews that the fully corresponding visual-haptic interface was 
comprehended differently by the participants. Not all participants were aware of the 
haptic information. Of those who sensed and understood the haptic information, 
there were some who found it unnecessary and disturbing and others who found it 
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useful and supportive. The interface solution with full haptic support had similarities 
with a “make it complex” approach described by Richardson, Symmons, and 
Wuillemin (2006). They propose that a complex design provides a possibility for the 
brain to make selections among redundancies. It could be assumed that the 
participants in this study made different selections among the information, giving 
more or less attention to the haptic information. A “keep it simple” approach, with 
only the essential information included (Richardson, Symmons, & Wuillemin, 2006), 
similar to the interface with only some haptic information, seems to be preferable in 
this study. As MacLean (2008) suggests, haptic information should be needed and 
desired. The more advanced haptic information could be used without visual 
support, as shown by the condition with only haptic information, but the 
interactions were not as effective as when visual information was provided. 
 
So far, only secondary task performance has been considered, but the addition of 
haptic information also had an effect on driving performance (Paper IV). All 
compared conditions had a negative effect on driving when compared to driving 
without secondary tasks. However, the type of effect differed between the 
conditions. Only the interfaces with no or merely some haptic information caused 
drivers to steer into the wrong driving lane. This supports previous findings that 
have described lane excursions as an effect of visual loads that cause eyes to be 
taken off the road (Engström, et al., 2005; Young, et al., 2011). Interestingly, when 
visual information was combined with full haptic support, no increase in lane 
excursions was found. According to the previously mentioned interview results 
(Paper III), few participants described the haptic information as useful, suggesting 
that visual information was used also in the full visual-haptic condition. The fact that 
no increase in lane excursions was found even though eyes were taken off road 
could possibly indicate increased cognitive demands. Others have reported 
decreased driving deviation as an effect of cognitively demanding tasks (Engström, 
et al., 2005; Liang & Lee, 2010). Cognitive tasks have also reduced traffic light 
attention (Harbluk, et al., 2007) and traffic sign attention (Engström & Markkula, 
2007). Similarly, reduced attention to sign information was only found in the haptic-
only condition that was non-visual and therefore strictly haptic and cognitive. The 
effect on driving performance seems to increase with the task demand (Briggs, et 
al., 2011; Nunes & Recarte, 2002; Patten, et al., 2004). It could be expected that the 
only-haptic interface was more cognitively demanding than the fully haptic interface 
because it had visual support. This view may explain why sign attention was only 
reduced in the only-haptic interface. The results suggest that some cognitive 
demand might improve driving. The fully corresponding visual-haptic interface 
seemed to have a cognitive demand that increased focus on keeping the car within 
the right lane without reducing focus towards sign information.  
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No interface solution was preferable from both a secondary task and driving 
performance perspective. In a real driving situation, however, the driving task might 
be given higher priority than in this study so as to reduce some of the negative 
effects on driving performance. Moreover, the fully haptic interface might be easier 
to use and comprehend with more experience and expectations. The 
comprehension of the fully haptic interface was the focus in the last study. 

5.3 THE THIRD RESEARCH QUESTION
Paper III and Paper V considered this research question: “What causes selective 
attention in a visual and haptic menu selection task during simulated driving?”. In 
the second study, a selective attention with unnoticed haptic information was found 
for some participants (Paper III). This was addressed in the third study by 
investigating five possible causes. Only one of the investigated causes affected 
selective attention and clearly increased attention towards haptic information. By 
providing information about the haptic information before the test in the form of 
simple descriptions of the interface, visual-haptic information could be both seen 
and sensed; the selective attention was clearly reduced. This finding agreed with 
previous findings. Sinnett, Spence, and Soto-Faraco (2007) found that modality-
specific attention can influence modality dominance, and Lederman, Thorne, and 
Jones (1986) found that something as simple as the type of words used in giving 
directions could affect modality attention. In the third study, information not only 
increased attention towards haptic information but also changed the exploratory 
procedure towards a somewhat higher haptic use. Similarly, Klatzky, Lederman, and 
Reed (1987) showed that top-down directions could influence how an object was 
explored. 
 
As previously mentioned, the four other possible causes of selective attention that 
were investigated did not have the same effect on haptic attention. First, selective 
attention was expected to be an effect of high mental demand caused when driving. 
With reduced perceptual demands, the remaining processing capacity could be used 
for perception of irrelevant information, as proposed in Lavie’s (2010) load theory of 
attention. However, this was not found. Even without the driving task, some 
participants did not notice the haptic information. Second, it was believed that 
selective attention could be an effect of inexperience. Repeated use was expected 
to increase haptic awareness. Lack of haptic experience was proposed to give visual 
processing an advantage (Klatzky, Lederman, & Metzger, 2003) and experience was 
proposed to make stimuli easier to process (Lamme, 2003). Interestingly, the haptic 
information stayed unnoticed for some participants even after repeated use. This 
might indicate an early selection of information. In an early selection, the processing 
and analyses required for a developed experience might never have been reached. 
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Third, selective attention was expected to relate to the exploratory procedure. 
Klatzky, Lederman, and Reed (1987) found that a highly visual exploratory procedure 
reduced the possibilities to process haptic information. Therefore, the effect of 
unnoticed haptic information was believed to be more pronounced for people who 
significantly relied on visual information. As expected, people who did not notice 
any haptic information at all had a high visual exploratory procedure. However, 
people who sensed only parts or all of the haptic information did not follow an 
exploratory procedure. Perhaps a clear but incomplete perception of haptic 
information could be considered more useful than an unclear or not fully 
comprehended but complete perception. According to Ernst and Bülthoff (2004), 
perception is dominated by the modality with highest reliability and the reliability 
depends on the amount of noise in the stimuli, i.e., the clarity of the information. 
Fourth, selective attention was believed to be related to individual differences in 
preferred modality or modality dominance. McDonnel and Duffet (1972) found 
individual differences in a study of modality dominance and they believed that this 
individual dominance could be consistent. People who highly rely on haptic 
information in an abrasive paper test were also expected to have a higher attention 
towards haptic information in interaction with the tested visual-haptic menu 
selection interface. However, no such relation was found.  
 
It could be concluded that selective attention was not an effect of high mental load, 
inexperience, exploratory procedure, or individual modality dominance. Rather, 
selective attention could be explained as a lack of expectations. With no expectation 
to find haptic information, attention seemed be focused elsewhere with an 
increased risk of missing the haptic information. This could also explain why the 
selective attention with unnoticed haptic information was unaffected by experience. 
If the haptic information passes unnoticed during the first contact, the person will 
probably not expect to find any haptic information in the second contact. 

5.4 GENERAL DISCUSSION
A haptic addition improved both efficiency and accuracy in a menu selection task 
used while performing a driving-like task. The redundancy between visual and haptic 
information made a flexible shift between the modalities possible. The haptic 
addition also increased clarity and confidence as was evident in the increased 
accuracy in task completion. These results support a multimodal approach within 
cars. However, this finding does not necessarily provide complete support for 
Wickens’ (2002) multiple resource theory. The results in this thesis support the part 
of the theory that implies that it is easier to time-share tasks from different 
modalities instead of within one modality. I find this aspect of the theory correct 
because the participants who had visual and haptic information available while 
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performing a highly visual driving-like task chose to use some haptic information 
instead of only visual information. However, this choice could be an effect of 
peripheral factors, as Wickens suggests, rather than an effect of extended brain 
resources as in processing capacities. I have no information about the level of brain 
activity or which brain areas were used in interaction with my different concepts. 
Most likely, visual-haptic processing had a different network activated than a mainly 
visual perception. A larger activation area due to multimodal perception could 
possibly result in a more reliable and robust perception as several brain areas 
cooperate in building a common image. However, multimodal processing does not 
necessarily mean that the total amount of activity is increased, as Wickens’ theory 
of multiple resources suggests. The activation level in unimodal and multimodal 
processing could also be constant but spread over different areas.  
 
I found it interesting that the lowest effect on driving performance was found with a 
complex visual-haptic concept that was not preferable when secondary task 
performance was measured. I found no clear answer to this and would like to study 
it further. I believe a multimodal approach is preferable to an only-visual concept. 
However, this thesis suggests that some haptic additions may confuse instead of add 
clarity to the task. Therefore, general multimodal solutions could not be 
recommended. Instead, more detailed guidelines should be developed and tested. 
As a start, haptic cues that enable one to count steps and clearly indicate where a 
function begins and ends seem promising. In addition, a design that communicates 
the haptic cues before interaction seemed preferable. Obviously, haptic cues offer 
no support if they are only partially or not at all noticed. How users could be made 
aware of the existence of haptic cues remains a design challenge. However, if haptic 
solutions become more common, they might be naturally noticed even without 
explicit information. 

5.5 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.5.1 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
My intent was to keep a high level of reliability and validity in this thesis through a 
high level of control. However, the laboratory designs that enabled a high level of 
control naturally lacked ecological validity. Moreover, I question whether it is 
possible to achieve results that are fully replicable and generalizable when human 
beings are involved.  People are not alike and there are many physical, social, and 
behavioural differences that may have affected the results in this thesis. My own 
role as an experimenter, the participant, and the interaction between the 
participants and me were hard to control. I was aware of these problems and tried 
to minimize my own influence by keeping a neutral appearance and reading 
instructions verbatim.  It became clear that I instinctively wanted to change my 
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reading depending on the responses the participants provided. If a participant 
looked quizzical, I had to resist repeating and explaining further. On the other hand, 
if someone looked impatient, I felt that he or she already understood everything and 
had to resist skipping some parts of the instructions. Because I was aware of these 
problems, I strictly kept to the written text and strived to be as similar as possible 
irrespective of responses, resisting my social instincts. A better control for this could 
have been to use an instruction video. However, there were many things I needed to 
show and administer during the instructions and experiments, so my presence was 
required.   
 
There were also other conditions that changed between the experimental sessions, 
such as mine and the participants’ well-being, hunger, expectations, and tiredness. I 
tried to control this through a counterbalanced order of conditions. Some 
contextual differences were also there. I used several computers and other technical 
equipment that could unexpectedly need a restart and prolonged the experiment. 
Furthermore, the measures are not always precise. For example, in manual 
measures, such as the measure of exploratory procedure in the third study, my own 
reaction time naturally varied. On the other hand, the use of a computerized 
measurement of the exploratory procedure could also be imprecise because of 
problems measuring eyes through eye-glasses, etc.   
 
My selection of participants also may have affected the possibilities for making 
generalizations. In a perfect experiment, all human beings in the world should have 
an equal chance of being selected as participants. As this obviously was impossible, 
my selection of participants should be considered when reading the results. In this 
thesis, research university students were recruited as participants. The effects may 
therefore be different for other age groups, other cultures, other social groups, etc. 
My aim was to investigate possible differences between different user interfaces 
and their possible effects on performance, so I considered generalizability 
subordinate to internal consistency and high internal validity. This decision was also 
based on the fact that the field was new. Studies with more representative samples 
would be an interesting and natural continuation to this thesis. The participants 
were randomly distributed to conditions, but all came from groups with high 
homogeneity – female and male students attending the same educational 
institution and at the same educational level. The spread of men and women were 
counterbalanced in my studies although I did not anticipate differences between 
them. The counterbalance was used because gender is an obvious difference that 
could be easily controlled. Traditionally, homogeneity has been controlled for by 
only testing one gender; my aim was to balance two.   
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As already mentioned, high reliability demands control that can be difficult to 
acquire when studying people in a highly varying context such as driving. My desire 
for a high level of control affected the validity somewhat. To obtain objective data, I 
used simplified laboratory experiments with driving-like tasks instead of real driving. 
Therefore, the results lack ecological validity. A normal driving situation can be more 
relaxed with higher possibilities to perform secondary tasks, but a normal driving 
situation can also be more demanding and varied. The results presented in this 
thesis are relevant since the conditions are tested in equal situations and contexts. 
Still, in another context or with other measures, other differences may be found. 
Moreover, the findings are not generalizable to other user interfaces. Therefore, it is 
important to extend the research for a better understanding of human-haptic 
interaction in a driving context. 

5.5.2 ETHICS
When studying new interaction techniques and their effects on driving performance, 
there are important ethical problems to consider. Although on-road studies have 
higher ecological validity and the results may reflect normal behaviour better, the 
consequences of too demanding and distracting interfaces would also be real. When 
there are potential risks for accidents, simulator studies are considered more ethical 
and appropriate (Spence and Ho, 2008). Except for control in experimental design, 
ethics was an important aspect when a laboratory environment was chosen for this 
thesis. The consequences were unknown and safety on road could not be 
guaranteed. 

5.5.3 MEASURES
There are many measures and ways to investigate performance. The measures 
chosen in this research naturally do not capture the entire picture. However, in an 
attempt to better understand the objective data and capture unmeasured effects, 
the performance measures were complemented with interviews and 
questionnaires. The reliability of subjective measures have been questioned, and no 
measures are perfect (McKenna (2002). Through the use of subjective measures, I 
found phenomena, such as the effect of selective attention, that otherwise would 
have remained unnoticed. Another fruitful addition I made in this thesis was to add 
driving performance measures to the Lane Change Test. All conditions affected the 
original measure in the Lane Change Test similarly. With additional measures, it 
became clear that there were differences in driving behaviour that the original 
measure did not capture. Clearly, there may be many other driving effects that have 
been missed as the result of the additions I made. When adding measures to a 
method, the design has to be adjusted as well. When additional measures are 
added, there is a risk that the results reflect effects other than the task demand 
(Grane, 2012). Therefore, when I added new measures, I also had to change the 
Lane Change Test design. As the changes I did increased the internal consistency, I 
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did not see any risk of negative effects on reliability or validity. Instead of having a 
continuous presentation of secondary tasks, which varies the number of solved 
tasks between participants and conditions, I used a fixed number of secondary tasks. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS
In summary, no interface solution was preferable from both a secondary task and 
driving performance perspective. However, it could be concluded that a 
multimodal approach providing both visual and haptic information was preferable 
to a unimodal interface solution with either visual or haptic information. The 
effects on driving safety indicate that a task should not be either too visually or 
too cognitively demanding. 
 
An addition of haptic information can increase performance and add clarity rather 
than confusion. A haptic addition to a visual interface could also improve time-
sharing through a higher flexibility and reduce attention, at least visual, off the road. 
A multimodal interface solution had the least negative effects on driving. However, 
this could be due to the type of driving task used in the study and needs to be 
studied further. The supportiveness of haptic interfaces was found to be person and 
context dependent. Haptic additions that had a positive effect on secondary task 
performance when no driving task was added did not have as clear a positive effect 
when a driving task was added. The comprehension varied between participants. It 
could be concluded that some haptic additions could confuse and distract the driver 
rather than provide support and clarity to the task. Therefore, the interfaces should 
be designed with caution and preferably be tested on several people before 
implementation in cars. The affected comprehension of haptic information 
remained after training and was independent of the driving task, the exploratory 
procedure, and individual modality dominance. However, attention towards haptic 
information could be increased by simply informing the participants that the 
interface could both be seen and sensed before the test. This increased attention 
might be achieved through a descriptive design solution that emphasizes its haptic 
cues. With more information, drivers might learn to use more flexible and 
informative multimodal interfaces in the future.  
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7 FURTHER RESEARCH
The field of haptics can be applied to many functions, systems, and environments. 
As the field is relatively new, some results are negatively affected by imperfect 
and not fully developed technologies and devices and operator inexperience. In 
the future, the possibilities are likely manifold. Research in haptics deserves a 
great deal more attention. Here, I only focus on the next step I would like to take 
as a continuation of this thesis.  
 
In the second study, due to selective attention with partly unnoticed haptic 
information, the participants apprehended a fully redundant visual-haptic interface 
differently. This may have affected the performance results. The third study found 
that information could change the focus of attention and make the participants 
notice the haptic information. It would be interesting to further investigate the 
effect of information on performance. How does an increased haptic understanding 
affect secondary task performance and driving performance? In general, it would 
also be interesting to further investigate haptic information with other applications 
and haptic effects. It would also be interesting to investigate whether the results in 
this thesis also apply to more ecologically valid driving situations.  
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Abstract

In today’s vehicles the Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) is becoming increasingly complex. Haptic interfaces are 
a realistic approach to improving HMI. However, to what extent haptic interfaces can replace visual interfaces still 
remains an unresolved issue. The purpose of the study reported in this paper was to measure task completion time, 
error rate, and workload in an easy menu selection task for three different types of interfaces providing: haptic 
information, graphic information, or combined haptic and graphic information. The haptic interface used was a 
rotary device that could be turned and pushed.  The results suggest that the combined haptic and graphic interface 
was preferable to the graphic interface regarding accuracy, i.e. fewer turn errors, while both interfaces were 
fundamentally equal concerning completion time. The workload results indicated that the combined haptic and 
graphic interface was less mentally demanding than either the graphic or the haptic interface. Solely haptic feedback 
produced, without exception, worse results than the other cases, as could be expected. 

1 Introduction

In-vehicle Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) is becoming increasingly computerized and complex by providing 
driving assistance as well as information and improved comfort (Bengtsson, Grane & Isaksson, 2003; Burnett & 
Porter, 2001). The former implies functions that directly affect driving by, for example, various warnings about 
obstacles or loss of attention, lane keeping, etc. The latter refers to functions such as road and traffic information, 
audio and visual entertainment, email, etc. Although not impinging on the driving task, the overwhelming 
functionality might cause safety critical mental workload and distraction. Results from studies on the use of 
cellphones in driving situations have shown an impairment in choice reaction time as well as an increase of the 
drivers’ mental workload (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Lamble, Kauranen, Laakso & Summala, 1999). Furthermore, the 
operation of all new in-vehicle functions demands numerous manual controls. In many cases the dashboard is poorly 
designed, appealing more to the eye than the hand (Prynne, 1995). Thus, the driver’s visual attention to the road 
situation might get diverted. To deal with the problem, auditory and haptic in combination with visual HMI are 
being used in vehicles today. 

However, as is often the case, some technologies may have been implemented before being sufficiently studied and 
evaluated. Oakley, McGee, Brewster, and Gray (2000) argue that the evaluation of haptic technology is generally 
lagging behind its application. With little or no knowledge of how haptic technology should be implemented there is 
a certain risk of ending up with a haptic interface that is in fact harder to use than a traditional one. Such a situation 
would be especially serious concerning vehicles, due to safety aspects.This issue was addressed in a study where the 
usability of a haptic/graphic and a traditional interface was compared in a driving simulator (Isaksson, Nordlund & 
Bengtsson, 2003). However, the results were not conclusive. The haptic/graphic interface tended to impose less 
workload and to be easier to understand, but the traditional interface seemed to take somewhat less attention off the 
road.  

More generally the issue of how to combine haptic and graphic interfaces, and their relative advantages, have been 
studied in various ways. “What you feel must be what you see” is the conclusion reached in a study by Campbell, 
Zhai, May, and Maglio (1999). In their study they compared consistent and inconsistent graphic and haptic 
information. By inconsistent information they meant an interface where the haptic and graphic information provided 
opposing information. Campbell et al. concluded that consistent haptic and graphic feedback can improve users’ 
performance, either in faster steering speed or in reduced error rate. However, it is not evident how haptic feedback 
without corresponding graphical visualization would affect user performance.  



In another study it was shown that haptic enhancement of graphical interfaces can reduce errors and mental
workload (Oakley et al., 2000). However, the result was highly dependent on the type of haptic effect used. In a
subsequent study, the objective was to evaluate the usability of haptic enhancement in a multi-target condition, i.e. 
to reach a desired target other targets had to be traversed (Oakley, Brewster & Gray, 2001). The conclusions were
that haptically enhanced interfaces reduced error rate, but increased the mental workload and decreased the speed of
manoeuvring. All in all, the focus in earlier studies has mainly been on performance improvement by providing
guiding help.

In the study, described in this paper, different ways of providing information in an interface, either haptically, 
graphically or both haptically and graphically, were studied. The purpose was to evaluate and compare how well
participants could discriminate a target in a simple menu selection task by means of the different interfaces. The
evaluation was based on completion time, error rate and mental workload.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

30 engineering students, 14 women and 16 men, participated in the study. They were between 19 and 33 years old
(M = 21.7, SD = 2.6), and all but two were right-handed. The participants were randomly assigned to three
experimental conditions.

2.2 Experimental Setup 

The haptic interface used in the experiment was a rotary device that could be turned and pushed (Figure 1). In the 
setup it was connected to a laptop computer displaying a graphical interface. The rotary device and the laptop
display were ergonomically placed in the same position throughout the experiment, which meant that all participants 
had to use their right hand (Figure 2). A control program, implemented in Macromedia Director 8.5, managed the
haptic feedback provided through the rotary device as well as the visual feedback provided through the graphical
interface. In addition, the control program recorded the participants’ performance in terms of time and error rate.

Figure 1: The haptic interface used in the study, a rotary device that could be turned and pushed.

Figure 2: The apparatus setup containing the haptic rotary device, laptop computer and hearing protectors. The
setup was fixed throughout the experiment.



The experimental task was to repeatedly find and select a target, in menus with five functions each, by turning and
pushing the rotary device. The current position in a menu was marked by means of darkened borders around the
present menu item (Figure 3). In each introduced menu the same five functions: “A,” “B,” “C,” “D,” and “E” were
presented in counterbalanced order. The number of functions was confined to five to avoid any effect from
variations in working memory capacity for different kinds of stimuli. The target in the experimental task was one of
the five functions, differing from menu to menu. The participants were instructed about which function was the
target by a declaration below the menu of functions. Figure 3 shows an example where function “D” is the target. A 
balanced Latin Square was used to counterbalance the placement of functions, as well as the order in which the
functions were displayed as targets. However, the menus were exactly the same for all participants. The experiment
consisted of three different cases that varied in the way the five functions were represented: haptically, graphically
or both haptically and graphically.

Figure 3. The target declaration “Locate D” displayed below one kind of graphic menu representation used in the
study. The second menu item is marked by means of darkened boarders indicating the current position.

2.2.1 Case H 

Figure 4 shows the information provided in the haptic case, “Case H.” The functions in Case H could only be 
distinguished through haptic feedback, e.g. different textures that are described in the lower part of the figure.
Function A, to the very right in Figure 4, felt like a smooth surface, function B, in the middle, had a texture that felt
like a bump and function C, second from the left, had a texture that felt like several smaller bumps, etc. As 
illustrated in the upper part of Figure 4, the functions in Case H were all identically displayed as blank areas in the
graphic interface.

Figure 4. The graphic and haptic representation of Case H, with functions described haptically. The menu edges
were made clear by strong haptic walls, the textures consisted of repeated clicks and the menu items were separated
by strong click effects. The haptic effect description in the lower part of the figure was not displayed visually to the

participants.

2.2.2 Case G 

Figure 5 shows the information given in the graphic case, “Case G.” The functions in Case G were discriminated by 
means of graphic feedback, as illustrated in the upper part of the figure. Function A, to the very right in Figure 5,



was presented as a blank area, function B, in the middle, was drawn as a bump, etc. All functions were haptically
represented by the same smooth texture, as presented in the lower part of Figure 5.

Figure 5. The graphic and haptic representation of Case G, with functions described visually. The menu edges were
in this case, too, made clear by strong haptic walls and the menu items were separated by strong click effects. The

haptic effect description, in the lower part of the figure, was not displayed to the participants.

2.2.3 Case HG 

Finally, a consistent haptic and graphic case, “Case HG,” offered a combination of the haptic effects in Case H with
the corresponding graphic representations in Case G (Figure 6). Hence, in this case everything that was felt could
also be seen. Common to all cases were the small visual ridges between the functions accompanied by distinct click
feelings.

Figure 6. The consistent case, Case HG, with functions visually as well as haptically described. The representation
of haptic effects in the lower part of the figure was not displayed to the participants.

Hearing protectors with audio input were also used in the experimental setup. When the participants selected the
right function, i.e. the target, a small “ting-a-ling” could be heard confirming their action. If they chose an incorrect
function nothing happened, however. To rule out the effect of any irrelevant auditory information during the test the
participants additionally listened to low pink noise in the hearing protectors. This was due to the fact that the
different haptic effects could be distinguished merely by the sound from the rotary device.

2.3 Procedure

A between-subjects design was used in the study and the participants were randomly assigned to the three different
cases. All participants, irrespectively of case, got the same information and instructions throughout the experiment
phases, read aloud from a manuscript by the test leader.

2.3.1 Training phases 

To ensure that the data collected during the experiment did not reflect case-related learning times, each participant
had to carry out two different training phases prior to the actual test. In the first phase the participants got acquainted
with the names and representations of the five functions. As a help the name of each function was displayed



underneath the menu when the function was marked, (left part of Figure 7), while in the second training phase the
name of the marked function was not displayed (right part of Figure 7). The second phase continued until the
participants had managed to choose the right function ten times in a row. Thus the training time varied between
participants as well as between cases. However, this was not a problem since the main concern in the experiment
was that all participants should have reached a steady level of proficiency before continuing to the actual test phase.

Figure 7. Examples of what the two training phases could look like, in this case for Case G or Case HG. The first
training phase is represented to the left and the second to the right. The gray letter below the menu in the left image

is congruent with the name of the function that is marked.

2.3.2 Test phase 

The test was divided into six sets, where each set consisted of ten consecutive menu selection tasks. The sets were
all separated by a 30 second break. During the breaks the laptop display was blacked out showing the information:
“Please Wait”. When 30 seconds had passed a small “ting-a ling” was heard at the same time as the information text
“Press to Continue” appeared on the display. Then the participants initiated the test sets themselves by pushing the
rotary device.

2.3.3 Measurement

During the test phase the task completion time was measured for each set separately. Similarly, two types of errors,
push errors and turn errors, were measured. If a function other than the target was selected the action was recorded
as a push error. Further, if the target was passed without the participant selecting it, the action was recorded as a turn
error. Directly after the participants had carried out the test phase, which took 5-10 minutes, their mental workload
was measured with the NASA-TLX questionnaires (Hart & Staveland, 1988). At first the six workload criteria: 
Mental Demand (MD), Physical Demand (PD), Temporal Demand (TD), Performance (P), Effort (E) and
Frustration Level (FL) were estimated. After that the participants were asked to rank the six criteria, by comparison
in pairs. In total, the experiment took just about 45 minutes to carry out per participant.

3 Results

The data was analyzed with t tests (two tailed) for independent groups with the significance level set at 0.1. The
results for the following variables will be presented respectively: Time, Turn Errors, and Workload. The variable
Push Errors is excluded because of the low amount of errors made.

3.1 Time

How the mean time changed over the sets for each case is visualized in Figure 8. Clearly, the participants that used 
Case H performed notably worse than the participants that used Case G and HG. For the latter two cases the
difference in performance was small. As an example, in Set 6 the Case H mean time was 72.8 s whilst the Case G
and HG mean times were 21.8 s and 23.5 s respectively. The mean time and standard deviation are specified for all 
sets in Table 1.
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Figure 8. Mean time for each set and case.

Table 1. Mean (M) and Standard Deviation (SD) on completion time and turn errors for each set. 
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 

M 82,7 72,8 72,2 81,3 75,1 72,8Case H 
SD 30,8 19,0 25,8 33,7 26,9 23,5

M 30,0 26,6 26,0 23,2 22,8 21,8Case G 
SD 6,7 4,8 5,6 4,6 4,9 4,8

M 33,4 30,5 27,0 25,9 26,2 23,5

Time (s) 

Case HG 
SD 6,3 6,8 4,5 3,7 4,7 3,9

M 4.0 3.2 3.3 4.7 3.4 4.2Case H 
SD 2.1 1.2 1.6 2.1 1.4 1.3

M 1.7 0.6 2.0 1.6 0.8 0.7Case G 
SD 1.4 0.8 1.7 1.5 0.8 0.9

M 0.7 0.4 1.2 1.3 0.3 0.1

Turn
Errors

Case HG 
SD 0.9 0.7 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.3

The differences between Case H and the two other cases were clearly significant (p < 0.001, throughout all sets). 
However, between Case G and Case HG there existed no significant difference. The difference between mean times
for the three cases was similar from the first to the last set, as evident from Figure 8. In addition, it is noticeable that 
the performance improved slightly over time for all cases. 

3.2 Turn Errors 

Figure 9 presents the participants’ mean turn errors per set for each case. From the figure it is clear that Case H 
yielded worse results than the other two cases throughout all sets. Furthermore, the figure shows that Case HG
proved slightly better than Case G. As an example, in the last set the means were as follows: 4.2 for Case H, 0.7 for
Case G and finally 0.1 for Case HG. Mean turn errors and standard deviations are specified for all sets in Table 1.
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Figure 9. Mean turn errors for each set and case.

The differences between the three cases varied slightly over the sets. As specified in table 2, Case H yielded 
significantly more turn errors than the other two cases throughout all sets (the difference varied between p < 0.1 and
p < 0.001). However, the difference between Case HG and Case G was not very evident; Case HG only proved
significantly better than Case G in two of the six sets (p < 0.1). Moreover, according to Figure 9 Case G and Case
HG followed each other well over the sets. They also tended to decrease over time, which is not apparent for Case
H.

Table 2. Results from t test (two tailed) on turn errors time for Set 1 and Set 6 (df = 18). 
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 

Case H Case G p < 0.05 p < 0.001 p < 0.1 p < 0.01 p < 0.001 p < 0.001
t = 2.9 t = 5.5 t = 1.7 t = 3.8 t = 5.0 t = 6.8

Case H Case HG p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.01 p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001
t = 4.5 t = 6.3 t = 3.3 t = 4.7 t = 6.2 t = 9.6

Case G Case HG p < 0.1 Not sign. Not sign. Not sign. Not sign. p < 0.05 
t = 1.8 t = 0.6 t = 1.2 t = 0.5 t = 1.5 t = 1.9

3.3 Mental Workload 

The results from the mental workload measurement and weighting with NASA-TLX can be seen in Figure 10. 
Analysis of the results showed the most evident differences for the criterion Mental Demand (MD). Case HG 
yielded significantly lower workload than Case G (t (18) = 2.56, p < 0.02) and Case H (t (18) = 3.83, p < 0.01).
Concerning the workload criterion Performance (P), the participants believed they performed worse with Case H 
than with Case G (t (18) = -2.20, p < 0.05). Finally, Case H was reported to demand more Effort (E) than Case HG (t
(18) = 2.25, p < 0.05). Other significant differences were not found in the analysis of workload factors. The mean
overall workload for each case was as follows, Case H (M = 548.4, SD = 225.6), Case G (M = 412.6, SD = 214.6),
and Case HG (M = 340.5, SD = 296.5). Clearly Case H yielded the highest overall workload whereas Case HG
yielded the least. 
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Figure 10. The measured and weighted mental workload for each criterion and case. A high weighted value
corresponds to high mental workload. The workload criteria were: Mental Demand (MD), Physical Demand (PD),
Temporal Demand (TD), Performance (P), Effort (E) and Frustration Level (FL) according to NASA-TLX (Hart & 

Staveland, 1988). 

4 Discussion

The results suggest that providing information in a combined haptic and graphic way was preferable to giving only
graphic information in an interface regarding accuracy, i.e. fewer turn errors, while both interfaces were
fundamentally equal concerning completion time. These findings correspond to a study by Oakley et al. (2000), even
though the test design and haptic apparatus were different. Oakley et al. studied the performance effects of haptic
enhancement of icons on a graphical interface. The haptic enhancement consisted of effects that were not visually
represented, such as ridges and attractive forces meant to aid the users to find and select targets. In our study the
haptic effects provided information, not handling assistance. It is worth mentioning that Oakley et al. found opposite
results regarding accuracy when using texture as guiding help. They stated that their choice of haptic apparatus
could have affected the results for texture badly. With their apparatus it was hard to simulate other than gross
textures requiring large forces. Another aspect that may explain the difference in our results is that we used textures
in combination with ridges. Oakley et al. simply used textures.

The results from the NASA-TLX measurement indicated that a combined haptic and graphic interface is less
mentally demanding than either a graphic or a haptic interface. This could possibly be due to the use of 
multidimensional stimuli which is found to be efficient in data processing, according to Wickens, and Hollands
(2000). In addition, the use of correlated multimodal dimensions reduces the loss in processing, i.e. it maximizes the
security of the channel. In other words, redundant information seems to make users more certain of their choices. 

Solely haptic feedback yielded, without exception, worse results than the other cases. The longer task completion
times could be explained by the fact that visual feedback was obtained by merely taking a glance at the display,
while haptic feedback required hand motion.  Haptic feedback is also rarely used in today’s interfaces, in 
comparison with visual feedback, which may have influenced the haptic results negatively.  It is important to note
that all participants were able to perform the experiment with merely haptic information indicating that haptic
information may have potentials. None of the three interfaces caused any push errors worth mentioning, which is
positive since push errors can be seen as the most serious error of the two measured. From a usability point of view,
Campbell’s et al. (1999) conclusion “what you feel must be what you see” can be rephrased as “what you feel must
not always be what you see”. In the future haptic devices may provide more distinct feedback than today and with
more research we may find haptic effects that differentiate more than the effects used in this study. Moreover, in car 
driving situations where the visual sensory channel is occupied by the on-road situation, haptic information might
have a natural advantage. Clearly, more research is necessary before anything could be said about the use of in-
vehicle haptic interfaces. A natural continuation of this study would be a distraction study where a menu selection 
task with a haptic interface serves as a secondary task in a driving situation.
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ABSTRACT

In order to integrate haptic information in vehicles in a safe way we need more 
information about its advantages and disadvantages compared to a visual interface. 
One disadvantage with haptic information is its serial presentation of information. The 
purpose with this study was to investigate the impact of serial versus parallel 
presentation of information by comparing the serial haptic and parallel visual search 
with serial visual search. The study showed an increased task completion time for 
serial visual information compared to parallel. However, the serial haptic case had 
more than twice as long task completion times than the serial visual case. The haptic 
case also induced most errors which may explain a part of the longer task completion 
times.
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INTRODUCTION

In vehicles today the primary task, driving, competes with several other tasks not 
related to driving. In the future there is a risk that drivers will be overwhelmed with 
even more functions not related to driving, prone to distract the driver (Bengtsson, 
Grane & Isaksson, 2003; Burnett & Porter, 2001; Prynne, 1995; Wierwille, 1995). 
When drivers’ attention is taken off road the safety gets affected and accidents are 
more likely to happen.  Since driving a vehicle principally is a visual task (Sivak, 
1996), interaction with the navigation display or CD-player may have potential benefits 
by a multi-modal interface, i.e. a visual interface supported by auditory or haptic 
information. In a study by Engström, Johansson & Östlund (2005) the effects of visual 
distraction compared to auditory cognitive load were examined in a driving situation. 
Drivers reduced speed and increased their lane keeping variation with the visual task 
while auditory cognitive load did not change the speed and reduced the lane keeping 
variation. However, multi-modal design does not guarantee safety. For instance, some
studies have shown negatively affected driving and increased driver distraction when 
drivers are talking in a mobile phone (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Lamble, Kauranen, Laakso 
& Summala, 1999). The auditory modality is probably not the crucial factor, the task 
and how the modality is used may be. In a study by (Strayer & Johnston, 2001) 
driving performance was affected negatively by mobile phone conversations while not 
by other auditory activities as listening to the radio. The divergent results indicate that 
multi-modal interface design object to reduce distraction is non-trivial.



A haptic rotary device can be used within vehicles to provide support in menu 
navigation in many ways. We don’t know yet which type of haptic information a driver 
is able to percept while visually occupied by driving or how the perception affects the 
driving. The situation is further complicated by the type of coarse devices and effects 
that is obligated within vehicles. More research about the advantages and 
disadvantages with haptic effects is needed before we can say anything about how to 
integrate a haptic rotary device in a vehicle in a safe way. In a previous study the 
difference between haptic and visual perception with use of a haptic rotary device was 
studied (Grane & Bengtsson, 2005). The study revealed that choices could be made 
based on only haptic information without significant errors. Still, choices based on 
visual information or combined visual and haptic information were faster and more 
accurate. A possible disadvantage for the haptic interface could be the serial 
presentation of information. In contrast, the visual information was could be search 
through in parallel and without moving the hand. 

The purpose with this study was to investigate the impact of serial versus parallel 
presentation of information by comparing the serial haptic and parallel visual search 
with serial visual search. The results were measured in terms of task completion time, 
error rate and mental workload.

METHOD

Participants

30 engineering students, 14 women and 16 men, participated in the study. They were 
between 19 and 34 years old (M = 22.6, SD = 3.5), had normal or corrected to normal 
vision and all but one were right-handed. None of the participants were aware of the 
purpose of the study and none of them had any previous experience of the haptic 
rotary device used in the study. The participants were randomly assigned to the 
experimental conditions, each condition included 10 participants. Women and men 
were evenly distributed to rule out possible gender effects.

Experimental Setup

Visual information was presented to participants through a computer display and 
haptic information was provided by a haptic rotary device from Alps Nordic AB.  The 
haptic rotary device was used for all interaction with the interface; it was turned during 
search and pushed when making a selection. A control program implemented in 
Macromedia Director 8.5 controlled the haptic and visual information and registered 
user performance. The haptic information could be distinguished partly from the sound 
generated from the haptic rotary device. To ensure that only visual and haptic 
information was used during the experiment, and to take away possibly disturbing 
sounds, hearing protectors with audio input providing pink noise was used.

Haptic and visual textures were used as information in the study. In order to find 
haptic textures suitable for the study we carried out a simple user test. 15 users, 
others than the participants in the experiment, were asked to estimate the difference 
between several textures presented in pairs. They were also asked to determine which 
texture in each pair they apprehended as most comfortable. Through the results five 
comfortable functions easy to distinguish could be selected. The textures were created 
by repeated click effects with varying lengths, traction forces and torques, specified in 
Table 1. A traction force makes a click effect more or less distinct, 100% traction force 
generates the most distinct click. A damper effect at 5 mNms covered the entire menu; 



it is a friction proportional to the knob rotation velocity.

Table 1. Specification of the haptic effects used in the experiment

Name Length (deg) Repetition Torque (mNm) Traction Force (%)

A 1 30 0 0

B 10 3 10 30

C 6 5 15 30

D 2 15 10 40

E 1 30 10 35

Experimental Cases

The study had an experimental between-groups design and comprised three 
experimental cases:

- Case HS, with haptic textures presented in serial,

- Case VS, with visual textures presented in serial (only the current menu 
were displayed), and

- Case VP, with visual textures presented in parallel.

Figure 1 presents the three experimental cases side by side with the visual information 
above a representation of the haptic information. All cases included some haptic 
information. End stops, made by click effects with high torque, prevented undesired 
navigation outside the menus. All participants could also apprehend five different menu 
fields haptically because of four separating click effects (torque: 40 mNm, and traction 
force: 40%). A visual menu showing current position was also found in each case. Only 
the representation of textures and the serial or parallel presentation changed between 
cases.

Figure 1. The three experimental cases presented side by side, each with the visual 
information placed over the name of the case and a representation of the haptic 

information.

Procedure

All participants got the same information and instructions during the experiment. In 
order to explain the experimental task for the participants we let them practice two 
training programs prior to the experimental test. In the first training program the 
textures were presented in alphabetic order, i.e. the textures were presented in order 



from least to most rough. The purpose with this training program was to let the 
participants acquaint themselves with the five functions and learn their names. The 
name of the present texture was therefore displayed next to the visual menu. The 
second training program resembled the experimental test. It continued until the 
participants had succeeded to make ten correct choices in succession.

The experimental task was to find a target texture in a menu with five textures named 
A, B, C, D and E. The order of textures and the target texture varied from task to task. 
The order were counterbalanced but held constant between participants. The target 
texture was notified in the computer display at the same time as a new menu with 
textures was presented. The participants could hear a positive tone when they selected 
a target, thereafter followed the next task. Nothing happened if they selected a non-
target; they had to select the target to go to next task.

The experimental test consisted of 60 menu selection tasks divided into six sets. Prior 
to each set of tasks the screen went black. After a 30 second pause a positive tone 
was played and a text was displayed on the black screen requesting the participants to 
press the rotary device when ready to start. Since each participant initiated each set 
themselves the pause between the sets could be somewhat longer for some 
participants but no one could take a shorter break than 30 seconds.

Task completion time and two types of errors were measured during the experimental 
test. If a participant selected a non-target the selection was registered as a push error. 
Further, if a target was passed without being selected the action was registered as a 
turn error. The method NASA-TLX was used to measure the participants’ mental 
workload (Hart & Staveland, 1988). The two questionnaires: Rating Scale and Pair-
Wise Comparison were filled in by the participants directly after the experimental test. 

RESULTS

Besides descriptive statistics the results were analyzed with omnibus one-way ANOVAs 
and Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD) Procedure. The results were further 
analyzed pair wise with independent t-tests. The significance level was set to 0.05 in 
all variance tests. Prior to the variance testing all data were transformed with log10(Xi +
1) due to non-homogeneity of variance or non-normality, and because some data 
included zero.

Task Completion Time

The spread of mean task completion times for each case is visualized as a boxplot in 
Figure 2. The boxplot clearly shows a prolonged task completion time for the haptic 
case (HS) in relation to the two visual cases. Case HS had a mean task completion 
time of 7.6 s (SD = 2.4 s), while the task completion time for Case VS were 3.1 s (SD 
= 0.6 s), and for Case VP 2.5 s (SD = 0.5 s). A significant difference between the 
cases was found with the omnibus one-way ANOVA, F(2,27) = 62.90, p < .001. The 
haptic case resulted in significant longer task completion times compared to the two 
visual cases according Tukey’s HSD Procedure, p < .001. Additionally, the independent 
t-test showed a significant advantage for the visual parallel case (VP) over the visual 
serial case (VS), t(18) = -2.39, p < .05, r = .49 . 



Figure 2. Boxplot showing the spread of mean task completion times (s) for each case.

Turn Errors

Figure 3 shows the spread of mean turn errors in percent for each case. Most turn 
errors were made with Case HS (M = .38, SD = .09). Moreover, the mean turn errors 
were slightly higher for Case VS (M = .17, SD = .18) than for Case VP (M = .12, SD = 
.11).   The omnibus ANOVA showed a significant difference between the cases, F(2,27) 
= 11.25, p < .001. According to Tukey’s HSD Procedure were significantly more turn 
errors made with Case HS than with Case VS (p <.01), and Case VP (p < .001). No 
significant difference between the visual cases was found.

Figure 3. Boxplot showing the spread of mean turn errors (%) for each case.

Push Errors and Mental Workload 

The participants made very few push errors, irrespective of which case they used. Due 
to a floor effect no variance test could be conducted. Slightly more push errors were 
made with Case HS (M = .03, SD = .03) compared to Case VS (M = .01, SD = .02), 
and Case VP (M = .01, SD = .02). 



According to the descriptive statistics were slightly more mental workload generated 
by Case HS (M = 548.4, SD = 225.6) compared to the visual cases: Case VS (M = 
425.8, SD = 232.0), and Case VP (M = 412.6, SD = 214.6). Still, no significant 
differences were found with the omnibus ANOVA or independent t-tests.

DISCUSSION

As expected, menu selection with information visible in parallel (VP) was faster than 
when a rotary movement was required in order to see or feel the menu items. Since 
visual serial search give rise to prolonged task completion times, compared to visual 
parallel search, a part of the haptic case’s longer task completion times could also be 
assigned the serial search. Still, the difference in time between serial haptic and visual 
search were large. Between visual serial and parallel search the time differed on 
average with 0.6 s per selection, while the difference between serial haptic and visual 
search was about 4.5 s per selection. Presumably, the haptic disadvantage over visual 
principally refers to the way information was perceived. In the haptic case the 
participants perceived information by turning the rotary device back and forth. 
However, for participants in the visual serial case information was displayed as soon as 
they entered a menu item. Consequently, the search in Case VS was limited to serial 
while the targets could be perceived in parallel. The longer task completion times for
Case HS could also be partly explained by the turn errors. The significantly more turn 
errors in Case HS naturally causes prolonged task completion time. 

The significantly more turn errors induced by the haptic case could possibly be due to 
the constitution of the haptic effects. In the two visual cases the ridges separating the 
menu fields stood out more than in the haptic case. The menu fields in the visual cases 
were smooth surfaces that contrasted well with the separating ridges. The menu fields 
in the haptic case, on the other hand, consisted of the haptic textures, build up by 
small ridges, making the contrast less marked. However, the results from a previous 
study oppose that theory (Grane & Bengtsson, 2005). In that study a multi-modal 
case, with visual information combined with the same haptic information as in Case 
HS, was compared to a visual case similar to Case VP. It turned out that less turn 
errors were made with the multimodal case with haptic textures. Clearly, if the haptic 
textures induce more turn errors the results for the multimodal case should have been 
different. Therefore, the turn errors caused by Case HS rather indicate a larger 
uncertainty in decision making compared to the other visual cases. This may also 
explain the somewhat more mental workload registered in the haptic case. To find 
haptic effects easy to discriminate is of great importance. 

Further research with different types of haptic effects together with studies performed 
in driving simulators, are needed to fully understand the effects of haptic information 
within vehicles. Complex information through the haptic modality still may facilitate 
performance when vision needs to be focused on road.
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Today, several vehicles are equipped with a visual display combined with a haptic rotary device for handling in-vehicle information
system tasks while driving. This experimental study investigates whether a haptic addition to a visual interface interferes with or
supports secondary task performance and whether haptic information could be used without taking eyes off road. Four interfaces
were compared during simulated driving: visual only, partly corresponding visual-haptic, fully corresponding visual-haptic, and
haptic only. Secondary task performance and subjective mental workload were measured. Additionally, the participants were
interviewed. It was found that some haptic support improved performance. However, when more haptic information was used,
the results diverged in terms of task completion time and interface comprehension. Some participants did not sense all haptics
provided, some did not comprehend the correspondence between the haptic and visual interfaces, and some did. Interestingly, the
participants managed to complete the tasks when using haptic-only information.

1. Introduction

As complexity in vehicles increases, new techniques are being
developed to reduce the demands on a driver’s attention
[1–5]. Because driving is mainly a visual task [6], many
new systems have been developed to reduce visual load
by providing supporting auditory or haptic information.
For example, a haptic rotary device can provide haptic
information intended to support interaction with a visual
user interface. In this paper, we focus on this type of haptic
information.

Today, several cars are outfitted with haptic rotary
devices to help the driver handle secondary tasks [7].
This type of haptic information includes kinaesthetic and
tactile sensations [8] provided through active touch [9]. An
exploratory procedure of repeated hand movement [10], in
this case turning the rotary device back and forth, is required
to perceive the haptic information. Haptic information
includes the placement of a ridge between menu items [7]
and special haptic effects for scrolling through a list or
searching for radio stations. These kinds of haptic effects

could help a driver if designed to extend or correlate
with the visual information. That is, the haptic interface
provides similar information as the visual interface. This
redundant information may help drivers perform actions
without looking at the visual display. If the driver knows
that a desired function is three steps to the right in the
menu, the driver can select the correct function by simply
counting the haptic ridges, a strategy that allows the driver
to keep focus on the road. In principle, this ability to
multitask while maintaining one’s main visual attention on
the task of driving might be a positive outcome of the
new multimodal techniques developed for in-vehicle use.
However, the effects of complementary haptic information
are not fully understood. For example, it is unclear whether
the mental resources required to operate haptic devices make
such devices unsafe. Many studies have shown that high
mental workload negatively impacts driving [11–17]. Hence,
the challenge with the new visual-haptic techniques is to find
a way of communicating information that supports rather
than burdens or confuses the driver.
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These new multimodal techniques use more than one
sense, a strategy addressed in multiple resources and time-
sharing theories. According to Wickens [18], multiple
resource theory concludes that sometimes it is better to
divide information across modalities instead of presenting
all information through the same modality. Although this
assumption is somewhat vague, Wickens [18] argues that the
effectiveness of multiple modalities could be due to the fact
that different senses use different resources. Furthermore, the
multiple resource theory [18] states that some information
is better suited for one modality even though that modality
is time-shared with another task using the same modality.
Moreover, the model refers to the visual and auditory
modalities, but it is not clear if the same holds for the visual
and haptic modality. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the
relationship between vision and haptics, especially in highly
demanding tasks such as driving a vehicle. Nevertheless,
some studies have shown that using a combination of visual
and haptic information can be beneficial [19, 20], a con-
clusion that suggests similar multimodal effects concerning
secondary tasks might be expected while driving.

Few studies comprise haptic interfaces for in-vehicle
use, and typically these studies deal with force feedback or
vibrotactile information. Force feedback provided through
a haptic gas pedal was found promising when a car was
closely following other cars [21]. Moreover, vibrotactile
information has proven effective for directing a driver’s
attention and for presenting direction information [22, 23].
According to Van Erp and Van Veen [23], visual direction
information induced a higher workload than vibrotactile
information. Furthermore, the fastest reaction time was
found with multimodal visual-vibrotactile information. Van
Erp and Van Veen’s study [23] implies that drivers may
benefit from haptic information. However, vibrations are
primarily for on/off information; more complex content is
difficult to present through vibrations. New haptic devices,
providing haptic cues in different ways, are constantly being
developed to ease handling of in-vehicle secondary tasks [24–
27]. These haptic devices usually do not evoke actions rather
they support driver-initiated activities.

Rydström et al. [28] studied the use of a haptic rotary
device providing specific haptic cues as a complement to an
in-vehicle visual interface. For example, a haptic cue marked
where a radio station could be found with an attraction force.
The haptic cues were compared to a reference interface with
more common haptic effects, such as ridges placed between
different alternatives. One of five haptic cues improved
performance in terms of task completion time and reduced
the number of glances off road. It was not clear whether
the lack of improvement for the other haptic cues was
due to design issues, unfamiliarity, or something else such
as mental overload. However, since the reference interface
also included haptic information, the results do not exclude
haptics as a positive complement for in-vehicle design.
Lederman and Abbott [29] presented an interesting theory
about ecological validity that might explain the somewhat
negative results for haptic cues in the study by Rydström
et al. [28]. Lederman and Abbott [29] concluded that, since
early computers mainly presented information visually, users

are more sensitive and open to visual stimuli in computer
interfaces even when haptic cues are provided; that is,
because users expect visual information, visual information
overpowers information provided by the other senses. On the
other hand, when a haptic rotary device is used, the interface
has similarities with a traditional mechanical knob that
commonly provides inflexible haptic steps. Consequently,
based on Lederman and Abbott [29], haptic effects that
resemble mechanical knobs could be expected to have higher
ecological value than new and unexpected haptic cues, such
as those used by Rydström et al. [28]. According to Hayward
et al. [8], haptic effects do not need to imitate reality; they
need only to be suggestive. Hence, haptic cues may be more
accepted and easily sensed if simultaneously presented with
visual cues.

A haptic rotary device was also used in a study by Grane
and Bengtsson [30]. Instead of complementing haptic cues,
as used by Rydström et al. [28], the study by Grane and
Bengtsson [30] comprised a fully corresponding haptic and
visual interface that provided the same information through
both channels. This could be done using different textures
as menu items instead of functions. Because textures can
effectively be perceived both haptically and visually [31–33];
textures were considered suitable for modality comparisons.
Additionally, the textures made it possible to investigate
if the participants could learn to choose between menu
items in an interface with haptic-only information. It was
thought that experienced users would be able to find and
select frequently used functions without taking their eyes
off road if the interface provided effective haptics. Grane
and Bengtsson [30] found it possible to use a haptic-only
interface even though the visual-haptic interfaces in the
study resulted in better performance. Furthermore, a fully
corresponding visual-haptic interface induced significantly
less mental workload and fewer turn errors, that is, when
a target was passed without being selected, than a more
common interface with visual information supported by
haptic ridges placed between menu items. Based on these
results, a fully corresponding interface was predicted to
have benefits in high-workload environments; however, this
needs to be studied further by including a driving task.
A haptic addition to a visual interface could help drivers
keep their eyes on the road. However, since driving is a
highly demanding cognitive task, there is a risk that added
information could confuse rather than help drivers.

This study investigates the use of a visual interface
combined with a haptic rotary device for solving menu
selection tasks during simulated driving. The purpose was to
determine whether a haptic interface that corresponds well
to a visual interface interferes with or supports secondary
task performance and whether the haptic interface could be
used without drivers taking their eyes off the road. Four
interfaces were compared during simulated driving: visual
only, partly corresponding visual-haptic, fully corresponding
visual-haptic, and haptic only. The interfaces were experi-
mentally compared in terms of task completion time and
error rate. In addition, mental workload was measured and
the participants were interviewed. Interviews were used to
provide a deeper understanding of the statistical data and to
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capture the participants’ comprehension and interpretation
of the interfaces.

Three hypotheses were made in the experimental study.
First, a haptic addition was expected to improve secondary
task performance. Second, a fully corresponding visual-
haptic interface was expected to produce better performance
results than a partly corresponding interface. Third, it was
expected that a haptic-only interface would allow tasks to
be completed successfully although generating lower perfor-
mance than interfaces that also provided visual information.

2. Experiment Method

2.1. Participants. Forty first-year engineering students (27
men and 13 women) participated in the study as part of an
academic course. The participants were between 19 and 25
years old (M = 20.4, SD = 1.5). None of the participants
had experience with the haptic rotary device or the simulator
environment used in the study.

2.2. Equipment. A simple desktop simulator was set up
in accordance with the equipment specified in the Lane
Change Test User Guide 1.2 [34]. Figure 1 shows the driving
environment with a 20′ LCD monitor (2) and a Logitech
Momo Racing steering wheel (1) placed in front of the
participant. The figure also shows the equipment for solving
a menu selection task: a haptic rotary device (3), a laptop
computer (4), and a 6.4′ display (5). The haptic rotary
device (Alps Haptic Commander) is a knob (Ø 3.5 cm) that
could be turned and pushed. The equipment for the menu
selection task was placed in the imagined centre stack with
the haptic rotary device placed about a forearm’s distance
from the participant and approximately 30 degrees from
the participant’s right side. The laptop computer was also
placed on a 30-degree angle from the participant’s centreline,
and the 6.4′ display was placed just under the monitor
associated with the primary task. All equipment was fixed,
but the participant’s chair was adjustable. All the participants
could position themselves at a comfortable distance from the
steering wheel and haptic rotary device.

2.3. Simulated Driving. The Lane Change Test (LCT) method
was chosen as the primary task since it is a simulated driving
task with a high level of control and reliability [35] suitable
for comparing different conditions. The driving scene and
driving task was simple and the same for all participants.
When using the LCT, the participant drove for about three
minutes on a straight three-lane road on which no other cars
or obstacles were present. The driving task was to keep the car
inside a driving lane and change lanes when directed by signs.
Eighteen signs were placed along the road to show which
lane to choose. There were different tracks available in the
LCT method, and a variation of tracks was recommended
to avoid learning effects. The tracks only differed in which
order the signs were placed. The signs were placed the same
distance apart. In this study, tracks one through five were
used once for each participant and the order of the tracks
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Figure 1: The figure shows the experimental setup: a steering wheel
(1), a screen with a simulated highway (2), a haptic rotary device
(3), a laptop used for the menu selection task (4), and a 6.4′ display
(5).

was consistent. The driving speed was controlled by the test
leader and fixed to 60 km/h.

2.4. Haptic and Visual Interface Design. The experimental
task was a simple menu selection task programmed in
and controlled by Macromedia Director 8.5. Textures were
used as menu items instead of letters or functions, which
are more common in these types of studies. The textures
made it possible to create a fully corresponding visual-haptic
interface. Moreover, textures were necessary to investigate
whether a haptic interface could be used alone. Four
textures—A, B, C, and D—were presented to the participants
as visual images on the laptop screen and/or perceived as
haptic effects through the haptic rotary device (presented
in alphabetic order in Figure 2). The textures were designed
using ergonomic policies developed by Ivergård [36] and
results from user tests. The visual interface was created in
Adobe Illustrator CS5 and the haptic interface with Alps
Rotary Haptic Editor. Repeated click effects with a linearly
changing torque were used to create the haptic textures
(Table 1).

The rotation angle for a whole menu was 150 degrees;
the rotation angle for each menu item was 30 degrees with
10 degrees in between. For some experimental conditions, a
haptic ridge separated the menu items. A ridge was made
by a single click effect with a linearly changing torque of
5 mN m/deg, a maximum torque of 50 mN m, and a traction
force of 30%. A traction force makes the click effect more
distinct. Haptic walls were placed at the menu borders
as end stops with a steep incline (50 mN m/deg) and a
maximum torque set at 90 mN m. A damper effect, that is,
a friction proportional to the knob velocity, was added over
the whole menu to reduce unwanted vibrations. The damper
coefficient (d) was set to 30 mN m s. The damper torque can
be calculated as —d∗ the velocity (rad/s).

2.5. Experimental Conditions. The interface had four menu
fields with different textures. The menus and textures were
either presented visually and/or haptically. Figure 2 presents
the experimental conditions compared in the study:

(i) interface V: visual only,

(ii) interface pVH: partly corresponding visual-haptic,
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Table 1: Specification of the haptic effects used in the experiment.

Texture Length (deg) Repetition Max. torque (mN m) Torque/deg (mN m/deg) Traction force (%)

A 1 30 0 0 0

B 15 2 10 3 30

C 5 6 10 9 30

D 1 30 10 40 30

Interface fVHInterface V Interface HInterface pVH

Vi
su

al
H

ap
tic

Figure 2: The visual and haptic information provided in the four different interfaces (V, pVH, fVH, and H). The haptic information is
represented visually around the haptic rotary device. The visual and haptic textures are placed in alphabetic order (A, B, C, and D).

(iii) interface fVH: fully corresponding visual-haptic, and

(iv) interface H: haptic only.

The visual-only interface (V) had no haptic support other
than end stops, that is, haptic walls at the beginning and
at the end of a menu. Similar end stops were also found in
the other three interfaces. The partly corresponding visual-
haptic interface (pVH) used the same visual interface as
V with an addition of sensible menu field boarders, that
is, haptic ridges placed in between the menu fields. In
the fully corresponding interface (fVH), the visual interface
information was also presented haptically; that is, both
menu field boarders and textures were presented visually and
haptically. In the haptic-only interface (H), the menu field
boarders and textures could be felt, as in fVH, but no visual
information was provided.

2.6. Experimental Design. The experiment used an intersub-
jects design as Rydström and Bengtsson [37] found asym-
metric learning effects in a similar study. Ten participants
were randomly assigned to each experimental condition.

2.7. Procedure. An experimental session lasted about one
hour, and the test leader gave all participants the same
instructions. Each session started with the simulated driving.
The participants drove on two practice tracks, one imme-
diately after the other. Thereafter, the menu selection task
was explained and the participants practiced the task during
two training trials. The first training trial presented the
textures in alphabetic order with the label “A,” “B,” “C,”
or “D” displayed on the laptop monitor. In this trial, the
participants learned the textures, noting when they felt they
were ready to continue. The second training trial resembled
the experimental trial. The participants were asked to find
and select one of four textures identified as the target.

The texture to select, for example, “Locate A”, was given
through headphones by a computer voice as well as displayed
on the 6.4′ display. The start position was always on the
left most texture, and the active texture was marked blue.
The participants turned the haptic rotary device to the
appropriate texture and selected it by pressing the device. If
they selected the right texture, a tone was played, the textures
changed order, and a new target texture was given. If they
selected a wrong texture, nothing happened. To proceed, they
had to select the right texture. This training phase continued
until 12 correct selections were made in a sequence. That
is, the training phase required them to select each texture
correctly at least two times. The length of a practice trial
differed between participants, but at the beginning of the
experimental trials all of the participants had reached the
threshold level of proficiency. In the experimental trial, the
participants drove three tracks in the LCT and carried out
tasks with the rotary device at the same time. The order
of textures and target textures were counterbalanced and
did not change between participants. Twelve textures were
selected during a driving round, which took approximately
three minutes. The experimental tasks occurred once every
13 seconds throughout the whole round except for a small
pause at the beginning and end. The time (13 seconds) was
selected to reduce a floor effect and was based on results
from a prestudy. To ensure that selections were based on
visual and haptic perception only, pink noise was provided
through the headphones. At the end of each experiment, the
participants completed one questionnaire that asked them
to provide information about themselves (e.g., their level of
computer experience) and completed two NASA-TLX forms
[38].

2.8. Measurements and Analysis. Performance was measured
as the time it took to complete a task and the number
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of errors made. Two types of errors were measured: push
errors and turn errors. A push error was registered when
the participants selected a texture that was not a target.
When the participants went past the right texture without
selecting it, a turn error was registered. In the analysis, the
number of push errors was divided by the total number
of tasks for each participant. This did not change the data
or the results but made the results more informative. The
same was done for the turn errors. If the participants did
not manage to select a texture within 13 seconds, the task
was logged as a missing value and given the highest possible
time in the analysis, 13 seconds. NASA-TLX [38] was used
to measure the participants’ experienced mental workload.
After the experimental trials, the participants completed
two NASA-TLX forms: the rating scale form and the pair-
wise comparison form. In addition to descriptive statistics,
the results from the menu selection task and the NASA-
TLX forms were analysed with the Kruskal-Wallis tests. The
interfaces were also compared pair-wise with the Mann-
Whitney tests to answer the hypothesis. Nonparametric
tests were used due to nonnormally distributed data and
nonhomogeneity. To answer the third hypothesis, the total
amount of push errors made by each participant was
analysed using binomial distribution (the Bernoulli trial).
The α level was set to 0.05.

3. Experiment Results

3.1. Task Completion Time. Figure 3 shows a boxplot of the
mean task completion time (s) for each interface. The box-
plot shows a larger spread for the fully corresponding visual-
haptic interface (fVH) compared to the other interfaces. A
significant difference was found between the interfaces with
the Kruskal-Wallis test (H (3) = 18.76, P < .001). To test the
first hypothesis, the visual-only interface (V) was compared
to the two interfaces with a haptic addition (pVH and fVH)
with the Mann-Whitney tests. The menu selection tasks were
completed significantly faster with the partly corresponding
interface (pVH) (U = 11.00, P = .003, r = −.66). However,
no difference was found between V and fVH (U = 39.00,
P = .406, r = −.19). To test the second hypothesis, the partly
corresponding interface (pVH) was compared to the fully
corresponding interface (fVH), revealing no difference (U =
39.50, P = .427, r = −.18). To test the third hypothesis, the
haptic-only interface (H) was compared with the interfaces
with visual information. The haptic-only interface needed
significantly longer time to complete a task than the other
interfaces: H-V (U = 10.00, P = .002, r = −.68), H-pVH
(U = .00, P = .000, r = −.85), and H-fVH (U = 19.00,
P = .019, r = −.52).

3.2. Turn Errors. The spread of turn errors (%) in each
interface is visualised with a boxplot (Figure 4). The Kruskal-
Wallis test revealed a significant difference between the inter-
faces (H (3) = 19.32, P < .001). The first hypothesis, tested
with the Mann-Whitney tests, revealed that significantly
more turn errors were made with only visual information
(V) compared to the partly corresponding visual-haptic
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Figure 3: Boxplot showing the mean task completion time (s).
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Figure 4: Boxplot showing the turn errors (%).

interface (pVH) (U = 16.00, P = .010, r = −.58). However,
no difference was found between V and fVH (U = 29.50,
P = .118, r = −.35). When the second hypothesis was tested,
no difference between the partly and fully corresponding
interfaces was found (U = 31.00, P = .146, r = −.33).
In addition, the test of the third hypothesis revealed that
significantly more turn errors were made with the haptic-
only interface than the interfaces with visual information: H-
V (U = 22.00, P = .034, r = −.47), H-pVH (U = 2.00,
P = .000, r = −.81), and H-fVH (U = 9.50, P = .002,
r = −.69).

3.3. Push Errors. No significant differences were found with
the Kruskal-Wallis test for push errors (H (3) = 7.56,
P = .056). The Mann-Whitney tests were used to answer
the three hypotheses. Significantly more push errors were
made with the haptic-only interface (H) than with the partly
corresponding interface (pVH) (U = 18.50, P = .015, r =
−.55). No other differences were found. Table 2 presents the
median values and ranges of push errors for each interface.
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The third hypothesis was tested with the Bernouilli trial. The
largest number of push errors made by a participant using
the haptic-only interface was used in the analyses, that is,
13 push errors out of 36 selections. With the probability of
selecting a nontarget set to .75, the probability of making 13
or fewer push errors out of 36 selections by chance was less
than .05 (P = 9.47E − 07).

3.4. Mental Workload. No significant differences were found
with the Kruskal-Wallis test for mental workload (H (3) =
.89, P = .828). The Mann-Whitney tests were used to answer
the three hypotheses. No differences were found. Table 2
presents the median values and ranges of mental workload
for each interface.

4. Interview Method

4.1. Respondents. Every participant attending the experiment
was also interviewed at the end of each experimental session.

4.2. Interview Design and Questions. Interviews were used
to provide a deeper understanding of the statistical data by
capturing the participants’ experiences and comprehension
of the different interface conditions. The interviews were
semistructured since we wished to compare the answers
between different interface conditions. Every participant
was asked the same questions, but the questions were
sometimes explained, followed up, or adjusted to suit the
type of interface they had used. The questions were all open
ended since we were interested in the participants’ thoughts,
experiences, and difficulties with the different interfaces. We
did not know what to expect and could therefore not ask
specific questions with predetermined answer alternatives.
The interviews all began with questions concerning the menu
selection task: “How did it feel to use the rotary device and
the user interface you used for solving the tasks?” and “What
did you find good and bad?” All participants were asked how
they experienced their performance: “How do you think you
managed to drive and carry out tasks at the same time?”
The participants were also asked more specific questions
about the information presented in their interface related to
other information. These questions were different according
to the interfaces used. For example, the participants from
the visual-only interface were asked the following questions:
“How do you think it would have been if you were able
to feel ridges between the menu alternatives?”, “How do
you think it would have been if you also could sense the
textures when you were moving pass them?”, and “How do
you think it would have been if you could sense the textures
but not see them?”. The participants that experienced the
fully corresponding visual-haptic interface were also asked
more specific questions about their comprehension of the
information: “You could both see and feel the four textures.
Which information did you use the most?” and “Was any
information unnecessary?” The interviews lasted about ten
minutes and were conducted in Swedish, the participants’
native language. Each interview was, with permission from
the participants, recorded on tape.

Table 2: Median and range of push errors and mental workload for
each interface.

Interface
Push errors (%) Mental workload

Median Range Median Range

V 2.78 13.89 736.50 891.00

pVH 1.39 8.33 682.75 441.50

fVH 4.17 11.76 635.75 683.50

H 10.13 36.11 678.25 595.00

4.3. Analysis. A method similar to the sequential analyses
described by Miles and Huberman [39] was used for the
analyses. At first, the interviews were transcribed verbatim
and reduced to individual case synopses. Since the interview
material was short, the next step in the analyses was to make
matrices with key terms and key phrases. Thereafter, the
phrases were reduced or labelled as quotations. The material
was further analysed by creating clusters and attaching labels,
such as plus or minus signs. The matrices made it possible
to produce an overview of the material and to compare
answers between the interface conditions. The data was not
analysed with statistical methods since open-ended questions
were used. If some participants identified a specific feature as
important, it did not mean that the other participants would
have agreed or disagreed. However, those comments could
still help explain the statistical data. Therefore, the answers
were summarized in text form describing key incidents as
“the majority,” “some,” or “a few” and similar. The actual
answer incidences can be found in Tables 3–5 and, for some
parts, directly in the text. The key words and quotations used
in the results section have been translated into English.

5. Interview Results

5.1. Spontaneous Remarks. At the opening of the interviews,
the participants were asked how it felt to use the interface for
the menu selection task and what they considered good and
bad about the interface. The spontaneous answers differed
depending on which interface was used (Table 3). However,
participants from the same interface group often used similar
expressions and mentioned the same problems. To describe
their user interfaces, many participants from V and pVH
used the phrases “easy to use,” “easy to learn,” and “it
felt good.” Some participants from fVH also described the
user interface “as easy to use.” The participants from H
were least satisfied with the user interface. Some of them
described the only-haptic interface as “quite easy” or “fairly
easy” to use. They thought it was troublesome in the
beginning, but after a while they got used to it. Almost all
participants from the haptic-only interface (H) mentioned
difficulties differentiating a pair of the textures. However,
the participants did not find the same textures similar. For
example, some participants had problems with texture A
and B while others mentioned C and D. Only a few from
the interfaces with visual information mentioned problems
differentiating or finding textures. Some participants from
interface V mentioned problems with turn errors. The
marker sometimes moved passed the target when they tried
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Table 3: Answer incidences for spontaneous remarks.

Interface V
Interface

pVH
Interface

fVH
Interface H

Easy to use 6 5 3 0

Fairly easy 0 0 1 6

No label 4 5 6 4

Differentiation
problems

2 2 2 9

No label 8 8 8 1

Turn errors 3 0 0 0

No label 7 10 10 10

to select it, or they turned too far since there were no ridges
between the menu items. No participants from the other
interfaces mentioned the same problem.

5.1.1. Interface V. Two participants from interface V spon-
taneously said that they had preferred a user interface with
haptic ridges provided from the rotary device. This was
expressed from one participant as “I would like to see that it
had some form of response when turning it. . . it may perhaps
be some ridge or so.”

5.1.2. Interface pVH. Two participants spontaneously
remarked that the haptic ridges were positive. One of them
said, “It was good that there were ridges. . . because I looked
at the display and then I saw where it (the target) was and
could sort of count out were [sic] it was with the ridges”.

5.1.3. Interface fVH. The opinions of interface fVH diverged.
Two participants described the haptics as non-congruent:
they found no correlation between what they felt and saw.
Two other participants spontaneously said they had preferred
haptic ridges instead of haptic ridges and textures. One
participant expressed it as “(y)ou could not really feel where
you were. . . you felt these structures instead. I had probably
thought it was better if there were only four positions”.
Another participant had the opposite opinion: “I liked it (the
haptic textures); it is better than merely ridges.”

5.1.4. Interface H. Two participants from interface H sponta-
neously said they would have preferred more visual feedback.
Two others wanted more pronounced ridges and larger space
for the textures or in-between textures. One wanted the
textures to differ more and another wanted an addition of
auditory information.

5.2. Experienced Performance. The participants explained
their performance differently depending on which interface
they had used (Table 4). The majority of participants who
used interface pVH described their performance as “good,”
whereas most of the participants who used interfaces V
and fVH expressed their performance as “fairly good.” The
participants who used interface H were least satisfied with
their performance. One participant said, “(i)t was more

Table 4: Answer incidences for experienced performance.

Interface V Interface pVH Interface fVH Interface H

Good 1 6 3 1

Fairly good 6 3 5 2

Passable 3 0 1 7

No label 0 1 1 0

difficult than I thought; you got a bit stressed when you did
not really find the right texture”.

5.3. Interface Preferences. The participants had a relatively
clear idea of how it would have been to have other types of
information, although they occasionally thought it hard to
imagine. Table 5 presents the positive and negative responses
to different types of information. The information discussed
was similar to the different interfaces compared in the
experimental study, and the results are therefore grouped
accordingly.

5.3.1. Interface V. Almost all participants from interface
pVH and fVH wanted more than just visual information. A
participant from interface pVH feared that “(t)he risk is. . .
that you, when you push, happen to move it (the cursor)
to another menu item.” Six participants from pVH and five
from fVH specifically explained that without haptic infor-
mation they would have taken their eyes off the road more
often. With respect to the haptic information, they said they
could watch the road while performing the task by counting
the ridges. Many participants from interface H were negative
about only visual information. One participant would have
preferred to have only visual information instead of haptic-
only, and two participants said they would rather have had
haptic-only information than visual-only information. One
participant who preferred haptic-only information argued
that it was “(b)etter to use the perception of touch so that
you will not need to look off the road.”

5.3.2. Interface pVH. When interface pVH was discussed, the
tone was different. Almost all of the comments about this
interface were positive. The arguments for interface pVH
were very much the same independent of which interface
the participant had used. A participant from interface V
expressed the common argument for visual information with
ridges: “(i)t would probably be much easier because. . . then
it is only to turn without looking at the display because you
know how many clicks there should be”.

5.3.3. Interface fVH. When interface fVH was discussed, the
responses were more positive than negative from participants
that used interface V and H, whereas the number of negative
and positive responses from participants who used interface
pVH were similar. Participants from interface V and pVH
had similar arguments for and against an addition of
haptic textures. A typical positive response came from one
participant from interface V: “It had possibly been better
because then you would not need to look on that (the visual
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Table 5: Answer incidences for interface preferences.

Opinions about visual-only information (V)

Positive Fairly positive Negative No label

Interface pVH 0 0 9 1

Interface fVH 0 0 9 1
Interface H 1 1 5 3

Opinions about visual information and haptic ridges (pVH)

Positive Fairly positive Negative No label

Interface V 7 2 1 0
Interface fVH 5 2 1 2
Interface H 4 0 0 6

Opinions about fully corresp. visual-haptic information (fVH)

Positive Fairly positive Negative No label

Interface V 5 1 2 2
Interface pVH 5 0 5 0
Interface H 5 0 3 2

Opinions about haptic-only information (H)

Positive Fairly positive Negative No label

Interface V 1 3 5 1
Interface pVH 0 3 7 0
Interface fVH 1 4 1 4

interface); you could concentrate on watching the road and
just feel”. Another participant from interface V gave a typical
negative response: “Then you would get more to think on.
I would think it could have been a bit laborious”. Several
participants from interface H thought a visual addition
would make the task easier and that it would speed up
their responses. However, some feared that it would be too
much information and that they would look too much at the
display and miss the road.

5.3.4. Interface H. The two visual interfaces V and pVH
generated mostly negative responses to having haptic infor-
mation only, as in interface H. One participant from interface
V described it in the following way: “It can probably be quite
comfortable to have something that you can look at in case
you get insecure. It feels as if you trust vision more than
the perception of touch”. However, not all participants were
negative. Some participants from interface V and fVH were
fairly positive. For example, one participant from interface
fVH chose to use the haptic information only even though
he had visual information available.

5.4. Perception of Interface fVH. The perception of the fully
corresponding visual-haptic interface differed among the
participants. Three categories were found: only ridges, ridges
and textures—not correlated, and ridges and textures—
correlated.

5.4.1. Only Ridges. Three participants did not perceive
the haptic texture information; they only felt the ridges
between menu items, as in pVH. The user interface included
haptic texture information; that is, the participants excluded
the information by themselves. One of the participants

perceived the textures during training, but not while driving.
The participant explained it as “(t)he clicks had different
characters for different positions in the beginning (during
training), which it never was during the test. Perhaps my
brain fooled me, but I thought it felt as if there was one
distinct and identical click between every position in the
test.”

5.4.2. Ridges and Textures: Not Correlated. The other partic-
ipants all perceived the textures, but two of them did not
understand the correlation between the visual and haptic
information: “It was a bit bumpy, there were ridges or
something but when you turned, it did not jump on every
step. I saw that I was two steps away, but it was not really only
two steps”.

5.4.3. Ridges and Textures: Correlated. Five of the participants
who perceived the textures also understood their purpose.
Three of those participants chose not to use the textures.
One of them explained it this way: “I think it was a bit odd
that you should feel. . .. It would demand more exercise to
use the sense of touch, so now I mostly thought it was a bit
disturbing. . .. I had thought it would be better if there were
only four positions”. However, two participants deliberately
used the haptic textures. One of them did not use the visual
information at all: “While I was driving, I did not look at this
(the visual interface); you did not have to”.

6. Discussion

When driving, the eyes and mind need to be focused on the
road. Secondary tasks should therefore be carefully designed.
Haptic addition to a visual interface could ease interaction or
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could provide too much information to process. In this study,
different amounts of haptic information were studied and
both advantages and disadvantages were found. All interfaces
were studied while concurrently performing a simulated
driving task that needed both visual and cognitive attention.
Different results could be found for these types of visual-
haptic interfaces in different human-computer situations.

6.1. First Hypothesis. The first hypothesis in this paper was
accepted: haptic additions to a visual interface improved
performance. Both task completion time and error rate,
in terms of turn errors, were significantly lower when
haptic ridges were added to the visual interface (pVH). The
fully corresponding interface with haptic ridges and texture
information did not result in the same positive results and
responses. This issue will be addressed and discussed more
thoroughly later. The turn error result means that the target
was more often passed over without being selected when the
interface lacked haptic information. This suggests that the
haptic ridges made it easier to stop at a certain position and
stay in that position during selection. This suggestion is also
evident in the interviews: some participants using interface
V spontaneously mentioned these kinds of problems. The
positive results for the visual-haptic interface (pVH) in
comparison to the visual-only interface (V) agree with
Wickens’ [18] theory of multiple resources. The addition
of a haptic interface reduces the visual load and makes
effective multitasking possible. According to the interviews,
the haptic ridges were important. Because of the ridges,
the participants did not have to look away from the road
to find a target. Many participants using interface pVH
mentioned they could count the ridges to be sure of
their position while watching the road. With only visual
information, the participants needed to look away from the
road throughout the task. The interview answers indicate
that the participants looked off the road less often with
the partly corresponding visual-haptic interface (pVH) than
with the visual-only interface (V), which is good from a
driving and safety perspective. Furthermore, the interview
answers revealed that almost all participants who received
only visual information preferred haptic ridges and thought
the knobs lacked such ridges. This agrees with Lederman
and Abbott’s [29] theory about ecological validity. The haptic
rotary device resembles a mechanical knob that usually
provides ridges. This might be expected by the participants
and explain why they thought they were lacking. If they had
used a nonhaptic computer mouse instead, they might not
have thought of haptic ridges as a possible improvement.

6.2. Second Hypothesis. The second hypothesis in the paper
was rejected: a fully corresponding interface with haptic
textures (fVH) did not produce higher performance results
than an interface with haptic ridges (pVH). The haptic rotary
device’s full potential was used in the fully corresponding
visual-haptic interface (fVH) with the intention to ease
driver demand and facilitate use. Redundant information
was expected to aid decision making. The expectations were
based on results from a study by Grane and Bengtsson [30]

where a fully corresponding visual-haptic interface generated
fewer turn errors and less mental demand than a partly cor-
responding interface. In this paper, however, no differences
between the interfaces were found, and consequently the
results do not correspond with Grane and Bengtsson’s [30]
findings. The main difference between the two studies is that
this study comprised a simulated driving task and the Grane
and Bengtsson’s [30] study did not. Accordingly, a fully
corresponding interface that normally induces low mental
demand cannot be expected to give the same positive results
in a driving situation. The interviews revealed an inconsistent
comprehension of the fully corresponding interface. A few
participants reported that the haptic textures were useful
while some described them as unnecessary. Apparently, there
is a risk that haptic information intended to facilitate the use
of a visual menu selection interface is confusing rather than
helpful.

6.3. The Fully Corresponding Interface. According to the
interviews, the perception and comprehension of the fully
corresponding interface varied and three different groups
were found. A few participants did not perceive the haptic
textures, only the haptic ridges separating the menu items.
Guest and Spence [40] point out that there is no evidence
for enhanced discrimination performance with visual-haptic
texture perception. Rather, the two senses seem to act
independently and divided attention between the modali-
ties reduces each senses’ ability to discriminate. In highly
demanding environments, such as driving a vehicle, this
effect could be further augmented. This may explain why
some of the participants using the fully corresponding visual-
haptic interface only sensed a part of the haptics provided,
the haptic ridges. The ridges stood out more since they had
a higher torque than the haptic textures and therefore were
easier to discriminate.

Some of the participants using the fully corresponding
visual-haptic interface (fVH) sensed more haptic informa-
tion than ridges but did not comprehend the correspondence
with the visual information provided. According to Ernst
and Bülthoff [41], information from different modalities
has to be efficiently merged to form a coherent percept.
If visual and haptic information are to be integrated, it
should be clear that the information comes from the same
object. Wall and Harwin [42] remarked that visual and
haptic exploration through probes and monitors provides
approximations rather than exact models of natural surfaces.
Even if an interface is designed to be corresponding, it is
unclear whether users will merge the information as in real
life. Exactly how the brain decides to interpret information as
a whole is not known. According to Ernst and Bülthoff [41],
signals should most likely not differ too much spatially. In the
study described in this paper, the information that meets the
eye and the hand are separated spatially. It could be difficult
for the brain to build a whole from those obvious separated
information bearers even though the signals match in time
and have a similar design. This may explain why some of
the participants using the fully corresponding interface did
not interpret it as coherent. However, in a study by Grane
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and Bengtsson [30], a fully corresponding interface with a
similar spatial separation as found in this paper proved better
than a partly corresponding interface. The main difference
between the study described in this paper and Grane and
Bengtsson’s study [30] is that Grane and Bengtsson’s study
[30] lacked a simulated driving task. Therefore, the problem
with integrating the haptic and visual information might
be an effect of rational resource utilization due to mental
overload. According to Ernst and Bülthoff [41], the brain is
not willing to wait for an accurate answer if it can deliver a
quick, uncertain response. If it is easier to grasp the visual
information describing the textures, some of the participants
may have responded based on that information only without
spending time on the haptic textures. As concluded by
Wickens [18] and Lederman and Abbott [29], some tasks
are more appropriate for one modality than another. When
drivers want to find a target in a menu as quickly as possible,
it is naturally more effective to visually scan a menu than to
serially turn through a haptic menu. If the textures already
are perceived visually, it may seem unnecessary to use mental
resources to merge the haptic information with the visual
information. The perceived noncorrespondence between the
haptic and visual information could also be explained by
Lederman and Abbott’s [29] theory of ecological validity. It
is possible that the participants used a familiar behaviour.
Visual menu selection interfaces are more commonly found
in daily life without informative haptics. As a result, the
participants might have expected the visual information,
perhaps accompanied with haptic ridges and consequently
would have been more open to the visual stimuli and
confused by the haptic textures. With more contact with
these types of systems, it might be easier to take in and
process the haptic information. More experienced users
might learn new interaction strategies that use the haptic
information in a resource-effective manner.

Interestingly, some participants using the fully corre-
sponding visual-haptic interface (fVH) had no problems
sensing the haptic information and interpreted it as cor-
responding with the visual interface. According to their
interview answers, some still considered the haptic textures
as unnecessary although two participants considered them
useful. One of those two participants said he did not need
the visual information and chose to use only the haptics so
he could pay more attention to the road. Why did he do
that if the available visual information was more efficient to
process? Could it be that the haptic modality dominates over
visual for some people? Visual information is traditionally
said to dominate haptic information in multimodal tasks.
This was shown by Rock and Victor [43] and has been
proven by others. Interestingly, in the Rock and Victor
[43] study, two out of ten participants mainly used the
haptic information, indicating a haptic dominance for those
two. Lederman et al. [44] question vision as the dominant
modality; they found vision to be important when spatial
density was judged and tactile cues important when rough-
ness was judged. Furthermore, McDonnell and Duffett [45]
found a clear individual difference in modality dominance.
If haptic dominates vision for some people, it could possibly
explain why the haptic information was interpreted as

corresponding for some of the participants in the study even
though they never had used a similar interface. Accordingly,
when designing interfaces for demanding situations such as
driving, the designer should not trust that users will use the
most efficient information.

6.4. Third Hypothesis. In the third hypothesis, the haptic
information was expected to be useful even though it would
induce lower performance results than when visual infor-
mation was used concurrently. This hypothesis was tested
by including an interface with haptic-only information. By
removing the visual interface, the participants were forced to
rely on their haptic sense. The third hypothesis was accepted
since the participants managed to complete the tasks with
this interface. Furthermore, as expected the haptic-only
interface demanded more time and resulted in more turn
errors than the other interfaces with visual information. In
addition, more push errors were made with the haptic-only
interface when compared to the partly redundant interface
(pVH). For clarification, a turn error was registered when
a target was passed without being selected and a push
error when the wrong target was selected. Other studies
also have found haptic exploration of objects to be more
time consuming than visual exploration [30, 31]. This could
be expected since a haptic search using a rotary device is
restricted to serial and requires repeated hand movements
back and forth in a menu field to sense the textures [46].
Moreover, the menu items could easily be compared visually,
while a haptic comparison required a hand movement.
Haptic comparison of textures while searching for the
target could also explain the increased turn errors. If the
participants were uncertain about a target and wanted to
compare it with other textures, the target sometimes needed
to be passed over without being selected, resulting in a turn
error. According to the interview answers, the participants
using the haptic-only interface had problems differentiating
the textures. This explains the increased number of turn
errors and the increased number of push errors. It is
clear that the haptic information did not provide sufficient
support for making quick selections. Most participants using
the haptic-only interface described it as difficult to use
and would rather use an interface with visual support.
Nevertheless, many participants were negative toward visual-
only information, a common setup in many vehicles today.
Since the interfaces used in this study were developed for
this study only, the novelty was high. With more interaction,
performance might improve. Furthermore, the interfaces
were developed primarily for modality comparison. Other
types of haptic effects, developed with a focus on usability,
might be more easily comprehended and used, especially
after some training.

6.5. Further Research. This study focused on secondary
task performance. An interesting continuation of this study
would be to analyse driving data. Secondary task perfor-
mance does not necessarily correlate with driver perfor-
mance. Moreover, the primary task in this study was consti-
tuted by a simple desktop simulator. It would be interesting
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to increase validity by further investigating haptic-visual
interfaces with more advanced driving simulators or real
driving.

7. Conclusions

As expected in the first hypothesis, a multimodal approach
that adds haptic information to an in-vehicle visual interface
for solving menu selection tasks supported the partici-
pants’ performance. However, this applied for a visual-
haptic interface with marked menu boarders and not for
a fully corresponding visual-haptic interface. Consequently,
the second hypothesis was rejected. Interestingly, the fully
corresponding visual-haptic interface, expected to ease inter-
action by providing redundant visual-haptic information,
was interpreted and comprehended differently by the users.
Some participants did not sense all haptics provided, and
some did not comprehend the correspondence between
the senses. This study makes clear that a haptic interface
that correlates well with an in-vehicle visual interface could
confuse rather than support some drivers. Furthermore, this
study clarifies the importance of including some form of
driving task when testing in-vehicle interfaces. The results in
this study did not correspond with the findings in a similar
study with no driving task [30]. A fully corresponding visual-
haptic interface proved better when no driving task was
included. Moreover, an informative haptic interface could
be used without any visual information, as expected in
the third hypothesis. Finally, this study does not present a
fully developed solution, but it does provide a step towards
an explanation to why haptic interfaces sometime confuse
rather than support drivers using in-vehicle interfaces.
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Abstract
An in-vehicle haptic rotary device developed to interact with secondary tasks can provide 
haptic support to a visual interface and reduce the need to look away from the road.  However, 
added haptic information intended to support interaction may distract the driver by adding 
cognitive load. This study examines how visual and haptic interfaces affect driver 
performance. Four menu selection interfaces were compared: visual-only, visual-haptic with 
partly haptic support, visual-haptic with full haptic support, and haptic-only. The Lane 
Change Test was used with four measures. Interaction with the interfaces while driving 
caused increased driving deviation and delayed lane change initiation. The visual-only and the 
visual-haptic interface with partly haptic support caused erroneous crossed lanes. The haptic-
only interface caused missed road signs. Full haptic support had the least negative effect on 
driver performance. In conclusion, haptic support could reduce effects of visual load without 
adding effects of cognitive load.

Keywords: in-vehicle rotary device, driving performance, haptic, visual, multimodal, Lane 
Change Test

1.    Introduction 
In-vehicle information and entertainment systems are becoming so complex that they could 
distract drivers and affect their ability to drive safely (Bengtsson, Grane, & Isaksson, 2003; 
Burnett & Porter, 2001). To meet this problem, new solutions using the auditory or haptic 
modality have been developed to enable a possible reduction of driver workload and 
consequently increasing safety (Damiani, Deregibus, & Andreone, 2009). Several types of in-
vehicle haptic devices for secondary tasks are found on the market today (Broström, 
Bengtsson, & Axelsson, 2010; Hayward, Astley, Cruz-Hernandez, Grant, & Robles-De-La-
Torre, 2004) and several are being developed (e.g., Asif, Vinayakamoorthy, Ren, & Green, 
2009; Costagliola, Di Martino, Ferrucci, Oliviero, Montemurro, & Paliotti, 2004; Grant, 2004; 
Porter, Summerskill, Burnett, & Prynne, 2005; Vilimek & Zimmer, 2007). The use of haptic 
information could reduce visual load and decrease the amount of time a driver’s eyes are 
taken off the road. However, reducing the visual load is of no use if concurrently the cognitive 
load is increased (Summerskill, Porter, & Burnett, 2004). It is important to study if new in-
vehicle interfaces for secondary tasks support or distract the driver. In this paper, we focus on 
how interaction with visual, visual-haptic, and haptic menu selection interfaces affects driving 
performance.



Driving is a highly visual task that requires cognitive resources that vary with the 
driving situation (Wierville, 1993). Secondary tasks add cognitive load on the driver. 
Furthermore, if the driver’s eyes need to be taken off the road, visual load is also increased. 
Many studies have found different consequences of additional visual or cognitive load on 
driving performance. Engström, Johansson, and Östlund (2005) and Liang and Lee (2010)
found an increased lane-keeping variation with a visual task and reduced lane-keeping 
variation with a cognitive task. In addition, Liang and Lee (2010) found longer off-road 
glances with a visual task. Cognitive load, on the other hand, has been found to reduce mirror 
and speedometer attention (Nunes & Recartes, 2002) or mirror and traffic light attention 
(Harbluk, Noy, Trbovich, & Eizenman, 2007). However, other driving performance measures 
are not that clearly related to visual or cognitive load. Several studies have found that a
cognitive task can cause a gaze concentration towards the road centre (Engström et al., 2005; 
Nunes & Recarte, 2002; Liang & Lee 2010; Harbluk et al., 2007). However, Liang and Lee 
(2010) also found a gaze concentration with a visual task. Impaired hazard detection has also 
been associated with both visual tasks (Liang & Lee, 2010) and cognitive tasks (Strayer & 
Johnston, 2001; Reyes & Lee, 2008). Furthermore, reduced reaction time has been found with 
both visual tasks (Lamble, Kauranen, Laakso, & Summala, 1999) and cognitive tasks (Alm & 
Nilsson, 1995; Strayer & Johnston, 2001; Treffner & Barrett, 2004; Lamble et al., 1999; 
Reyes & Lee, 2008). Obviously, the results from these studies are not congruent. However, 
this is not surprising since the tasks and complexity varies between the studies. A visual task 
in one study could, for example, be more cognitively demanding than a cognitive task in 
another study. One could conclude that a secondary task might affect driving performance in 
many different ways. 

Driver performance can be measured using several techniques. For example,
deteriorated driver performance could be measured as prolonged break reaction time, 
increased visual time off road, or missed hazard detection. Furthermore, driver performance 
can be studied under real world conditions or using a driving simulator. The Lane Change 
Test (LCT) (DaimlerChrysler AG, 2004; Mattes, 2003) measures driving performance using
simple desktop simulators or advanced driving simulators. The LCT has the advantage of 
being relatively inexpensive and easy to use and has a high level of control that is suitable 
when comparing two concepts. However, the LCT lacks ecological validity and learning 
effects have been found (Petzoldt, Bär, Ihle, & Krems, 2011), increasing the need of 
counterbalancing or between-subjects design. Furthermore, the metric specified in the User 
Guide 1.2 (DaimlerChrysler AG, 2004) that measures driver deviation from a normative 
driving route is limited. This measure covers several aspects of deteriorated driver 
performance, such as the driving deviation increase with late reaction to a sign, missed signs,
or low lane keeping quality (Mattes, 2003). However, this broad measure does not 
discriminate between these driving behaviours, so additional metrics measuring specific 
behaviours seems necessary (Rognin, Alidra, Val, & Lescaut, 2007). A study by Huemer and 
Vollrath (2010) with intoxicated participants found that a small effect on driver deviation does 
not necessarily mean that the effect on driver performance is low. There could be some other 
negative effects not captured by the driving deviation measure. This problem has been met in 
several studies by complementing the LCT with additional metrics. One frequently used 
measure is the lane change initiation point measured as the distance from where a lane change 
starts to the sign or to where the sign information becomes readable (Benedetto, Pedrotti, 
Minin, Baccino, Re & Montanari, 2011; Bruyas, Brusque, Tattegrain, Auriault, Aillerie & 
Duraz, 2008; Maciej & Vollrath, 2009; Young, Lenné, & Williamsson, 2011). Some studies 
also include a measure for correct lane changes including missed signs and erroneous lane 
changes (Bruyas et al., 2008; Engström & Markkula, 2007; Young et al., 2011). When 
comparing a visual and cognitive task with the LCT and additional metrics, a visual task 



caused higher driver deviation, more lane excursions, later lane change initiation (Young et 
al., 2011), and reduced path control (Engström & Markkula, 2007). Furthermore, with a 
cognitive task the ability to respond correctly to sign information was deteriorated (Engström 
& Markkula, 2007). When studying the effects of cognitive load on driving performance, the 
main focus has been on tasks that require using visual or auditory information, not haptic 
information.

An in-vehicle haptic rotary device provides kinaesthetic and tactile sensations (Hayward 
et al., 2004) through active touch (Gibson, 1962). This means that an explorative hand 
movement is required to perceive the haptic information (Klatzky, Lederman & Matula, 
1993). With the haptic rotary device, a repeated hand movement means turning the knob on 
the device back and forth. As haptic devices become more advanced, the possibilities of 
providing informative haptic cues increase. Based on what is previously mentioned, 
interaction with haptic devices could be a visual or a cognitive task depending on whether the 
haptic information supports visual information or whether it could be understood and used by 
itself.  With effective haptic cues, drivers might learn to interact with an in-vehicle 
information system (IVIS) without taking their eyes off the road, at least for frequently used 
tasks. Grane and Bengtsson (2005) found that a visual-haptic menu interface with informative 
haptic cues reduced mental workload and increased secondary task performance (i.e., fewer 
errors) when compared to a visual interface with more common haptic support (i.e., haptic 
ridges between menu items). However, when informative and more common haptic 
information were compared during concurrent driving, no difference in secondary task 
performance was found (Grane & Bengtsson, 2012). The informative haptic cues were 
described useful by some participants but unnecessary by others. The effect of haptic cues on 
driving performance was not an issue in that paper. Although haptic devices for in-vehicle 
interaction with secondary tasks are developed constantly and found in cars on the market 
today, we know little about their effects on driving performance. Most studies on in-vehicle 
haptic interfaces and driving performance deal with force feedback and vibrotactile 
information provided through the gas pedal (Adell, Várhelyi, & Hjälmdahl, 2008; Mulder, 
Mulder, Van Paassen, & Abbink, 2008), steering wheel (Beruscha, Augsburg, & Manstetten, 
2011; Navarro, Mars, Forzy, El-Jaafari, & Hoc, 2010), or driver seat (Tan, Gray, Young, & 
Traylor, 2003; Van Erp & Van Veen, 2004). These kinds of haptic interfaces aim at assisting 
the driver in the primary task of driving and have shown promising results (Lee, Stoner, & 
Marshall, 2004). When it comes to secondary task interaction, the addition of haptic 
information aims at reducing driver distraction. Pitts, Burnett, Skrypchuk, Wellings, Attridge, 
and Williams (2012) added haptic information to a touchscreen task but found no 
improvements in driving performance such as driving deviation and driving speed corrections. 
Rydström, Grane, and Bengtsson (2009) used a haptic rotary device and compared a visual-
only menu selection task with a haptic-only or combined visual-haptic task but found no 
difference in driving deviation when measured with the LCT. In another study, a visual 
interface with informative haptic cues reduced glances off road and glance duration off road 
when compared to a visual interface with more common haptic information, but no difference 
was found on lateral position or with VDT-measures (Rydström, Broström, & Bengtsson, 
2009). With a visual-only interface, the eyes need to be off road throughout the whole task. 
With haptic support, visual load might decrease. However, we do not know if additional 
haptic information reduces or increases cognitive load. More studies are needed that examine 
haptic information processing using measures that discriminate between different driving 
behaviours.

This paper evaluates how driving performance is affected during interaction with visual 
and haptic in-vehicle menu selection interfaces controlled by a haptic rotary device. Four 
different interfaces were of interest: visual-only, visual-haptic with some haptic support, 



visual-haptic with full haptic support, and haptic-only. To evaluate how these interfaces affect 
driving performance, we used the LCT with four metrics: driving deviation, lane change 
point, erroneously crossed lanes, and missed signs.

2.    Method 

2.1. Participants 

Forty engineering students participated in the study (27 men and 13 women). The participants 
were between 19 and 25 years old (M = 20.4, SD = 1.5). None of the participants had 
previous experience with the equipment used in the study.

2.2. Equipment 

The driving simulator was set up in accordance to the equipment specified in the Lane Change 
Test User Guide 1.2 (DaimlerChrysler AG, 2004). Fig. 1 shows the experimental set up with a 
steering wheel, haptic rotary device, and three displays. The display used for the driving task 
and the steering wheel was placed in front of the participant to simulate normal car seating. 
The haptic rotary device (ALPS Haptic Commander) was placed next to the steering wheel 
and connected to a laptop computer that was placed on a 30-degree angle to the right of the 
driving simulator monitor.

Fig. 1. The figure shows the experimental setup: a Logitech Momo Racing steering wheel [1], a 20” 
wide screen LCD monitor showing the simulated road [2], a haptic rotary device with a knob diameter 
of 3.5 cm (ALPS Haptic Commander, ALPS Automotive Products, Japan) [3], a laptop computer with 
a 15” LCD screen used for the secondary task [4], and a 6.4” display also used for the secondary task 
[5].

2.3. Primary task 

The Lane Change Test (LCT) was used to simulate a primary driving task and measure 
driving performance (DaimlerChrysler AG, 2004; Mattes, 2003). When using the LCT, the
participant drives for about three minutes on a straight three-lane road on which no other cars 
are present (Fig. 2). Eighteen signs are placed along the road. The signs show lane change 
information that becomes visible 40 meters in front of a sign. The driving task is to keep the 
car within a driving lane and change lanes as quickly and efficiently as possible when directed 
to do so by the signs. There are ten different tracks available in the LCT. The order of signs 
and their relative distance differ; however, each possible lane change occurs three times. A 
variation of tracks is recommended to avoid learning effects. In this study, tracks 1 through 6 



were used only once for each participant. The driving speed was controlled by the test leader 
and held constant at 60 km/h. 

Fig. 2. The driving scene for the LCT driving simulator. The road has three lanes and the nearest signs 
in the picture prescribe a lane change to the right lane. 

2.4. Secondary task

The secondary task was a menu selection task implemented in Macromedia Director 8. The 
participants selected a target among four menu items. The study used a visual-haptic interface 
with corresponding visual and haptic information that could be used separately. According to 
Heller (1989) and Bergmann Tiest and Kappers (2007), textures can effectively be perceived 
through both the visual and haptic modality. Therefore, textures were chosen to represent the 
menu items. Four textures – “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D” – were presented to the participants as 
visual images on the laptop screen and/or perceived as haptic effects through the haptic rotary 
device. 

To obtain congruency between the visual and haptic interfaces, the textures were 
designed and tested with pre-studies. The visual textures were created in Adobe Illustrator 
(Adobe Systems Inc., USA). Fig. 3a shows the visual interface with the textures placed in 
alphabetic order. The haptic textures were created in Alps Haptic Editor by repeated click 
effects with a linearly changing torque. To limit the number of possible textures, the 
maximum torque was set to 10 mN m and the maximum menu field angle was set to 30 
degrees. A visual representation of the haptic interface with the textures placed in alphabetic 
order is shown in Fig. 3b. The haptic textures are further specified in Table 1. The menu fields 
were separated by visual and/or haptic ridges (Fig. 3a and 3b). The haptic ridge was created 
by single click effects with a linearly changing torque of 5 mN m/deg with a maximum torque
of 50 mN m and a traction force of 30%. A traction force makes the click effect more distinct. 
Haptic walls were placed at the menu boarders as end stops with a maximum torque set at 90 
mN m and the incline set at 50 mN m/deg. A damper effect – i.e., friction proportional to the 
knob velocity – covered the whole haptic menu to reduce unwanted vibrations. The damper 
coefficient (d) was set to 30 mN m s. The damper torque can be calculated as –d multiplied by 
the velocity (rad/sec).



Fig. 3a. The visual interface with the four visual textures placed in alphabetic order. For clarification, 
the label of the textures, one end stop, and one ridge are identified in the figure.

Fig. 3b. A representation of what was felt with the haptic interface with the four haptic textures placed 
in alphabetic order. For clarification, the label of the textures, one end stop, and one ridge are 
identified in the figure.

Table 1
Specification of the haptic textures.

Name Length (deg) Repetition Max. Torque 
(mN m)

Torque/deg
(mN m/deg)

Traction Force 
(%)

A 1 30 0 0 0
B 15 2 10 3 30
C 5 6 10 9 30
D 1 30 10 40 30

2.5. Secondary task interfaces 

Four secondary task interfaces were compared in the study and presented side-by-side in Fig.
4. The interfaces differed in how information was presented:

- Interface V: visual-only information;
- Interface pVH: partly corresponding visual-haptic information;
- Interface fVH: fully corresponding visual-haptic information; and
- Interface H: haptic-only information.

The visual-only (V) interface presented, as the name indicates, only visual information 
(first in Fig. 4). The rotary device slid smoothly between two end stops. The end stops were 
present in all conditions. In the partly corresponding (pVH) interface, the same visual 
information as in condition V was combined with sensible haptic ridges (second in Fig. 4). It 
was called partly corresponding since only a part of the visual interface was sensible. In the 
fully corresponding interface (fVH), all information was presented visually and haptically 
simultaneously (third in Fig. 4). That is, the textures and menu ridges could both be seen and 
sensed. In the haptic-only interface (H), no visual information was present (fourth in Fig. 4). 
The information presented was only haptic and identical with the haptic information in the 
fully corresponding interface (fVH).



Fig. 4. The four interface conditions presented side-by-side. The visual information was the same for 
three of the interfaces and not present at all in interface H. Visual representations of the haptic 
information are placed underneath the visual information in the figure. The haptic information was the 
same for interface fVH and H. 

2.6. Experimental design

The experiment had between-subjects and within-subjects design. Driving with secondary 
tasks was compared to driving without secondary tasks for every participant (within-subjects 
design). Four interfaces were compared with ten participants randomly assigned to each 
condition (between-subjects design). Between subjects design was used since Rydström and 
Bengtsson (2007) found asymmetric learning effects with similar experimental conditions.

2.7. Procedure 

An experimental session lasted about one hour and all participants were given the same 
instructions by the test leader. After an introduction, each session started by driving track one 
and two in the LCT driving simulator. The first track was for practice while the second was 
used as the first baseline – driving without performing a secondary task. In accordance with 
the LCT, a driving round without secondary tasks (a baseline) was conducted both before and 
after three driving rounds with secondary tasks. After the first baseline, the secondary task 
was explained and the participants practiced the task in two training trials. The first training 
trial presented the textures in alphabetic order with the labels “A”, “B”, “C”, or “D” displayed 
on the laptop monitor. Only the label for the active texture was displayed. In this trial, the 
participants learned the textures, noting when they felt ready to continue. The second training 
trial resembled the experimental trials. The participants were asked to find and select one of 
the four textures identified as the target. The texture to select – e.g., “Locate A” – was 
displayed on the 6.4” display and announced through headphones by a computer voice. The 
start position was always on the left most texture. In the interfaces with visual information, 
the active texture was marked blue. The participants were asked to turn the haptic rotary 
device to the appropriate texture and select it by pressing down on the device. If the correct 
texture was selected, a tone was played, the textures changed order, and a new target texture 
was announced. If an incorrect texture was selected, nothing happened; the participants had to 
select the correct texture to proceed. This training trial continued until 12 correct selections 
were made in sequence. That is, the training phase required them to select each texture 
correctly at least two times. Next, the participants drove track three to five in the LCT driving 
simulator and solved the secondary task simultaneously. A driving round took approximately 
three minutes and a new target texture was announced every 13 seconds throughout a driving
round except for a small pause at the beginning and end. Based on results from a pre-study, 
we selected a time that would reduce a floor effect. In total, twelve textures were selected 
during a driving round. The order of textures and target textures were counterbalanced and 
held constant between participants. After the three rounds with secondary tasks, the 



participants drove the second baseline without secondary tasks. The experimental session 
ended with fill-in-forms and an interview. 

2.8. Driving performance measures 

In accordance with the LCT, driving performance was measured as the driving deviation (m) 
from normative driving. The driving deviation was calculated with an analysis program 
provided along with the LCT driving simulator. Additionally, three other driving performance 
measures were added: lane change point, erroneously crossed lanes, and missed signs. The 
lane change point (m) measured how far ahead from a sign a lane change was performed. It 
was calculated with the Lane change points calculation in the LCT analysis program. The 
ranges used for calculation were 40 meters before a sign and 20 meters after a sign. 
Erroneously crossed lanes and missed signs were measured manually with a method 
developed by the authors. The driving curves provided by the LCT analysis program were 
visually scanned for errors. Other research groups have developed similar measures and 
methods (Bruyas et al., 2008; Engström & Markkula, 2007; Young et al., 2011). Erroneously 
crossed lanes were measured as the number of times a lane was crossed by mistake during a 
driving round. To be counted as an error, the lane markings needed to be crossed when no 
change was prescribed (Fig. 5a). Prescribed lane changes indicated by a sign or touched lane 
marks (Fig. 5b) were not counted as an error. Missed signs were calculated as the number of 
signs that were past without a lane change. Fig. 6 shows an example. In Fig. 5a, 5b, and 6, the 
white curve indicates the driving of a participant and the black curve indicates the normative 
driving route used for calculating the driving deviation. In Fig. 5a and 5b, examples of 
crossed and touched lane marks are noted with a circle and an enlarged detail of the error.

Fig. 5a. This driving behaviour was counted as an erroneously crossed lane since the lane mark was 
crossed over by the white driving curve generated by a participant. 

Fig. 5b. This driving behaviour was not counted as an erroneously crossed lane since the white driving 
curve generated by a participant only touched the lane mark.



Fig. 6. The figure shows an example of a missed sign. The white driving curve generated by a 
participant goes straight passed a sign to the next without a lane change.

2.9. Interviews 

After each experimental session, the participants were interviewed about their driving and 
their comprehension of the secondary task. The interviews lasted about 10 minutes and were 
semi-structured. Every participant was asked the same questions, but the questions were 
sometimes explained or followed-up. The interviews were held in Swedish, the participants’ 
native language. Each interview (with permission from the participants) was recorded on tape. 
This paper only treats two of the questions from the interviews: “Did you give priority to the 
road or to solving the tasks with the rotary device?” and “What was most difficult: to drive 
and keep control over the road or to perform tasks with the rotary device?”

2.10. Analysis 

In accordance with the LCT, individual mean values for driving with and without secondary 
tasks were used in the analysis. This study investigates whether and how driving performance 
was affected by the secondary tasks. Therefore, driving performance with secondary tasks 
was compared to driving without secondary tasks using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 
Driving performance with secondary tasks was also compared between conditions using the 
Kruskal- -level was set to .05. Non-parametric analysis methods were used 
because some data showed a non-normal distribution and/or violated homogeneity. The 
statistical analyses and graphs were made using SPSS 15.0 for Windows. The interviews were 
transcribed verbatim. The answers were grouped and coded into answer incidence tables.

3.    Results 

3.1. Driving deviation 

Driving with a secondary task caused significantly higher driving deviation compared to 
driving without a secondary task (Fig. 7). The increased driving deviation was found 
significant for all interfaces using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test: V: T = 5.5, p = .044, r = -
.45; pVH: T = 2, p = .009, r = -.58; fVH: T = 1.5, p = .008, r = -.59; and H: T = 0, p = .005, r
= -.63. An overview with results from all driving measures is presented in Table 2. The 
driving deviation did not differ significantly between the interfaces when analysed using the 
Kruskal-Wallis test (H(3) = 1.16, ns).



Fig. 7. Boxplots show the mean driving deviation for driving with and without secondary tasks and for 
each type of experimental condition – the different interfaces.

3.2. Lane change point 

The participants started to change lanes later when driving with secondary tasks compared to 
when driving without secondary tasks (Fig. 8). The delayed lane change was significant for all 
conditions when measured using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test: V: T = 0, p = .005, r = -.63;
pVH: T = 5, p = .022, r = -.51; fVH: T = 1, p = .007, r = -.60; and H: T = 1, p = .007, r = -.60.
The results are also presented in Table 2. No significant difference was found between the 
interfaces when analysed using the Kruskal-Wallis test (H(3) = .71, ns).

Fig. 8. The boxplots show an earlier lane change – higher lane change point (m) – for driving without 
secondary tasks compared to driving with the different interfaces. 



3.3. Erroneously crossed lanes 

More erroneously crossed lanes were made when driving with secondary task compared to 
when driving without secondary tasks (Fig. 9). However, the increased number of erroneously 
crossed lanes was only significant for the visual-only and partly corresponding visual-haptic 
interface when measured using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test: V: T = 0, p = .010, r = -.57 and 
pVH: T = 0, p = .027, r = -.50. Accordingly, no significant effect was found when participants 
were provided with haptic texture information as in the interface: fVH: T = 6.5, ns, r = -.36
and H: T = 0, ns, r = -.41. The results are further presented in Table 2. No significant 
difference was found between the interfaces when analysed using the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(H(3) = .51, ns).

Fig. 9. Boxplots show an increased number of erroneously crossed lanes when driving with the 
different interfaces compared to without secondary task. The increased lane crossings were only 
significant for interface V and pVH.

3.4. Missed signs 

More signs were missed when driving with secondary tasks compared to when driving 
without secondary tasks, especially for the visual-only and haptic-only interface (Fig. 10). 
However, the effect was only significant for the haptic-only interface when analysed using the 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test: T = 0, p = .039, r = -.46. Consequently, the participants provided 
with visual information did not miss signs significantly more often when driving with 
secondary tasks compared to when driving without secondary tasks: V: T = 4, ns, r = -.08; 
pVH: T = 3, ns, r = 0; and fVH: T = 0, ns, r = -.22. The results are also presented in Table 2. 
No significant effect was found between the interfaces when analysed using the Kruskal-
Wallis test (H(3) = .4.89, ns).



Fig. 10. The boxplots show the number of missed signs for driving with and without the four different 
interfaces. The difference was significant for the haptic-only interface.

Table 2 
Overview of the significant differences found between driving with and without secondary tasks.
Measure V pVH fVH H
Driving Deviation * ** ** **
Lane Change Point ** * ** **
Err. Crossed Lanes * * ns ns
Missed Signs ns ns ns *

3.5. Priority during driving 

The answer incidences for which task was prioritised – driving or the secondary task – are 
found in Table 3. Most of the participants using the visual-only and the two visual-haptic 
interfaces said they prioritised the driving over the secondary task. Some participants using 
the visual-haptic interfaces said they could focus on both tasks simultaneously; this is labelled 
“Both” in Table 3. Four participants using the haptic-only interface said they gave priority to 
the secondary task.

Table 3
Answer incidences showing the priority between driving and the secondary task.

V pVH fVH H
Both 0 6 3 0
Driving 7 3 5 4
Secondary task 2 0 1 4
Priority varied 1 0 1 1
No label 0 1 0 1

3.6. Task difficulty 

The answer incidences for which task was considered as the most difficult – driving or the 
secondary task – are found in Table 4. Most of the participants using an interface with visual 



information considered the driving more difficult than the secondary task. Only one using the 
visual-only interface and two from the visual-haptic interfaces considered the secondary task 
as the most difficult. The opposite was found for the haptic-only interface. Six participants 
thought the secondary task was the most difficult while two considered the driving task more 
difficult.

Table 4
Answer incidences showing which task was considered as the most difficult.

V pVH fVH H
Both 0 1 1 0
Driving 8 6 6 2
Secondary task 1 2 2 6
Varied 0 0 0 1
No label 1 1 1 1

4.    Discussion 

4.1. Affects on driving performance 

The main finding in this study was that the visual, visual-haptic, and haptic interfaces affected 
driving performance differently. All interfaces in this study caused increased driving 
deviation and later lane change initiation. However, only the visual-only and partly 
corresponding visual-haptic interface caused erroneously crossed lanes when compared to 
only driving. Furthermore, only the haptic interface caused missed signs when compared to 
only driving. The fully corresponding visual-haptic interface had no significant effect on 
erroneously crossed lanes or missed signs.

Driving deviation from the lane centre might be accepted as long as the vehicle stays in 
the right lane. On the other hand, erroneously crossed lanes should not be as easily accepted 
since this behaviour could cause a severe accident. In this study, only the visual-only and 
partly corresponding visual-haptic interface caused an increased number of erroneously 
crossed lanes. These two interfaces differ from the other interfaces as the participants were 
required to look off the road to find the target in the secondary task. A lack in visual attention 
may have caused the erroneous lane crossings. The findings correspond with previous 
research where a visual task also caused erroneous lane crossings (Young et al., 2011) and 
increased lane keeping variation (Engström et al., 2005). Young et al. (2011) propose a 
possible explanation. They hypothesise that drivers tend to keep a fixed steering angle and 
make less steering corrections when they take their eyes off the road. This fixed steering may 
cause erroneous crossed lanes.

The theory that erroneously crossed lanes are an effect of visual load (Engstöm et al., 
2005; Young et al., 2011) was further strengthened by the results from the haptic-only 
interface. No significant difference in erroneous lane crossings was found between driving 
with the haptic-only interface and without secondary task even though the interface probably 
was the most demanding to handle. According to the interviews, the haptic-only interface 
could be interpreted as the most demanding since most of those participants considered the 
secondary task more difficult than the driving task while most of the other participants had the 
opposite opinion. However, since no visual information was provided, the eyes could be kept 
on the road throughout the whole task, i.e., no visual load was added with that interface. 

The haptic-only interface was the only interface that caused significantly more missed 
signs. Interestingly, this interface caused missed signs even though it was the only interface 
where the eyes with certainty were focused on road throughout the whole task. This finding 
agrees with a study by Engström and Markkula (2007) who found a cognitive task could 



cause a driver to miss a sign. This could be an effect of change blindness or cognitive
tunnelling. In a study of change blindness in driving scenes, Galpin, Underwood, and 
Crundall (2009) found that participants noticed relevant stimuli more quickly than irrelevant 
stimuli. The interviews revealed that some participants using the haptic-only interface gave 
higher priority to the secondary task. Accordingly, they might have ranked the secondary task 
as more relevant than the sign information. However, with a further analysis of the data, we 
found that the four participants that gave higher priority to the secondary task did not miss 
any signs. In the LCT, the signs appear white until 40 meters ahead of the driver when they 
change and the information becomes visible. Martens (2011) notes it is possible to miss a 
change, for example, sign information, even though a driver is looking right at the sign. This 
effect may be related to an inattention to the changed information (Martens, 2011). 
Furthermore, Dirkin and Hancock (1985) describe the phenomenon of missed information as 
an effect of selective attention, cognitive tunnelling. It is not possible for drivers to attend to 
all information provided in the driving scene; some form of selective attention must be 
employed. Research has found selective attention increasing with driver workload (Martens & 
van Winsum, 2000; Patten, Kircher, Östlund, & Nilsson, 2004). The missed signs in the 
haptic-only interface could be an effect of high cognitive demand causing increased selective 
attention. The participants may have focused on the most important driving task – keeping the 
car on the road – and missed some sign information as the result of cognitive tunnelling.

The fully corresponding visual-haptic interface with all information presented both 
visually and haptically had the least effect on driving performance. Although the same visual 
information as in the other visual interfaces was provided, the fully corresponding visual-
haptic interface did not cause significantly more erroneously crossed lanes than when driving 
without a secondary task. This finding suggests that the added haptic information reduced 
visual load. It is likely that the need for looking off road was reduced when the same 
information was provided through the visual and haptic channel simultaneously. This theory 
is further supported by Rydström et al. (2009) who found less glances off road and shorter 
glance duration when a visual interface was enhanced with haptic information. Reduced 
visual load was an expected advantage with haptic support. The concern was if the added 
haptic information also would distract the driver by increasing cognitive load. As mentioned 
above, high cognitive load can increase selective attention and possibly cause missed signs 
(Martens, 2011; Martens & van Winsum, 2000; Patten et al., 2004). An important finding was 
that the fully corresponding interface did not cause missed signs in this study. The addition of 
haptic information may still have increased the cognitive load although not to the extent that 
attention to signs was impaired. This finding is supported by a previous study where extensive 
haptic support even generated less mental workload compared to when only some haptic 
support was provided (Grane & Bengtsson, 2005).

From the findings in this study, it is clear that a secondary task should not be either too
visually or cognitively demanding since both types of distraction can affect driving 
performance in a way that may have severe consequences. Furthermore, it could be concluded 
that haptic support for a visual interface could reduce driver distraction.

4.2. Driving performance measures 

This study found different effects on driving performance using several measures. If only the 
general LCT measure driving deviation had been analysed, no difference between visual and 
haptic interfaces would have been found. This supports the proposed need for additional 
metrics when using the LCT (Rognin et al., 2007). When studying driver distraction, it is 
important to find out if an interface is distracting as well as how it distracts. A slight driving
deviation might be acceptable, but driving into the wrong lane or missing information is more 



severe. However, the driving deviation and lane change point also provided important 
information. Without those measures the fully corresponding visual-haptic interface could 
have been wrongly interpreted as non-distracting. Obviously, when analysing the safety with 
in-vehicle products, it is important to have a broad view. This type of analysis could be done 
using different measures. However, how the effects of these measures should be interpreted is 
still unclear. Regan, Hallett, and Gordon (2011) point out that it is unclear which activities are 
critical for safe driving. The degree of severity of both an erroneous crossed lane and a missed 
sign greatly depends on the situation. 

4.3. Further research 

The results in this study were promising for haptic support to visual interfaces. However, the 
menu selection task in this study was designed for making a modality comparison possible 
rather than from a user perspective. The haptic information in this study reflected the visual 
information. It is important to notice that other types of haptic additions may affect driving 
performance differently. Furthermore, the LCT was chosen in this study since it is consistent 
with high reliability even though the ecological validity is low. It is possible that other affects 
on driving performance would be found in real driving situations or using measures other than 
those we added to the LCT. To increase knowledge about how haptic support affects driver 
performance, further studies on the use of different haptic interfaces in other driving 
environments and with other measures are needed. 

5.    Conclusions 
The visual and haptic interfaces used in this study affected driving performance differently. 
An interface with visual-only or partly corresponding visual-haptic information – i.e., with no 
or only some haptic support – caused more erroneously crossed lanes compared to only 
driving. When no visual information was provided (i.e., with the haptic-only interface), an 
increased number of signs were missed compared to only driving. The fully corresponding 
visual-haptic interface that provided all information simultaneously through both modalities 
had the least effect on driving performance. Neither erroneous crossed lanes nor missed signs 
increased when compared to driving without performing a secondary task. In conclusion, an 
addition of haptic support could reduce effects of visual load without adding the effects of 
cognitive load. From a safety perspective, these results are promising for the use of haptic 
information to support visual information in vehicles.
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Selective attention in visual-haptic interface 
interaction during simulated driving

C. Grane and P. Bengtsson

Abstract— Safe driving requires visual focus on the driving scene. In interaction with secondary tasks, eye shifts off the road 
might be reduced by providing visual and haptic information rather than only visual information. However, haptic use requires 
haptic attention.  This study examines selective attention to visual-haptic information in interaction with a menu selection task 
during simulated driving. Haptic attention, haptic use, and the exploratory procedures were analyzed under conditions with and 
without a simulated driving task, extra training (on the task), and information (about the haptic information). Selective attention 
with unnoticed haptic information could neither be explained as an effect of divided attention due to concurrent driving nor to a 
lack of interface experience. The relationship between haptic attention, exploratory procedure, and modality dominance was 
also investigated, but no correlations were found. However, when the haptic information was mentioned before the test, haptic 
attention increased and the exploratory procedure changed towards increased haptic use. The results indicate that simple top-
down directions can increase the integration of visual-haptic information, a condition that is necessary for haptic use.

Index Terms— Haptic I/O, Human information processing, Psychology, Transportation, User-centered design.

—————————— ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

RIVING is a complex task and lack of attention 
could have severe consequences [1], [2], [3]. The 
driving situation can change suddenly and may de-

mand quick responses. Still, drivers do not fully concen-
trate on their driving: they shift focus from driving to 
other activities such as making dinner plans, talking to 
passengers, or putting on a favourite music track. Interac-
tion with entertainment and comfort systems in the car 
can be seen as secondary tasks as they are not directly 
related to driving. One problem with secondary task in-
teraction is when eyes need to be taken off the road. Mul-
timodal interfaces with additional auditory or haptic in-
formation are possible solutions to the problem [4]. One 
example, already implemented in cars, is the use of single 
display solutions with visual menu structures supported 
by haptic information provided through a rotary device 
[5]. In 1999, BMW introduced the first haptic rotary de-
vice in cars [6].  The same haptic rotary device technique 
(ALPS Haptic Commander) was used in this study.

The use of redundant visual-haptic information in cars 
may allow drivers to use the modality most appropriate 
to the specific driving situation [7]. However, it cannot be 
assumed that haptic interfaces will fit situations with high 
workload and diverted attention, such as in a driving 
context [8]. How information from several modalities is 
integrated could be hard to predict. The integration seems 
to depend on several aspects and varies with the situation 

[9], [10]. Although redundant information is provided 
through two modalities, there is a risk that only infor-
mation from one modality w ill be noticed [11]. This phe-
nomenon, a form of selective attention, is the focus of this 
paper. Selective attention with unnoticed haptic infor-
mation was considered interesting and important to 
study because the use of haptic information while driving 
requires processing of haptic stimuli and attention to the 
haptic information. In a previous study, we found that 
selective attention is often applied to visual-haptic infor-
mation [12]. Interaction with a visual-haptic menu selec-
tion interface was studied during simulated driving. In-
terviews revealed that for some people all haptic infor-
mation or parts of the haptic information passed unno-
ticed. Furthermore, for those who sensed the haptic in-
formation, the information was apprehended as either 
supportive or disturbing. Similarly, Rydström, Broström 
and Bengtsson [13] found that some haptic information 
eased interaction and some haptic information disturbed 
interaction “ before they [the participants] realized what it 
was intended for” . Consequently, to find supportive hap-
tic information, a first step would be to make the haptic 
information noticeable. For this, we need to better under-
stand the causes of selective attention with respect to vis-
ual-haptic information in a driving context.

1.1 The driving task
The use of multimodal interfaces in the driving environ-
ment seems promising with respect to Wickens’ [14] mul-
tiple resource theory. This theory suggests that it could be 
easier to time-share tasks from different modalities than 
from the same modality. Several studies have found sup-
port for combining visual-haptic information. For exam-
ple, Helbig and Ernst [15] found that visual-haptic infor-
mation was better than only visual information when the 
task was time-shared with another visual task. As driving 
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a car is predominantly a visual task, secondary tasks that 
use visual-haptic strategies might work better than sec-
ondary tasks that use only visual strategies. However, 
driving also has a cognitive component [16], and senses 
other than seeing are also used while driving [17]. When 
adding information to a demanding context, such as driv-
ing a car, there is a risk that the information will over-
whelm the user ’s mental resources [8]. According to Lavie 
[18], perception has limited resources and unnecessary 
information will not be perceived during high perceptual 
load. When information is redundant, the task could be 
completed based on only one modality, omitting the oth-
er. This is required for a flexible shift between modalities, 
but there is a risk that the redundant information will be 
registered as unnecessary and left unperceived, making 
flexible use impossible. Oakley and Park [19] found that 
haptic cues, easily sensed during focused attention, could 
be missed even when time-shared with simple everyday 
tasks such as walking and transcribing messages. Based 
on these findings, the selective attention of haptic infor-
mation found by Grane and Bengtsson [12] might be ex-
plained as an effect of the concurrent driving. Perhaps, 
the overall task was too demanding, leaving insufficient 
resources to process both visual and haptic information 
during the secondary task. Talsma, Senkowski, Soto-
Faraco, and Woldorff [9] suggest that manipulating the 
perceptual load could help investigate how information 
from different modalities are integrated.

1.2 Experience
Another explanation for selective haptic attention could 
be low ecological validity. Ledarman and Abbott [20] de-
scribe a modality as having low ecological validity if it is 
has low reliability compared to another modality. How 
reliable a modality is apprehended depends on how 
much noise is in the information [21]. The ecological va-
lidity might also be affected by the presentation of infor-
mation [20]. If information is presented regularly in one 
modality but only irregularly in another modality, relying 
on the regularly presented information first is more effi-
cient. It is possible that habitual behaviours affect the reli-
ability in a similar fashion. According to Lamme [22], ear-
lier experiences shape how we process stimuli, making 
common stimuli more salient and efficiently processed. In 
the study by Grane and Bengtsson [12], the haptic inter-
face was new to the participants. Although the haptic in-
formation was regularly presented to the participants 
without noise, the visual information had an advantage 
based on earlier experience. Visual stimuli, w ithout haptic 
cues, are regularly found in other contexts, but not in the 
same form. Klatzky, Lederman and Metzger [23] question 
whether the lack of haptic experience explains why vision 
is the more dominant sense. For Grane and Bengtsson 
[12], therefore, the haptic information might become more 
reliable and easier to process with more experience.

1.3 Expectations
The attention to stimuli can either be an unconscious or a 
conscious filtering process. Studies with auditory shad-
owing tasks [24], [25] or “ selective looking”  tasks [26];

[27] have proved that such tasks exhibit strong filtering 
abilities due to conscious focused attention. In Simons 
and Chabris’ [27] study, a black gorilla in the middle of 
the viewing scene was missed by the participants because 
they were informed only to attend to activities performed 
by actors dressed in white. The information was attended 
to in a top-down manner. In the study by Grane and 
Bengtsson [12], an absent expectation to sense haptic in-
formation might have affected the focus of attention and 
processing of information, resulting in unnoticed or at 
least unremembered haptic information. Sinnett, Spence, 
and Soto-Faraco [28] concluded that modality-specific 
attention could modulate the magnitude of visual domi-
nance. Werkhoven, Van Erp, and Philippi [29] found that 
top-down selective attention effectively influenced the 
processing of haptic information while visual information 
was harder to ignore. In a study by Lederman, Thorne, 
and Jones [30], modality attention was affected simply by 
the words used when describing a task to participants. 
When they used the wording “ spatial density” , vision 
was the dominating modality for making judgements. 
The haptic modality, however, was used more often when 
the word “ roughness”  was used. Lamme [22] proposed 
an explanation for this phenomenon. He described atten-
tion as a selective process where some stimuli – salient 
stimuli – are processed more efficiently than others. When 
preceding stimuli arise, attention will be directed towards 
this type of stimuli. The directed attention “ will leave a 
trace of activated and inhibited neurons that can last for a 
variable amount of time”  [22]. He concluded that directed 
attention could encourage processing of similar stimuli. 
Based on these findings and explanations, we expected 
that preceding focus towards haptic information could 
change the expectations and increase haptic attention in a 
top-down manner. 

1.4 Exploratory procedures
Klatzky, Lederman, and Reed [31] have shown that top-
down direction of attention also can affect how an object 
is explored. They conclude that it is not surprising that 
haptic information is processed if the participants are in-
structed to encode information using a haptic exploratory 
procedure. In their study, a lack of directions reduced 
hand movements, decreasing the possibility to process 
haptic information. In the study by Grane and Bengtsson 
[12] the participants needed to use the haptic rotary de-
vice to complete the tasks. Thus, no task could be com-
pleted without having physical contact w ith the haptic 
stimuli. With quick hand movements, however, the haptic 
effects were less distinct and easier to disregard. Klatzky, 
Lederman and Matula [32] proposed a model for object 
exploration called the visual preview model.  According 
to the visual preview model, all explorations begin with a 
brief visual analysis that results in a direct response if 
sufficient information was obtained. If not, the explora-
tion continues using visual, haptic, or combined visual 
and haptic exploratory procedures until sufficient infor-
mation has been collected for a response. The model sug-
gests that the use of haptic information is greater for diffi-
cult judgments such as when perceptual discriminability 
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is low. In the Grane and Bengtsson [12] study, the visual 
information was enough to make a decision. Haptic in-
formation was added as a redundant information source 
to make solving a task possible without looking off the 
road. Because haptic exploration of objects can be more 
time consuming than visual exploration [33], [34], [35], a 
visual judgement in combination with a quick hand 
movement might have been preferred by some partici-
pants. That is, these participants might have failed to no-
tice the haptic information because they were using a 
highly visual exploratory procedure, similar to what the 
visual preview model proposes.

1.5 Modality dominance
Traditionally, visual information has been considered 
dominant with regard to haptic information, results that 
Rock and Victor [36] (among others) found. However, 
Rock and Victor ’s study [36] found that two participants 
out of ten showed haptic dominance. This indicates that 
visual dominance is a common behaviour rather than a 
rule. Similarly, McDonnel and Duffet [37] found individ-
ual differences in modality dominance. In their study, 
some participants showed visual capture, some haptic 
capture, and some made judgements based on an average 
of both senses. They concluded that subtle variances in 
instructions and procedures might affect the participants’ 
expectations and bias their judgements to either vision or 
haptic. Grane and Bengtsson [12] proposed that the indi-
vidual differences in modality dominance might be per-
manent. If this idea holds, the individual modality bias 
should be independent of task and situation.

1.6 Objectives
This study investigates possible causes for selective atten-
tion to visual-haptic information in a menu selection task 
during simulated driving. Based on the approaches pre-
viously mentioned (i.e., manipulation of perceptual load, 
experience, and expectations), the first objective was to 
study whether haptic attention and use of haptic infor-
mation would increase under conditions: w ithout driving 
task, w ith training, and with information. The second 
objective was to study whether selective attention to vis-
ual-haptic information could be explained by the explora-
tory procedure. We limited the exploratory procedure to 
the relationship between visual and haptic use and did 
not consider the type of eye or hand movement. The third 
objective was to study whether selective attention to vis-
ual-haptic information could be due to consistent indi-
vidual differences in modality dominance.

2 METHOD

2.1 Participants
Thirty-two psychology and engineering students (14 men 
and 18 women) participated in the study. The participants 
were between 19 and 49 years old (M = 23.6, SD = 5.4). 
None of them had previously attended a similar study or 
used any of the experimental equipment. The participa-
tion was voluntary and the participants were given a 
lunch coupon as compensation.

2.2 Equipment
The experiment had both a simulated driving task (the 
primary task) and a visual-haptic menu selection task (the 
secondary task). Fig. 1 shows the equipment setup. The 
simulated driving task used a Logitech Momo Racing 
steering wheel w ith foot pedals and a LCD monitor. The 
menu selection task used a haptic rotary device, a LCD 
monitor, a 6.4”  display, and headphones. The haptic rota-
ry device (ALPS Haptic Commander) was electric w ith 
programmable haptic effects. The haptic effects could be 
sensed by turning the haptic rotary device (knob Ø 3.5 
cm) back and forth. Turning the device allowed users to 
move within a menu and pushing the device allowed 
them to make selections. The experimental sessions were 
video recorded with a Microsoft LifeCam Studio camera 
and the Windows Movie Maker program version 5.1.

Fig. 1. The experimental setup.

2.3 Simulated driving task
The Lane Change Test (LCT) method was used as a simu-
lated driving task [38], [39]. The driving task was simple 
and consistent between participants. The driving scene 
consisted of a straight three-lane road surrounded by 
signs and grass. No other cars or obstacles were present. 
Eighteen signs were placed equidistance along the road. 
The information appeared on the signs when the car was 
40 meters ahead of the sign; at longer distances the signs 
were white. The driving task was to keep the car within a 
lane and pay attention to and follow the information giv-
en by the sings. The signs directed the participants to 
change lane using the following cues: X
The arrow indicated which of the three lanes the driver 
should change to. To avoid learning effects, different 
tracks were used for each driving session; i.e., the order 
the signs varied. The experimenter held the driving speed 
at 60 km/ h.

2.4 Menu selection task
This study uses the same menu selection task as in our 
previous study [12]. The interface was developed for the 
research purposes only and was programmed in and con-
trolled by Macromedia Director 8.5. The menu had four 
menu items with textures presented side-by-side. Tex-
tures were used as menu items instead of more realistic 



functions because textures could be easily created and 
perceived both as haptic and visual information [33], [40],
[41]. The four textures – A, B, C, and D – could be seen as 
visual images (Fig. 2) on the computer screen and per-
ceived as haptic effects by turning the haptic rotary de-
vice (Fig. 3). The start position was always on the left 
most texture and the active texture was marked blue in 
the visual interface. The visual interface was created in 
Adobe Illustrator CS5 and the haptic interface was creat-
ed with the Alps Rotary Haptic Editor. The haptic textures 
could be created by repeated click effects with a linearly 
changing torque (Table 1). A total knob rotation angle of 
150 degrees was used with 30 degrees for each menu item 
separated by ten degree-wide ridges. The separating 
ridges were created by single click effects with a linearly 
changing torque of 5 mN m/ deg, a maximum torque of 
50 mN m, and a traction force of 30%. The traction force 
was added to make the click effects more distinct. End 
stops at the menu borders were created using effects 
called haptic walls. The haptic walls had a steep incline of 
50 mN m/ deg and a maximum torque of 90 mN m. The 
whole menu was covered w ith a damper effect to reduce 
unwanted vibrations. The damper effect was friction that 
varied proportional to the knob velocity. The damper co-
efficient (d) was set to 30 mN m s. The damper torque 
could be calculated as the velocity (rad/ s) multiplied 
with -d.

2.5 Design and conditions
The study had one control condition and three experi-

mental conditions: w ithout driving task, w ith training, 
and with information. The control condition was similar 
to the condition used in our previous study [12]. The par

TABLE 1

SPECIFICATION OF THE HAPTIC EFFECTS CREATING THE HAPTIC 
TEXTURES

Texture
Length 
(deg)

Repeti-
tion

Max. 
torque 
(mN m)

Torque/
deg (mN 
m/deg)

Traction 
Force 
(%)

A 1 30 0 0 0

B 15 2 10 3 30

C 5 6 10 9 30

D 1 30 10 40 30

Fig. 2. The visual interface (here with textures placed in alphabetic 
order). The arrows and text were not displayed to the participants.

Fig. 3. Representation of the haptic interface (here with the textures 
placed in alphabetic order).

ticipants solved menu selection tasks while driving a 
LCT-track. In the first experimental condition, w ithout 
driving task, the participants could focus entirely on the 
menu selection task without driving. In the second exper-
imental condition, w ith training, the participants repeated 
the control task after approximately one hour of training. 
In the third experimental condition, w ith information, the 
experimental task was identical to the control condition, 
but the participants were given more information about 
the haptic interface before the test. Table 2 shows the dis-
tribution of participants and the order in which the condi-
tions appeared. The first and second experimental condi-
tions had a within-subjects design and the third experi-
mental condition a between-subjects design in relation to 
the control condition. Eight participants started with the 
control condition and eight w ith the first experimental 
condition. This arrangement was done to counterbalance 
a possible learning effect. The group of participants that 
were given more information about the haptic interface 
started with either the third or a complementary condi-
tion, similar to the first experimental condition, in coun-
terbalanced order. 

TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS AND ORDER OF CONDITIONS IN
THE STUDY

Partici-
pants

Partici-
pants

Condi-
tion

Condi-
tion

Condi-
tion

16, 
without 
informa-

tion

8 Control

1st exp., 
without 
driving 
task

Training 
and

abra-
sive 

paper 
test

2nd exp.,
with 

training
8

1st exp., 
without 
driving 

task

Control

16, 
with 

informa-
tion

8

3rd exp., 
with 

informa-
tion

Comp., 
without 
driving 
task

8

Comp., 
without 
driving 

task

3rd exp., 
with 

informa-
tion

The grey parts in the table were not included in the analyses
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This arrangement was done to create a comparable situa-
tion between the third experimental condition and the 
control condition. The data from the complementary con-
dition were never used in the analyses (grey in Table 2).

2.6 Abrasive paper test
An abrasive paper test was added to determine individu-
al differences with respect to modality dominance. The 
participants were asked to match abrasive paper textures 
on judgement plates with abrasive papers on a reference 
plate (Fig. 4). Both the judgement plates and the reference 
plate had two sides with abrasive paper. The participants 
were asked to look at the up-side while rubbing the 
down-side. On the judgment plates, the up-side and 
down-side had different abrasive papers. When matching 
the judgement plates with the reference plate, the re-
sponses could equal the visually-judged side, the hapti-
cally-judged side, or neither of the two. The following 
abrasive papers were used in the test: P180, P150, P120, 
P100, P80, P60, and P40. The P-value indicates the grain 
density per inch. On the judgement plates, the two differ-
ent abrasive papers were the two closest in grain density. 
Therefore, all P-values except for the most fine-grained 
(P180) and the most coarse-grained (P40) were represent-
ed on two judgement plates. There were six judgement 
plates in total made of 70 * 70 * 7-mm plywood plates.
The reference plate was also made out of plywood (490 * 
70 * 7 mm). All abrasive papers were represented in as-
cending order on both sides of the reference plate. On the 
reference plate, the up-side and down-side matched. The 
judgement plates and the reference plate were spray-
painted black.

Fig. 4.  Judgement plates and reference plate used in the abrasive 
paper test.

2.7 Procedure
To control the information related to participants, two 
scripts were used in the study. In both scripts, the menu 
selections task was explained as an interface with four 
textures. In one of them, the interface was explained fur-
ther as “ visual-haptic with textures that both could be 
seen and felt” . The participants that were given more in-
formation about the visual-haptic interface were also en-

couraged to “ feel”  the difference between the textures 
when they first tried the haptic interface. Except for these 
planned differences, the scripts were identical. The scripts 
were strictly followed and read out loud by the experi-
menter.

The experiment started with a short introduction and 
the participants performed trial runs of the tests. First, the 
LCT-method was explained and one test track was driv-
en. Thereafter, the menu selection task was explained and 
practiced during two training trials. The first training trial 
presented the textures in alphabetic order with the label 
of the active texture “ A” , “ B” , “ C” , or “ D”  displayed be-
neath the visual interface. In this trial, the participants 
learned the textures and noted when they felt ready to 
continue. During this trial, the participants with infor-
mation were encouraged to feel the haptic textures. In the 
second training trial, the task resembled the experimental 
task. The participants were asked to find and select one of 
four textures identified as the target. The texture to select 
– e.g., “ Locate A”  – was given through headphones by a 
computer voice as well as displayed on the 6.4”  display. 
The participants selected the target by turning the haptic 
rotary device to the appropriate texture and pressing the 
device. If the right texture was selected, a tone was 
played, the textures changed order, and a new target tex-
ture was given. The order of textures and targets were 
counterbalanced. The right texture had to be selected to 
proceed. The second training trial continued until 12 cor-
rect selections were made in a sequence. That is, the par-
ticipants had to select each texture correctly at least two 
times. The length of the practice trials differed between 
participants, but at the end of the second training trial all 
participants had reached a similar level of proficiency.

During the experimental trials, the menu selection of 
textures was carried out 12 times. In the conditions in-
cluding a driving task, the target textures were equally 
distributed over a track. A track took approximately three 
minutes to drive and the target textures were given every 
13 seconds. The first and last seconds of a track were held 
free from menu selection tasks. In the experimental condi-
tion without a driving task, the menu selection tasks were 
given every fifth second. The time between tasks was 
based on task completion times from a pre-study to re-
duce floor effects. To ensure that selections were based on 
visual and haptic information only, pink noise was pro-
vided through headphones, reducing auditory cues pro-
vided when turning the haptic rotary device. The experi-
mental trials started with the control condition and the 
first experimental condition or with the third experi-
mental condition and the complementary condition (Table 
2). Thereafter, the 16 participants that lacked extra infor-
mation about the visual-haptic interface proceeded with 
training trials. In the training phase, 35 menu selections 
were made without a driving task. Thereafter, 12 selec-
tions were made while driving a LCT-track. Finally, 35 
menu selections were made without driving. To reduce 
tiredness, the number of interactions was selected to max-
imize interaction while keeping the total experiment time 
down. This training procedure was later repeated after a
break and the abrasive paper test. During the five-minute 



break, the participants could use the restroom and have 
some refreshments.

During the abrasive paper test, both sides of the 
judgement plates were presented two times face up. Since 
there were six judgement plates, 24 judgements were 
made in total. The participants held the judgement plates 
by their edges and only looked at the up-side while only 
touching the down-side. They were asked to use their 
senses simultaneously and not exclude any of them. They 
judged one plate at a time. After each plate, they were 
given the reference plate with all abrasive papers repre-
sented. The participants were told to use the same proce-
dure with the reference plate as with the judgement 
plates; that is, they were to look at the up-side while rub-
bing the down-side. The task was to choose the abrasive 
paper that most closely matched the previous judgement 
plate. If they considered it hard to choose between two 
abrasive papers, they were encouraged to choose the one 
they were most sure of. They were never told that there 
were different abrasive papers on the up-side and down-
side of the judgement plates.  The script was written to 
avoid expressions that might bias either visual or haptic 
judgments.

After the abrasive paper test, the menu selection task 
training continued. The experiment ended with the se-
cond experimental condition. After each experimental 
trial, the participants were asked to describe the haptic 
interface and complete a questionnaire. The questionnaire 
included questions concerning their perception and use of 
the haptic information. They were requested to give hon-
est answers describing exactly how they perceived and 
used the haptic interface. An experimental session lasted 
about 90 minutes.

2.8 Measures
Questionnaires and video recordings were used to collect 
data. Haptic attention and haptic use was measured using 
participants’ estimates on the questionnaires. In the ques-
tion concerning haptic attention, the participants were 
requested to select the image (Fig. 5) that most closely 
described what they perceived when turning the rotary 
device. The images had no haptic information or only 
haptic ridges or both haptic ridges and haptic textures. 
The second question considered haptic use. The partici-
pants were requested to select what kind of information 
they used to solve the menu selection task: mainly visual, 
both visual and haptic, or mainly haptic

The exploratory procedure was measured as the rela-
tionship between the time eyes were on the visual menu 
selection interface and the time the hand was placed on 
the haptic rotary device. The time was measured manual-
ly while watching the recorded video data. All eye or 
hand movements not related to the menu selection task 
were excluded in the analyses. A low quotient indicated a
low use of visual information in relation to haptic infor-
mation. Therefore, the exploratory procedure could also 

be used to indicate increased haptic use. This measure 
was only relevant for the conditions including the driving 
task. For the condition without driving task, the eyes and 
hand were at the menu selection task constantly. 

Fig. 5. The image used for judging selective haptic attention in the 
questionnaire.

2.9 Analysis
Planned comparisons between the control condition and 
the experimental conditions were made with non-
parametric tests. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used 
for the related conditions and the Mann-Whitney test for 
the unrelated conditions. The -level was set to .05. Corre-
lation between haptic attention and the exploratory pro-
cedure was tested with the non-parametric Kendall’s tau 
with data from the control condition. The abrasive paper 
test resulted in 24 responses, each response labelled visu-
al, haptic, or wrong. A participant’s modality dominance 
was calculated as the visual responses divided by the sum 
of visual and haptic responses. The non-parametric Ken-
dall’s tau was used to test for correlations between results 
of haptic attention in the control condition and the indi-
vidual modality dominance in the abrasive paper test.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Haptic attention
In the control condition, half of the participants said they 
sensed all haptic information. The remaining participants 
said they sensed only part of the haptic information (five 
participants) or no haptic information at all (three partici-
pants) (Fig. 6). Haptic attention did not increase signifi-
cantly when the driving task was removed (T = 15.00, p =
.254, r = -.18) or after training (T = 25.00, p = .500, r = -.05). 
When the driving task was removed, all participants 
sensed some haptic information although half of them 
still did not sense the haptic textures (Fig, 6). After train-
ing, two more sensed some haptic information, but one 
less sensed the haptic textures (Fig, 6). The haptic atten-
tion was significantly higher for the group that received 
more information about the visual-haptic interface (U =
74.50, p = .008, r = -.45) when compared to the control 
condition. In the condition with information, all partici-
pants but one perceived all haptic information – both the 
haptic ridges and textures (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. The haptic information participants perceived in each condi-
tion.

3.2 Haptic use
In the control condition, five participants said they used 
both visual and haptic information to solve the task (Fig-
ure 7). The use of haptic information did not change sig-
nificantly between the control condition and any of the 
experimental conditions: w ithout driving task (T = 12.00, 
p = .500, r = -.07); w ith training (T = 3.50, p = .109, r = -.29); 
and with information (U = 93.50, p = .105, r = -.26). When 
the driving task was removed, the use of both visual and 
haptic information decreased to three participants (Figure 
7). With training and with information, the use of haptic 
information increased and in both conditions one partici-
pant said haptic information was mainly used (Figure 7). 
A complementary analysis of eye glances was made for 
the two participants who said they used mainly the haptic 
information. The participant with training made 2.42 eye 
glances on average towards the visual interface during a 
menu selection. The participant given information had 0.5 
eye glances on average towards the visual interface dur-
ing a menu selection. This means, only the participant 
with 0.5 eye glances actually made selections without 
taking eyes off the road.

3.3 Exploratory procedure
The participants needed to use the haptic rotary device to 
make a menu selection, but it was possible to make a 
menu selection without looking at the visual interface. In 
the control condition, the eyes were towards the visual 
interface 53.69% of the time relative to the time the hands 
were on the rotary device (Figure 8). A lower quotient 
between eye and hand time indicates a decreased use of 
visual information and thus an increased use of haptic 
information. In the condition without a driving task, the 
participants had no competing visual task and kept con-
sistent focus on the visual interface. A fter training, the 
relationship between eye and hand movement was simi-
lar to the relationship found in the control condition (Fig-
ure 8) and no significant differences between the condi-
tions were found (T = 63.00, p = .407, r = -.05). A quotient 

Figure 7. The use of haptic information in the control condition and 
experimental condition.

Figure 8. The time eyes were on task related to the time hand was 
on task for each condition. A lower quotient indicates a higher use of 
haptic information.

of 43.43% indicated an increased haptic use when infor-
mation was given about the visual-haptic interface (Fig-
ure 8). The increased haptic use was not fully significant 
(U = 85.50, p = .056, r = -.28). No correlation between hap-
tic attention and the exploratory procedure was found (
= -.17, p = .214). That is, a higher use of visual information 
did not cause selective attention to visual-haptic infor-
mation with unnoticed haptic information.

3.4 Modality dominance
The abrasive paper test showed no skewness towards 
either visual or haptic dominance. The distribution was 
not significantly different from a normal distribution 
(D(32) = 0.12, p = .200). The participant’s individual mo-
dality dominance in the abrasive test had no correlation 
to their reported haptic attention ( = -.26, p = .107). That 
is, their individual modality dominance was not con-
sistent between the tasks.



4 DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to acquire an increased under-
standing of the reasons for selective attention to visual-
haptic information in a driving context. The results sug-
gest that the selective attention with unnoticed haptic 
information was not an effect of mental overload from 
concurrent driving. Neither was it an effect of inexperi-
ence because the effect remained after training. The selec-
tive attention was not an effect of a highly visual explora-
tory procedure or an effect of consistent individual mo-
dality dominance. Rather, the selective attention to visual-
haptic information seemed to be an effect of unexpected-
ness or unfamiliarity w ith regard to the haptic modality. 
Information about the haptic interface significantly in-
creased haptic attention and slightly increased haptic use. 
These results indicate a solution concerning how haptic 
attention and use of haptic information can be increased
and partly explain the problem with unnoticed haptic 
information. However, there are several possible explana-
tions to the phenomena of selective attention and the 
whole picture could be a combination of several aspects. 
Below is a discussion of the objectives and specific condi-
tions.

4.1 Without driving task
Our first objective was to study interaction with a fully 
corresponding visual-haptic interface under different 
conditions. In the first condition, the driving task was 
removed. Without the driving task, the overall mental 
load would decrease and perhaps leave more resources 
for processing information in the menu selection task. 
According to the theory proposed by Lavie [18], this 
strategy could make processing of unnecessary infor-
mation possible. However, removing the driving task did 
not increase haptic attention significantly. Consequently, 
the manipulation of perceptual load, as suggested by 
Talsma, Senkowski, Soto-Faraco, and Woldorff [9], had no 
effect on integration of visual-haptic information. One 
possible explanation for this could be that the secondary 
task itself was highly demanding and reduced the possi-
bilities to process all information. However, this explana-
tion is contradicted by the fact that some participants had 
unaffected visual-haptic perception and that haptic atten-
tion could be increased with information. We conclude 
that selective attention to visual-haptic information can-
not be explained by high mental demand and limited 
processing capabilities.

4.2 With training
In the second experimental condition, a training phase 
was added. Repeated use was expected to make more 
participants aware of the haptic information. Further-
more, for those who perceived the haptic information, the 
ecological validity was expected to increase; i.e., these
participants relied more on the information and possibly 
learned to use the information. There were more partici-
pants who said they used haptic information after train-
ing. This indicates that training might have increased the 
ecological validity for some participants. However, no 
change in use of haptic information could be noticed 

when eye and hand movement data were analysed. Per-
haps the most interesting result from this condition was 
that the haptic textures stayed unnoticed for some partic-
ipants even after repeated use. We conclude that selective 
attention to visual-haptic information cannot be explained 
by a lack of training.  Klatzky, Lederman, and Metzger 
[23] proposed that a lack of experience of haptic infor-
mation relative to visual information could give visual 
processing an advantage. Similarly, Lamme [22] argued 
that experience could make stimuli easier to process. The-
se conclusions, however, do not agree with our findings. 
One possible explanation could be that a visual ad-
vantage from earlier experiences remained even after re-
peated exposure to visual-haptic stimuli. Another expla-
nation could be that the haptic information was filtered 
out early in the process. With no haptic processing, there 
might be no haptic experience irrespective of the amount 
of training. Interestingly, the information was filtered out 
although the questions after each test considered haptic 
perception. We were aware that the questions could direct 
attention towards the haptic information and somewhat 
bias the results, but this misplaced attention was not evi-
dent; the selective attention to visual-haptic information 
remained. Apparently, indirect information about haptic 
information was not enough to increase haptic attention.

4.3 With information
In the third experimental condition, the participants re-
ceived more information about the haptic interface. This 
was the only condition that showed a clear effect w ith 
increased haptic attention. All participants but one per-
ceived the haptic textures. This finding agrees with the 
conclusion that modality dominance could be changed 
with modality-specific attention [28]. As mentioned in the 
introduction, Lederman, Thorne, and Jones [30] found 
that modality attention could be changed by the words 
used to describe the task. This type of change is also what 
we found. However, simply mentioning haptic textures 
indirectly (in the questionnaire) had no effect, as de-
scribed earlier. In the questionnaire, we kept the question 
neutral w ith no indication of how much haptic infor-
mation actually was present in the task. As Lamme [22]
describes, directed attention towards a stimuli might en-
courage processing of a similar stimulus. According to 
what we found, this directed attention might need to be 
explicit; an indirect mentioning does not seem to be
enough of an incentive. However, it is possibly that a 
more leading question (such as “ How much of the haptic 
information presented to you did you perceive?” ) could 
have biased the results towards increased haptic atten-
tion. By adding visual-haptic information, the use of hap-
tic information was slightly increased and the exploratory 
procedure was changed towards a somewhat higher hap-
tic use. Klatzky, Lederman, and Reed [31] had similar re-
sults: they found that top-down directions could affect 
how an object is explored. The positive outcomes of this 
condition, w ith information, are promising for future vis-
ual-haptic solutions in cars. A future challenge will be 
learning how to present haptic cues to participants. In-
formation that directs attention efficiently might help de-
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velop experience. With such experience, increased haptic 
use might follow along with reduced driving distraction 
related to secondary task interaction.

4.4 Exploratory procedure
Our second objective was to study whether selective hap-
tic attention could be related to the exploratory proce-
dure. We limited the analyses and compared visual and 
haptic use. The type of haptic or visual exploratory pro-
cedure was not analysed. Selective attention with unno-
ticed haptic information was expected in people who re-
lied on and used the visual information more; however, 
this was not found. There were no correlations between 
the exploratory procedure and haptic attention. However, 
the data showed that the participants who did not sense 
any haptic information in fact used a highly visual ex-
ploratory procedure. This seems relevant as visual infor-
mation becomes more important when no haptic infor-
mation is sensed. The time eyes were on the visual inter-
face in relation to the time the hand was on the haptic 
rotary device was on average 0.64 (SD = 0.04) for those 
who did not sense any haptic information, 0.49 (SD =
0.23) for those who only sensed the haptic ridges, and 
0.53 (SD = 0.16) for those who sensed all haptic infor-
mation. It was assumed that an incomplete haptic percep-
tion, only sensing the haptic ridges, was an effect of a 
highly visual exploratory procedure in combination with 
quick hand movements. The haptic ridges were some-
what easier to discriminate than the haptic textures as 
they stood out more (they had a higher maximum 
torque). However, both the participants who only sensed 
the haptic ridges and those who sensed all haptic infor-
mation had a large spread in their exploratory procedure. 
The spread ranged from high visual use to more haptic 
use.

Interestingly, some participants demonstrated a high 
use of haptic information even though they apprehended 
the information differently, sensing only the ridges (low-
est quotient = 0.24) or both haptic ridges and textures 
(lowest quotient = 0.28). According to the visual preview 
model [32], these participants used a haptic or combined 
haptic and visual exploratory procedure. Two participants 
in the study had a lower number of eye glances towards 
the visual interface than the number of tasks, indicating a 
lack of visual preview for some tasks. One of these partic-
ipants spontaneously commented on his use of mainly 
haptic information as inefficient and said he changed 
strategy and used both the visual and haptic information 
towards the end of the test. The visual preview model [32]
suggests that haptic information has a higher possibility 
to be sensed in situations when the visual information is 
insufficient. However, some of the participants who per-
ceived all haptic information still used a highly visual 
exploratory procedure. We believe that the perception of 
haptic information in our study was unrelated to the 
quality of visual information. Rather, the haptic infor-
mation was collected for other reasons, consciously or 
unconsciously. A possible reason for the high use of visual 
information might be incomprehension of the haptic tex-
tures. If not fully comprehended, there is a risk they were 

disturbing and added noise to the haptic information ra-
ther than adding clarity. According to Ernst and Bülthoff 
[21], added noise in one source of information can reduce 
its reliability. A complete but unclear haptic perception 
might produce lower reliability than an incomplete but 
clear haptic perception. This could explain why some par-
ticipants who only noticed a part of the haptic infor-
mation still used the haptic information, whereas some 
participants who perceived all haptic information relied 
more on the visual information.

4.5 Modality dominance
The third objective was to study whether selective atten-
tion to visual-haptic information was an effect of con-
sistent individual modality dominance.  Because the 
menu selection task involved textures, an abrasive paper 
test w ith different textures was used to estimate individu-
al modality dominance. We expected haptic dominant 
participants to have a higher haptic attention than visual-
ly dominant participants. However, no such correlation 
was found. Congruent with McDonnel and Duffet’s [37]
findings, the abrasive paper test showed individual dif-
ferences in modality dominance. However, rather than 
being permanent, the individual modality dominance 
changed depending on the situation. McDonnel and Duf-
fet [37] suggest that variances in modality dominance 
could be affected of subtle differences in instructions and 
procedures. In our study, we tried to control this by strict-
ly keeping to the instructions in a script. Still, subtle dif-
ferences in expressions and behaviour might occur. The 
participants might also be affected by their own experi-
ences and expectations, conditions not possible to control 
for in the test setup. Interestingly, the results in the abra-
sive paper test showed no skewness towards either visual 
or haptic dominance. Consequently, the results were not 
in line with the more traditional view of visual domi-
nance as identified by Rock and Victor [36].

5 CONCLUSIONS

It could be concluded that haptic information can remain 
unnoticed even after repeated use and with reduced men-
tal workload. Neither haptic attention nor haptic use was 
increased by removing the driving task or by training. It 
could also be concluded that selective attention to visual-
haptic information was not an effect of a highly visual 
exploratory procedure or by consistent individual differ-
ences in modality dominance. If we want to change in-
vehicle interaction towards multi-modal use, a first step 
would be to help drivers notice the other available infor-
mation than the more traditional, habitual, and expected 
visual information. This study showed that visual domi-
nance could be changed by the information given before 
the test. By mentioning that both visual and haptic infor-
mation was provided, attention towards the haptic infor-
mation increased. The use of haptic information also in-
creased slightly. The positive effects of giving information 
were an important result since it provided a solution to 
the problem with unnoticed haptic information. Haptic 
information for secondary tasks presented in vehicle in-



terfaces does not reach supporting potentials if not per-
ceived. Furthermore, perceived haptic information is nec-
essary for a developed and increased use of haptic infor-
mation. These findings suggest that future interfaces 
should be designed and developed to emphasize and 
communicate the presence haptic information. The results 
in this study cannot be generalized to all kinds of visual-
haptic interfaces or to real driving situations. Rather, the-
se results provide part of the puzzle that describes multi-
modal integration of information and selective attention 
that may support the design of future haptic interfaces.
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”Ljuset blir större när natten tar form, 
värmen blir mer värd i storm.” 

Lars Winnerbäck 






